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FP-302’(REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Nebraska , ^Wdbi inteifvifew&a bv Hperiai (ga)
of tne Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and
n*F -hVio Tn4r

l
of the Internal Revenue Service who identified tKemge I vpr

as special Agents of their respective departments. I ^was
interviewed at her Mace of employment at the iiniveP^TTV TrAgPTmaT.
Nuclear Medicine Office, Omaha, Nebraska. I Iwas being
interviewed regard i nrr\h<=>T> aggr.r<|qtlon withfif

provided the following information:
an,d[

advised her date of birth is
and SociaI~security Account Number

a
advised she has known the
has attpnaf>a nhur-fh a4- 4-

with
PRESByTEKY , sne met!
PRESBYTERY CHURCH. She later sang with

±ii

family for
WEST HILLS PRESBYTERY
At the WEST HILLS

PRESBYTERY CHURCH In choir and

in tne choir of the west HILLS
at the CENTRAL

PRESBYTER
the time,

le

.were,
was

actively attpnding the
•TERY church.

I Iwas
jpe/l |was teaching at BURKE HIGH SCHOOL. I

I
left BURKE HIGH SCHOOL at the recfuest of the Omaha Public

the cburch . At
advised

>asBcnoois Administration.

f

^ * _ ... . I 1 advised it was rumored
having young students over to his apartment and as a result he was
asked to resign from his teaching position at BURKE HIGH SCHOOL
where he had taught music. At their insistence, he left and as a
result he attempted to obtain his Doctorate neai£e_^rom theTtXTTTTTTnT-in-rmTT « I

'

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA IN LINCOLN in Music,
loaned]

|
a

iadvised she
approximately $23. 000 in the early 1970s by

issuing a periodic monthly check for

,

expenses while he attended graduate school . «
such tlme [~^

|
decided he would—ont—write a thesis and as a

lied Graduate School. I

|
discontinued loaning an

rraox

^school and living
This continued until

result failed Graduate School.
further funds to

| 1 for graduate school expenses

.

advised that over the years,
! lhas paid back a considerable

amount of the $23,000, however, he has not completely repaid that
amount of money.

I51e

I

jadvised she received most of her funds from two
inheritances, one from her grandparents of property which was

b6
b7C

Investigation on

by

2/5/90 •t Omaha , Nebraska ^Fue # 0maha -.r^^573

SM Date dictated 2^5/90

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

i LU t

Is loaned
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OM 147A-571

Continuation of FD-302 of
. On 2/5/90 Page 2

b6
b7C

valued at approximately $100,000 and was sold in approximately
1986 or 1987 . The other inheritance was left to her by her father
in 1966 of an additional $100,000. I I advised she has a total
of approximately $200,000 from both inheritances. In addition,
she has personal savings and has been employed with the UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL as a Nuclear Medicine Technician. She began her
employment in September 1962.

I advised that because of her association with
le became a member of the FRANKLIN COMMUNITY FEDERAL

CREDIT UNION (FCFCU) . At the close of the credit union in
November 1988, she received approximately $47,000 from three
Certificate of Deposits (CD). She purchased qps at the insistence
and solicitation off

i
I
Manager of FCFCU,

advised
|

|was a member of the PRESBYTERY CHURCH and
cnoir and would often give choir members sale pitches regarding

Jwould solicit themoney markets and CDs available at FCFCU.
, one

sale and/or purchase of the CD by insisting that the certificates
received rates which were insured by the NATIONAL CREDIT UNION
ASSOCIATION (NCUA) . The money was being used to help the poor and
the north Omaha area would benefit by the purchase of a CD from
FCFCU

.

UNIVEI
After

1

ISITY OP NERRAaK
asked J 1 to h

1 told her i

jdiscontinued his graduate studies at the
AT LINCOLN. r '

1at FCFCU. ~l ladvlsed[
]was hired.

began to pay back his college loan to

I
I advised her purchases of the CDs were made at

various times, she cannot recall without specifically obtaining
the dociiments at her residence regarding the purchases. However,
she received no monthly interest, all monies were rolled over, and
the only monies she received from FCFCU was at the close of the
credit union in 1988 when she cashed in her CDs. At the time, she
received approximately $50,000 which the| |were aware of.
Prior to the close of the credit union, kj.x monies were rolled
over and re-invested. At the time the CD was to expire she would
receive letters from FCFCU signed by|

I regarding the
re-investment or rolling over the CD at which time she would roll
the CD over and re-invest the money in FCFCU.

In the, fan n-F

residence where
business deal in which
$10,000 checks in a loI

J.989, she was invited
_LanxiI_I__

LLaiibdULiun itum

o the
_ proposed

would receive
a

hree
and a total
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Continuation of FD-302 of 2/5/90

of $30,000 would be loened to the for expenses being
Incurred by attorney fees in the alternative sentencing counseling
she and

I I were receiving. The $30,000 would be paid back
from the estate of I fhA fr.-Hai nnn would be
paid back . A note was signed bvl land I

the Administrator of the I I estate. I [advised
she loaned the money, a total of $30 .non, in thrUa rharijg £10,000
each, and were given to

| f
requested the money to be given in $10,000 each so the NCUA would
not find out about the funds.

I hadvised that in nereiphar 1989, | I

and
I I

requested I |to attend another dinner at
their house at which time an additional $20,000 was requested for
expenses they were incurring in attorney fees and thfi_al±ei:native
sentencing counseling classes they were receiving. I kdvlsed
she loaned the $20,000. No new loan was signed, however, they
agreed a total of $50,000 would be paid back to her at the dp.ath
pClJ

1 I
from the estate of

|

|advised if she did not loan the money of $20,000 to them,
they would be losing the house and all the other material goods
they had.

| I advised this woiild be the total $50,000 they
were aware she had as the| |are unaware of the additional
fund? gh® had inherited from the various relatives ' estates

.

I
pdvised that at the time the monies were loaned, she had a

personal conversation with|
revealed to her that several antiques wnicn they have in their
possession are being stored in an unknown location until such time
they can sell those antiques without the NCUA or other government
agencies knowing of the sale and possession of the antiques.

she was told this for further assurance the money
would be paid back to her

. |
advised she is unaware where

the antiques are being stored, but she is of the opinion th^v
stored somewhat close to

I I advised she has known thj | family for many
years and always had a feeling they were living a lavish lifestvle
that they could not afford. Historically, ! l had a
public job and

|
never had steady work, it is her

opinion money had to come from some place and she believed it
possibly was from PCPCU at

|
|job. Because of the money

they were spending and of tne rrips they were taking, she
suspected they were obtaining money from an unknown source.

advised she was aware of
lifestyle, nowever, she believed the money was trom an innerltanre
received by j j from I I family and that

I
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5y
was known asT and she was told this

I I
advised she has no knowledge of CONSUMER SERVICES

ORGANIZATION (CSO) and is not aware of how grants were received or
if grants were received. She has no knowledge of grant letters
and could not provide any information of letters made up on behalf
of PCFCU by the

I 1 family.

familyadvised she loaned the money to the
because she believed it was the Christian thing to doT
personally believes the firing of I ~l and the wL^
transaction was handled by the PRESBYTERY CHURCH leaders was
inappropriate and as a result she felt the best thing to do was to
assist the

l |at their time of need. I I advised the
above funds which were loaned to thel

| was her money and she
loaned it to them on her own free will realizing there was a risk
of not receiving the money back.

I
advised she would provide all the records she has

available wnicn have been subpoenaed by the NCUA and is willing to
meet with the NCUA and assist in this investigation.
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WRC: jf

1

Agent- (SA)[
The following Investigation was conducted by Special

February 8, 1990:
Jat Omaha, Nebraska, on

On Thursday , February 8. 1990. at approximatelyr

Omaha Police Diyision (OPD),10:00 a.m., Detectiye^
^

Omaha, Nebraska, telephone number (402) 444-7867, came to the
office of the FBI in Omaha, Nebraska, in regard to information he
had obtained reference the inyestigation of the FRANKLIN
COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION (FCFCU)

. |
| advised SA|

|

that earlier this morning he had receivea a telephone call on the
OPD Crimestoppers line, and related the content of that
conversation as follows: ^

At 8:25 a.m. on this date, February 8, 1'990, 'an
unidentified male caller who wished to remain anonymous, called
the OPD Crimestoppers telephone line. Ih^ caller ^dv^ised F
that he was

|
of I I-

r rurtner xstated
]
years of age, used to

nnhp rallp-r Mon-H OD txs oatT 4-V^g.4-

1
I umana . NeprasT^ The caller

I
who is~ a whi ta -FftmalP. .' about

work fori lat the FnFnrr. u±

"that

caiier aaviseci[ ]that has never been questioned in
regard to the credit union raiiure, which causes the caller to
believe that there was a .cover—up involved. The caller further
advised that the

|
[keep two large German Shepherd does on

their property to keep people away , and that Mr . | | who is
in the construction business, haR a vArv large collection of
guns . In response to the caller .1 checked the citv
directory and found a f

' ' ’ •

provided by the caller.
] listed at the address

The city directory further noted she was— ^ - ^ W.w a- jr W
employed as an Administrative Assistant for the FRANKLIN CREDIT
nM-rr\-KT A ^ n non I I J ^ . I 1 . .notified OPD Captain

] who instructed
who thenUNION in 1989. | |

contacted Acting Deputy Chief wnu j.iisi,i.uui-eu|
hand carry a copy of the Crimestoppers report to the FBT"! I I

prepared the report, which is attached to this insert, and hand
delivered it to SA

| H at approximately 10:00 a.m. on this
date. All information related above is included in the
CrimestQppgcs questionnaire—except for the fact that the caller
was which

[

j’elt would tend to
identity tJie caller if the questionnaire was ever su

b6
b7C
b7D

court.

TTiJFsrr^Qc/i^
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uii Lii r

al|s

Upon receipt of the information from
| |

SA
conducted an indices check of Omaha automated :^TTesin regard to

female, date ofIt was found that
_

I iSnr.ial Security Account Number
Omaha, Nebraska, telephone number

1 nag oeen indexed into the FRANKLIN CREDIT UNION
xixe (i4/A-57i) in serial 485 on May 18, 1989, and further, that
this reference was updated on January 8, 1990.

On the same date, Sa[,
,
case agent in the

FRANKLIN investigation, was telephonicallv j:phi±ied_by sa[
] SA advised thatof the Information received from!

, ^

I
had previously been interviewed in regard to her

employment and Involvement i n the FRANKLIN CREDIT UNION
investigation. SA

| Iasked that the contact with Detective
I Jbe documented to the file for further Investigative action
on his part.



^ OMAHA POLICE DiViStON

CRIME STOPPERS QUESTIONNAIRE

Crinw Stoppers
505 South 15th Street

Omaha, Nebraska 68102
444-7867

Day of this Report />4

Person Taking Report

.

nnfn nf this Repoit

No

Time of thisj Rflnnrt ^ rf*
-5

Serial No. _

b6
b7C

1. TYPE OF CRIME

Homicide Sex Crime Armed Robbery Burglary Arson

Larceny Auto Theft Assault Felony Fugitive Fraud ^
Narcotics Vandalism Welfare/Abuse Kidnapping/Abduction

Other/Type
Specifics RB No.

2. SUSPECT INFORMATION: :

Suspect No, 1

n3

Suspect No. 2
Name Address

Other Suspects: -

Suspect's known hangouts or known associates: ^

.. —Current location-of-suspect

- - Is suspect armed: ( )-Yes- -( ) No ( ) Unknown What type weapon:

3.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF SUSPECT:

Suspect No. 1 : Age flace Sex Height Weight Hair Color Length

Eye-Colofr Noticeable marks, defects, scars, tattoos

Suspect No. 2: Age Race Sex Height Weight Hair Color Length .

Eye Color Noticeable marks, defects, scars, tattoos

Other(s):

Has suspect ever been arrested: ( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Unknown

Agency: Date: Charge:

Is the suspect a drug addict ( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Unknown Type Drug:

4. VEHICLE INFORMATION:

Make .Model Year Color

License-Na State Other

Was aTrailer Used? Type Color Lie.

5. FACTS OF THE CRIME

Victim Information:
Name Address Telephone

Date, Time, Location oLOccurrence:

/^a a * • • a. a a .

r w I / wiviMnrt;



7. WITNESS INFORMATION:

Were there any other witnesses: ( ) Yes No
.

(
‘ ) Unknown

Witness
Name Address Telephone

* ^

Will the witness testify: ( )Yes (^No

8. INFORMANT INFORMATION:

Does the informant wish to remain anonymous: ^ Yes ( ) No

Is informant on probation or parole: ( ) Yes No

If Yes, informant's code number ! 1

If No, informant's
Name Address Telephone

Will informant testify:
( ) Yes ^ ) No

Does informant know where any additional evidence might be found: —^

CRIME STOPPERS CONTACT;.
Name Date Time

INVESTIGATOR notified by telephone: -—— ——

—

Name Agency Date Time

Disposition: : ;

Copy of this form Crime Stoppers Office

Return to: Room 402 Date



OMAHA POLICE DIVISI

Page No,

of Pages

|0 (84) OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

FBI

TRANSMIT VIA:
Teletype

Q Facsimile

13 AIRTEL

PRECEDENCE:
n Immediate
Q Priority

(Zl Routine

CLASSIFICATION:
TOP SECRET
SECRET
CONFIDENTIAL
UNCLAS E F T O
UNCLAS

Date 2/20/90

TO :

PROM :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (147-2829)
ATTENTION: FBI LABORATORY HANDWRITING SECTION

SAC, OMAHA (147A-571) (P)

b6
b7C

ET AL;
FRANKLIN COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION (FCFCU);
ET AL;
FAG - HUD - IRS;
BP&E; WP; MP
00: OMAHA

Re Omaha airtel to the Bureau, dated '£/28/89, and
Bureau Laboratory results to Omaha, dated 8/22/89.

Enclosed for the Bureau are handwriting exemplars of

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU;

Bureau is requested to conduct handwriting examination
original documents previously submitted in referenced Omaha

airtel with enclosed exemplars ^ Examination is remiftstAd fn
determine if the signatures ofi

I were
the signatures submitted on the Original documents.

It is requested the examination results be forwarded to
Omaha by 4/30/90.

For the information of the Bureau, previous examination
was conducted under lab number 90703016 D XH.

^ Bureau (Enc. 2)
Omaha

MAM:tle.^ J ^
(5) 1*

Approved:* Transmitted

Inde:
w:(Number) (Time)



FD-302 (REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 2/16/90

1

I Omaha , Nebraska ,

was intermewect by special Agent: fSA) l ~l

1
^ who identified himsel f as a Special Agent of the Federal

Bureau of Investigatioji (FBI) . |
|was advised he was being

interviewed regarding FRANKLIN COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
(FCFCU)

. provided the following information:

I I
advised his date of birth is| ~| Social

Security Account Number]
PATHFINDER DINNER TRAIN, which is an excursion train from

Council Bluffs , Iowa, to the Hancock Junction and other areas of
western Iowa. I I advised PATHFINDER TRAIN was formerly an
excursion train on the tracks from Fremont to Hooper, Nebraska.
It was originated in 1986.1 I ,

I

ladvised he was employed at FCFCU for approximately
a one-year period, starting in late 1980 or early 1981, and was
employed at FCFCU to recruit depositors and to edit grant writing
reports . | |

advised the grants were being written by | \

I I and another individual in an attempt to obtain grants and
operating funds on behalf of FCFCU. It was his duty to edit those
grant reports . which were submitted to | upon the
final draft. I Iwould then take the grants and do a personal
presentation on behalf of FCFCU in an attempt to obtain the grant.

I I

is unaware of any grants which were funded, and advised he
would not know whether grants were funded. Conversations with

I Irevealed that FCFCU and CONSUMER SERVICES ORGANIZATION (CSO)
operated on grants that were funded by the issuance of a grant
report by FCFCU. In addition to the writing and editing of
grants, he was responsible for soliciting various civic organi-
zations and church organizations in an attempt to solicit
depositors into FCFCU. Depositors were solicited to deposit their
funds with FCFCU in an attempt to help the poor, provide
counseling of a consumer nature to the poor, and help the North
Omaha lower-income area. FCFCU at the time could not pay the
going market rate of interest, and appealed to the individual
church organizations or groups by helping the North Omaha area.

Invesligation on 2/5/90

by SA

Omaha , Nebraska PUe * fO^CT-7?

Date dictated

This document contitcas neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI

to your agency; it end' its conteitfs are not to be distributed outside your agency.

2/5/9-0
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I I acivised the grants were being submitted to HUD for
CDHUB funds and to regional church organizations. He is unaware
of any funds received from any of the organizations, or HUD in
particular.

took two trips while employed with FCFCU. He
advised his tax W--2 would reflect that he was an employee of
FCFCU. While in the employ of FCFCU, he took a trip to
Washington, D.C., sometime in 1981, which was a trip to promote
FCFCU and the grants being submitted to HUD. I I could not
recal l who he traveled with or who he met with in Washington, D.C.

] advised he took another trip to Chicago, Illinois, along
with r
FCFCU and cso concept in a neighborhood redevelopment program,
All expenses for the trip were paid for by FCFCU, and he believes
through

! Teredit card,_aU-_pxpenses, including the
hotel and food, were paid for by

and[ ] which was a trip to promote the

1 advised while employed with FCFCU, he did not
ts, c Sljecial clothing or

advised he did
receive any gifts, cars, or apartments,
furniture was purchased on his behalf.
receive small gifts, possibly at holiday times, when other
employees also received gifts.

At the end of 1981, he submitted his resignation, quit,
and became an employee of FIRSTIER or REAL BANK MORTGAGE, and
later also became a loan officer for SUPERIOR MORTGAGE.

I

advised in November, 1988, the PATHFiNqiER Dli^NER
TRAIN had a railroad track dediiiaJikm/open house which t

_

CATERING was hired to cater. I [advised he had discussions
with^ regarding the catering and the preparation of the food
for the gathering. This was the only time {CATERING was ever
hired, and he could not recall the exact amount of money which was
paid to|

I
CATERING. All additional catering at PATHFINDER

TRAIN is performed by HY-VEE CATERING because of their volume of
purchasing and their various locations throughout the country,
they are a better catering company which could provide a better
product than I I CATERING. At no time did PATHFINDER DINNER
TRAIN or I j

consider utilizing CATERING on the train when
it was originally concepted.

advised while in the employ of

|

to the airport and woxiliLJia^
and FCFCU, he

care
have

of
|

lived in
did accompany

j

personal mail at his house. He believed
|

|to
different location than what has been pubiisned in the newspaper.
He believes

! j
to have received his money from his other
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businesses, and believes that grants were being funded. Since the
number of employees at FCFCU and CSO were always increasing, he
never questioned how the funds were received or whether share
drn ft|S or share certificates were obtained and then utilized by

jfor personal gain. While accompanying] |on various trips,
• I ! _ ^he never witnessed him to be using narcotics; however, he has no

personal knowledge whether I Utilized narcotics or ever
purchased nai^cotics while on the various trips that he accompanied

advised he could not provide any further information
regarding this matter; however, if review of his records revealed
additional information, he would contact the FBI immediately.



February 19, 1990

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM: Anon3Tnous Affiants

RE: Suggested course of action

A key component of the
| [

situation is that moneys were used
by the

read
for personal and political purposes, and the political
to the Republican Party, and through the Erickson &

some of their attorneys who were hired from
and the firm a Republican

avenues
Sederstrom, P, C,, and
time to time to give

|

image. Employee attorneys came from the Hal Daub office, the
local scene-f | and a prominent former National Committee-
man, former governer Charlie, Thone, among others. This shifted
the image from the democratic, Jewish firm that had evolved.
Key attorneys were hired yrlio had advanced themselves within the
strata of the State and local bar association, and the discip-
line body, both locally' and at the state level.
had personal problems within the state and district court levels
related to a festering legal malprartirp gitnat-i

around^Judge ^Tnhn Crant and lawyer

F

11
centered

and others.
which included at a/ peak time, every democratic judge appointed
by Exon and others/ and spread to the Thone judges, to include
Keith -Howard-.-and--.Steven Davis . who continues the district court
protection with Hbward protecting the entire group using the
state Judicial Qualifications Commission, I ^__^^[protected
on the Inquiry Committee, and former County Attorney | ^

I [blocked criminal prosecution, former Attorney General Paul
Douglas blocked state action, and former Chief Justice Norman Krivosha
became a prote'ctor from the day he became chief justice. Many
others are in^volved,

/

toWe suggest to you that the trail will lead to| |and others via
the Ericksori & Sederstrom. P. C. law firm, and will involve Judge
Lyle Strom and Judge William Cambridge and all Supreme Court judges
except Fahrhbruch, and to include Robert Spire and William Howland
and Eugene Crump, and RON LAHNERS at the federal level, which now
extends through CV 88-0-205 to a cover-up by 8th Circuit Judge
Donald Lay, YOUR OWN RECORD in Lincoln shows a "decision" contrary
law as you left office in favor of

| |
and his law firm, which

joined Erickson & Sederstrom. P.C . The appeal of your decision was
unlawfully dismissed by I let al misusing Rule 7A.

to

Our current Douglas County Attorney and Judge James Bncklev are
not involved in any of this. But

j
land^ money is.

Serial 669
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 - •

Date of transcription 2/26/90

and SA

|was interviewed by Special Agent (SA)
ot tbe Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

]of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
thereafter provided the following information:

was being interviewed at her attorney's office,
advised that upon the nf hp.r

toarrorney, sne asjcea a long time personal friend
borrow a total of S50.0 00 in the latter part of
November, 1989, [ I requested
checks of $10,000 each. [

FFT:—ITT
$30.000. which consisted of three

] requested to
issue the checks in $10,000 amounts because of various lawsuits
being filed against her for payment of outstanding bills. The
$10,000 checks were deposited into a bank accout at DOUGLAS COUNTY
BANK in amounts less than $10,000. Since less than $10,000 is
dennsi t,ed, no report is generated to anyone regarding the money.

believes no company could put a clain on the money because
An addition al $20,000 was requested in December, 1989

] advised a personal note signed I

is responsible for the estate o

ot t(;ils

from
V who

a result nas
because of
dedtodiv

is upset
involvement in FCFCU . and

ae ner "estate equally between

with
as

]

L

is responsible for the execution of the estate upon
Upon her death the loans will be paid back to l I

her death. _

]for the total of $50,000.
money to pay outstanding bills

.

advised she used the

advised In particular the UNITED BANK OF MISSOURI
for approximately $1,600 to $1,800 which

neara in tne courts

.

has sued
is being

^advised prior to the close of the FRANKLIN
COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION (FCFCU), she had given two boxes of
old fy^rn-ilv antimipp to her children. These pieces are being held
by These antiques were purchased prior to her
association with FCFCU. They include an antique table and a
Victorian desk and other small pieces. All can be proven to have
been purchased prior to her association with FCFCU.

Investigation on 2/23/90 at Omaha, Nebraska w

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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I I
advised she is unfamiliar with signing any

incorporation papers regarding the Neighborhood Retail
AsSQCiat.i.Qn Rhe. said nnmp.rmis papers were sent to her either by

for her signature, including
incorporation papers, sne signed most papers without actually
reading the document.

I I advised the FRANKLIN USA was a national model for
FCPCU.

[attempted to obtain federal money to
finance FRANKLIN USA. FRANKLIN USA was develonod to 1 nr.atp,

similar FCFCUs throughout the United States. Ibelieves the
only credit union

j
[ever assisted in was the ST. JOHN CHURCH

CREDIT UNION in Harlem , New York.
| [

charged a fee to Harlem,
New York for this service, but no grant was obtained to provide
assistance through FRANKLIN USA.

|
I is of the opinion that

FRANKLIN USA used FCFCU ' s money rather tnan making money for
FCFCU

.

I [advised the FRANKLIN HOUSING CORP was an attempt
by Attorney] |to obtain Housing and Urban Development
money for tne aeveiopment of low-income homes, through what was
called the 202 funds to build houses on 26th and 28th and Dodge in
Omaha, Nebraska. This was not successful.

[
could not provide any information regarding a

postal box obtained in the Florence Station. She is only aware of
the various postal boxes obtained for her business and the one
obtained to obtain grant verifications through the mail in
Lincoln

.

against her anc
I

provided a copy of the lawsuit being filed
ler husband by the UNITED BANK OP MISSOURI.



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) Case Number; CR89-0-63
%

Plaintiff, )

vs.
) MOTION FOR BILL OF

PARTICULARS
ALICE PLOCHE KING, )

Defendant. )

COMES NOW the Defendant, Alice Ploche King, and pursuant

to Fed. R. Crim. P. 7(f), moves the Court for an Order directing

the Government to file a Bill of Particulars of the following mat-

ters embraced within the indictment;

1. With respect to the allegation that, "On or about October 6th

1986, the defendants caused a wire transfer in the amount of

$1,000.00 from the State of Nebraska, to Adams National Bank for

the purpose of setting forth the scheme to defraud," state:

(a) Which defendant "caused" the wire
transfer; and

(b) The name and current address of every
other person involved in the' transfer.

2. With respect to the allegation that, "On or about October

24th, 1986, the defendants caused a wire transfer in the amount

of $2,000.00 from the State of Nebraska, to the Adams National

Bank for the purpose of setting forth the scheme to defraud,"

state:

(a) Which defendant "caused" the wire
transfer; and

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.



3. With respect to the allegation that/ "On or about December

1st/ 1986/ the defendants caused a wire transfer in the amount

of $2/500.00 from the State of Nebraska/ to the Adams National

Bank for the purpose of setting forth the scheme to defraud/"

state:

(a) Which defendant "caused" the wire
transfer; and

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.

4. With respect to the allegation that/ "on or about January

22nd/ 1987/ the defendants caused a wire transfer in the amount

of $3/000.00 from the State of Nebraska/ to the Adams National

Bank for the purpose of setting forth the scheme to defraud/"

state

;

(a) Which defendant "caused" the wire
transfer; and

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.

5. With respect to the allegation that/ "On or about March

5th/ 1987/ the defendants caused a wire transfer in the amount

of $3/000.00 from the State of Nebraska/ to the Adams National

Bank for the purpose of setting forth the scheme to defraud/"

state:

(a) Which defendant "caused" the wire
transfer; and

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.



6. With respect to the allegation that/ "on or about April

17th/ 1987/ the defendants caused a wire transfer in the amount

of $1/500.00 from the State of Nebraska/ to the Adams National

Bank for the purpose of setting forth the scheme to defraud/"
I

state;

(a) Which defendaht "caused" the wire
transfer; and

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.

7. With respect to the allegation that/ "On or about May

20th/ 1987/ the defendant caused a wire transfer in the amount

of $3/000.00 from the State of Nebraska/ to the Adams National

Bank for the purpose of setting forth the scheme to defraud/"

state:

(a) Which defendant "caused" the wire
transfer; and

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.

V

8. With respect to the allegation that/ "on or about July

6th/ 1987/ the defendant caused a wire transfer in the amount

of $3/000.00 from the State of Nebraska/ to the Adams National

Bank for the purpose of setting forth the scheme to defraud/"

state:

(a) Which defendant "caused" the wire
transfer; and

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.



9. With respect to the allegation that/ "On or about July

5th/ 1988/ the defendant caused a wire transfer in the amount

of $1/000.00 from the State of Nebraska/ to the Adams National

Bank for the purpose of setting forth the scheme to defraud/"

state:

(a) Which defendant "caused" the wire
transfer; arid

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.

10. With respect to the allegation that/ "On or about the

9th day of June/ 1988/ to on or about the 17th day of June/ 1988

the defendant/ using funds converted from the King's personal ac

count at the Adams National Bank/ wrote a check for $50/000.00

made payable to Franklin Community Federal Credit Union/ state:

(a) Which defendant "caused" the check
to be deposited;

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.

11. With respect to the allegation tha't/ "on or about the 11th

day of July/ 1988/ to on or about the 19th day of July/ 1988/

the defendant/ using funds converted from the King's personal ac

count at the Adams National Bank/ wrote a check for $100/000.00

made payable to Franklin Community Federal Credit Union; state:

(a) Which defendant "caused" the check
to be deposited;

(b) The name and current address of
every other person involved in
the transfer.



12. With respect to the allegation that/ "From or about the

1st day of July/ 1976/ the defendant/ did unlawfully/ willingly/

and knowingly conspire with the Harveys and others/

(a) Please state the time and location
when the agreement was originally
reached

;

(b) 'Please state whether the agreement
was expressed or implied;

(c) Please state the date/ time/ and
place Alice Ploche King first met
with each co-conspirator with whom
the Goverment claims she conspired;

(d) State specifically what agreement
the defendant entered into/ with
whom said agreement was made/ and
day/ time and place of said agree-
ment ;

(e) State the nature of the act/ and the
day/ time/ and place of said act/ by
which the defendant first manifested
that she was part of the alleged con-
spiracy. In other words/ what is the
first act the defendant is accused of
committing/ in furtherance of the al-
leged conspiracy.

(f) Please state any and all overt acts as
to Count I of the indictment/ about
which testimony was presented to the
Grand Jury and about which the Govern-
ment intends to present testimony at
the time of trial/ and which overt
acts could have been included by the
addressment of the indictment but were
not.

13. With respect to the allegation that Mrs. King "would direct

transfer of money from Franklin Community Federal Credit Union



to her own personal banking accounts/" state:

(a) The specific date each transfer was
made

;

(b) The account from which the transfer
was drawn;

(c) The recipient account of each transfer;

(d) The amount of each transfer;

(e) How Defendant/ Alice P.King/ allegedly
"caused" each transfer;

(f) The name and current address of each
person who was present at the scene of
the transfer.

14. With respect to the allegation that Mrs. King "would pro

vide explanation of the source of the money used for personal

expenditures as being that of gifts or inheritances from rela

tives or that of profits from their independent business con-

cerns/ "state:

(a) The part of defendant's testimony
which the Government relies on as
being false/ setting forth in par-
ticular the alleged matter therein
contained

;

(b) The time and place where defendant
allegedly committed the acts above
described/ and

(c) The name and current address of each
and every person who was present at
the scene of the alleged acts above
described

.



15. With respect to the allegation "during the period of 1984

through November 4th, 1988, the conspirators embezzled and mis-

applied Franklin Community Federal Credit Union funds in the

following approximate amounts for the use indicated: King Family,

$10,223,217.00" state:

(a) The funds allegedly misapplied solely
by defendant, Alice P. King, and show
how allocation to defendant, Alice P.
King, was determined;

(b) The funds allegedly misapplied jointly
by defendants and show how allocation
to each defendant was determined.

16. With respect to the allegation "from time to time and af-

ter the closing of Franklin Community Federal Credit Union by

the NCUA, Mr. King and Mrs. King would provide false and mis-

leading statements and testimony in order to cover up their in-

volvement in this conspiracy and to preclude detection by au-

thorities," state:

(a) Specifically what testimony and/or
statements by defendant the Govern-
ment alleges was false;

(b) The time and place where defendant
allegedly made false statements or
gave testimony;

(c) The name and current addresses of
each and every person who was pres-
ent at the scene of the alleged
statements and/or testimony.

In support of this Motion, the Court is respectfully re-

ferred to the attached Memorandum of points and authorities.



Dated this February

/

1990.

ALICE PLOCHE KING, Defendant,

By_
Jerold V. Fennell #11266
Suite 270 Regency Court
120 Regency Parkway
Omaha, Ne 68114
(402) 393-1286
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct

copy of the foregoing Motion for Bill of Particulars was person-

ally served on the following: Steve E. Achelpohl of 100 Historic

Library Plaza, 1823 Harney Street, Omaha, Nebraska 68102 and

Assistant U.S. Attorney Thomas D. Thalken, Federal Building,

Omaha, Nebraska 68102 on the ^ day of '• .t. *-'•")
,

1990.



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
)

)

Plaintiff,
)

)

vs.
)

)

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and )

ALICE PLOCHE KING,
)

)

Defendants.
)

CASE NO. CR89-0-63

MOTION

COMES NOW the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr., by and through
his court-appointed counsel, and moves this Court for an Order
directing Tom Harvey to produce before the Court, for inspection by
Defendant and his counsel, on February 23, 1990, or at such other
time and place as the Court may direct, the following items, which
items are designated in a subpoena directed to the said Tom Harvey,
a copy of which subpoena is attached hereto, marked Exhibit "X" and
incorporated herein by this reference.

This Motion is made on the grounds that the Defendant cannot
properly prepare for trial without production and inspection in
advance of trial of the items sought.

Dated this ^ 3 day of January, 1990.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. , Plaintiff

By; JS
Steven E. Achelpo
Marilyn N. Abbott
SCHUMACHER & ACHELPOHL
1823 Harney St. , Suite
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000
His attorneys

100

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true
of the foregoing Motion was served upon Thomas D.

-(r?2
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Assistant U.S. Attorney, P.O. Box 1228 DTS, Omaha, NE 68101, by
depositing in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, on this 2- ^ day of
January, 1990. .

Steven E . Achelpohl
Marilyn N. Abbott
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^Sistrxct Olourt

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

DISTRICT OF

.

Nebraska

V.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

SUBPOENA
DUCES TECUM

CASE NUMBER; CR89-0-63

TYP6 0FCASE

Dcivil ©criminal
SUBPOENAFOR

person SDOCUMENTISIorOBJECTIS)
TO:

Tom Harvey

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear at the place, date, and time specified below to testify at the taking of a
deposition in the above case.

Place
—

DATE AND TIME

Magistrate Courtroom
Edward Zorinski Federal Building
17th & Capitol Streets
Omaha, NE" 68101

February 23, 1990
9:00 A.M.

YOU ARE ALSO COMMANDED to bring with you the following documentls) or objectls):*

See Exhibit "A"

D Please see additionalinformation on reverse

Any subpoenaed orgamzat.on not a party to this suit is hereby admonished pursuant to Rule 30(b)l6). Federal Rules of Civil Proce-

sent^o testdv
specifying one or more officers, directors, or managing agents, or other persons who con-

mTnrl n .? TK
’ for each person designated, the matters on which he will testify or product docu-ments Of things. The persons so designated shall testify as to matters known or reasonably available to the organization

u.s. magistrate or Clerk of court
DATE

\

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK
~

This subpoena is issued upon application of the;

O Plaintiff ©Defendant U.S. Attorney

QUESTIONS MAY BE ADDRESSED TO:

Steven E. Achelpo
1823 Harney St.*,

Omaha, NE 68102-
(402) 346-9000

ATTOBNfY*S NAME. ADDRESS AND PHONE

hi
Suite 100
1908

NUMBER

pBBBBSBSSSSBBBBSai .

\ EXHIBITm

%

1 /
%

^

•UlU'l ••I** 1 i



EXHIBIT "A”
To Tom Harvey Subpoena

M!

1. All records of your bank or other financial accounts from 1976
until December 31, 1988, including without limitation,
canceled checks, check registers, statements of account,
deposit slips, withdrawal slips, financial summaries,
signature cards, and related documents.

All records of your . investments (including stocks, bonds,
equity securities, debt instruments) from 1976 until December
31, 1988, including without limitation, statements of
investments, accounts, prospectuses, stock certificates and
debt instruments.

3.

A/

4.

5.

/-

6 .

7.

J

8 .

10 .

All records of the investments of Lawrence E. King, Jr., Alice
Ploche King, or any business in which the Kings or any one of
them hold or held any interest, from 1976 until December 31,
1988, including without limitation, statements of investments,
accounts, prospectuses, stock certificates and debt
instruments

.

Your federal tax returns (forms 1040 or 104 OA) for the years
1976 to 1988.

Any financial statements of Thomas Harvey prepared between
1976 and November 4, 1988.

A copy of the presentence report of Thomas Harvey in United
States V. Harvey, et al., Cr. No. 89-0-75.

All travel records of Thomas Harvey from 1976 to November 4,
1988, including without limitation, airline tickets, train
passes, itineraries, travel plarts or similar documents,
relating to trips outside of the state of Nebraska from 1976
to November 4, 1988.

All records of credit card accounts, in the name of Thomas
Harvey (whether joint or sole accounts) , including receipts,
invoices, tickets, statements of account, bills, or similar
document, for the period 1976 to December 31, 1988.

All day books, day timers, diaries, calendars, or similar
records of events maintained by Thomas Harvey or on his behalf
at any time from 1976 until November 4, 1988.

All documents, records, receipts, inventories, or other
writings or tangible things which show or relate to property
taken from you by the Federal Bureau of Investigation,

Credit Union Administration, Internal Revenue
Service, or other federal or state agency, in connection with

1
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ft

any investigation of the Franklin Community Federal Credit
Union, Lawrence E. King, Jr., Thomas Harvey, Mary Jane Harvey,

11 .

/

J
12 .

//

13.

rJ

14.

15.

I '

16.

iJ

17.

or related investigation, since on or after November 4, 1988.

All property, documents or tangible things removed by you or
anyone at your direction from your residence, from the
residence of Mary Jane Harvey, from the residence of Billy
Harvey, from the residence of Cindy Harvey, or from the
Franklin Community Federal Credit Union or Consumer Services
Organization, between July 1, 1988 and December 31, 1988.

All letters, correspondence, notes, memoranda, or other
writings, between yourself and any of the following: Mary Jane
Harvey, Cindy Harvey or’ Billy Harvey, from July 1, 1988 until
the present, relating to the investigation of the Franklin
Community Federal Credit Union, or Lawrence E. King, Jr., or
related investigations.

All telephone bills and records, including long distance
billings, statements of account and similar records, relating
to telephone usage at the residence of Thomas Harvey from July
1, 1988 to December 31, 1988.

All documents including invoices, maintenance records, manuals
and similar documents, relating to the purchase,- maintenance
or use of computer hardware or software, whether for yourself
personally or for the Franklin Community Federal Credit Union,
whether such computer hardware or software was located at the
FCFCU or at any other location including, without limitation,
the residences of Thomas Harvey, Mary Jane Harvey, Billy
Harvey or Cindy Harvey.

%

All computer software and hardware used by you at any time on
or before November 4, 1988, whether used by you personally or
in connection with your employment at FCFCU or CSO.

All records of the FCFCU, CSO, Lawrence E. King, Jr., Alice
Ploche King, or any businesses in which the Kings hold or held
an ownership interest.

All mechanically recorded communications, whether video or
audio, relating in any manner to FCFCU, CSO, Lawrence E. King,
Jr. , Alice Ploche King or any businesses in which the Kings
hold or held an ownership interest.

All records, documents, or tangible things, relating to money,
cash, checks, credit card receipts, evidences of investments,
or property of any kind, of Lawrence E. King, Jr., Alice
Ploche King, or any businesses in which they held or hold an

2

J



20 .

ownership interest.

All passports (including visas or similar travel documents) or
copies of passports issued to you from 1976 to November 4,
1988.

All correspondence, documents, or writings of any kind,
relating to the transfer of property of any kind valued in
excess of $500 between or among any of the following: Cindy
Harvey, Thomas Harvey, Mary Jane Harvey, Billy Harvey, from
1976 to December 31, .1988.



PETER, PETER & FENNELE
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

William F. Peter

Jerold V. Fennell

Michael A. Smith January
William A. Peter (Dec'd)

Carl J. Peter (Dec’d)

Suite 270 Regency Court

120 Regency Parkway

30 1990 Omaha, Nebraska 681 14
'

Telephone: 402/393-1286

Assistant U.S. Attorney
Federal Building
Omaha# Nebraska 68102

Re: United States of America

Case #CR89-0-63

Dear Mr.

Pursuant to the Reciprocal Discovery Order entered th?
Court# I am forwarding to you the handwriting report of

dated January 13th# 1990.

Very truly#
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•Examiner of Questioned Documents

2117 Caslelai Sireel

Omaha, NE 68100

lelephone 341-0321
(A/m C«<I« 402)

REPORT OF EXAMINATION
Re:

I. MATERIAL SUmiTTED

The following material was subxiitted for examination by
Mr.

I Attorney at Law of Omaha, NE;

0--1. Reproduced copy of a personalized check imprinted

]

J N.W. Washington, D.D. 20008. Check is
Nc. 155, made payable to Franklin Credit Union for the
of 100,000.00 with signature of maker written as Mrs.

Check is dated July 11, 1988.

Q-2. Reproduced copy of a personalized check imprinted as
on Item 0-1. Check is No. 211, dated June 9, 1988,
made payable to Franklin Credit Union for the amount
of $50, 000.00 and bears a signature of maker written
as Mrs.

I I

K-1. Reproduced copies of twenty-six (26) pages of handwriting
examplar forms dated I^emberl2, 1988. The writing and
signatures

| [
appearing on the sutmiitted forms

has been su]:|iitted as being the known writing of

II. PROBLEM

Is the writing and signatures Mrs j I anrxaarinn on
Items 0-1 and 0-2 and the writing and signatures of
appearing on Items K-1 of common authorship? *

III. OPINION

Based upon the material subnitted for examination and after weighing
and reweighing the evidence at several sittings, my conclusions are:

I

1. The reproduced copies of Items 0-1 and 0-2 are of very
poor quality and no "conclusive" opinions as to the author-
ship of any of the writing can be made.

2. While not conclusive due to the quality of the writing
appearing on Items 0-1 and 0-2, a comparison of Items 0-1
and 0-2 to the writing and signatures appearing on Items
K-1 revealed that they were generally significantly differ-
ent and that common authorship was not indicated.
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3. It should be noted that date, payee and amount portions

on Item Q-1 are type written and no findings are to

the origin or identification of this particular machine
cculd be made with the available material.

IV. REMARKS

Specific reasons for the opinions epxressed will not be listed at

this time, but will be presented and demonstrated should this

matter be brought to trial.

This examination has been conducted without prejudice, bias or

influence of any person and the opinions expressed are those of

of the undersigned and are based upon the material submitted.

on'Km-i l-4-0(^

Questioned Document Examiner

PJB
1/13/90



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) CASE NO. CR89-0-63
)

Plaintiff, )

)

vs. )
MOTION IN LIMINE

)

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and )

ALICE PLOCHE KING, )

)

Defendants . )

COMES NOW the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr., and hereby

moves for an Order of this Court prohibiting the government from

attempting to adduce evidence relating to any allegations of child

abuse or homosexual relationships or activities of the Defendant.

The Defendant further moves for an Order prohibiting the government

from referring to such allegations during jury selection, its

opening statement, trial, its closing statement, or at any other

time during this proceeding. In support of this Motion, the

Defendant offers its supporting Brief which is delivered to the

Court contemporaneous with the filing of this Motion.

The Defendant requests an evidentiary hearing on this Motion.

Dated this 0-0 day of February, 1990.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. , Plaintiff

By:
Steven E. Achelpohl/
Marilyn N. Abbott
SCHUMACHER & ACHELl^OHL
1823 Harney St., Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000
His attorneys

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a

SI

61

SEARCHED,
'^^

iNDEXED_,.l
/v« y ? .

SERIALIZED.

true an<^ correct copy

__iNDEXED_^^,.

of the foregoing Motion was served upon Thomas



Assistant U.S, Attorney/ P.O. Box 1228 DTS, Omaha, NE 68101 and to
Jerold V. Fennell, Suite 225 Regency Court, 120 Regency Parkway
Drive, Omaha, NE .68114, by depositing in the U.S. Mail, postage
prepaid, on this of February, 1990.

LpoW
Marilyn N. Abbott



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

)
CASE NO. CR89-0-63

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants.



Facts

The Defendant Lawrence E. King, Jr. is charged in a 40 count

Indictment with various crimes of embezzlement, conspiracy and

other economic crimes. The Defendant is not charged with child

abuse, any crime relating to homosexual -- activity, or the

transportation of minors for the purpose of any kind of sexual

activity. As this Court has observed in a recent Order denying the

co-defendant Alice Ploche King's access to the tapes made by the

investigator for the state legislative committee.

Put simply, the pending case is based upon an
indictment alleging economic crimes,
essentially arising out of alleged
misappropriations of money from the Franklin
Community Credit Union. The State Legislative
Committee which took the statements, appears,
from the context of the statements, to be
interested in matters not directly related to
the allegations of the indictment presently
pending in this court against Mrs. King.

Memorandum and Order, Feb. 2, 1990 at 2. In denying access to the

tapes, this Court credited a statement of the government that

''[t]he information does not directly relate to the expenditure of

funds of Franklin Community Federal Credit Union (FCFCU) and the

embezzlement of the FCFCU funds...." Id. at 3, quoting Memorandum

in Opposition to Defendant Alice King's Motion for Inspection, at

3-4.

The government has been given access to the tapes. This court

has now held that they are not even discoverably relevant to the

defense of the current Indictment.

The Indictment in this case does make a thinly veiled

reference to homosexual activity on the part of the Defendant

Lawrence E. King, Jr. The Indictment alleges:

From time to time during the conspiracy. Kina
would use FCFCU funds for expenses of some of
his male friends, including but not limited
to, automobile leases, apartment rentals.

1



clothing, jewelry, furniture and trav.el
expenses. On occasion. King would also ,

provide these friends with cash or credits at
FCFCU.’ Indictment at 8.

The First Assistant United States Attorney has represented to the
Defendant's court-appointed counsel that he intends to adduce
evidence from ''six to ten" former homosexual lovers of the
Defendant King about their relationships with the Defendant and
about money which was, the government alleges, "lavished" on them.
Presumably, the Government contends this evidence is relevant to
show that Mr. King diverted monies from the Franklin Community
Federal Credit Union (FCFCU) and spent the money on his homosexual
lovers

.

We^ observe that this allegation was guite prominently
reported in the local news media immediately following the public
disclosure of the indictment. This circumstance is relevant with
respect to other motions of the defendant, particularlv the
defendant's motion to change venue.

2



ARGUMENT

Threshold Analysis *

Evidence is relevant under the Federal Rules of Evidence if it

has ''any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of

consequence to the determination of the action more probable or

less probable than it would be without the evidence." Fed. R. Evid.

401. Relevant evidence is admissible "except as otherwise provided

by the Constitution of the United States, by Act of Congress, by

these rules, or by other rules prescribed by the Supreme Court

pursuant to statutory authority." Fed. R. Evid. 402.

Rule 404(b) specifies that evidence of "bad acts" or "other

crimes" is not admissible "to prove the character of a person in

order to show that he acted in conformity therewith." Under Rule

404(b), evidence is not admissible to prove that the defendant has

a general predisposition to commit crimes.

The standard in the Eighth Circuit for admission of other

wrongs or acts evidence is set forth in United States v. Gustafson .

728 F.2d. 1078 at 1083 (8th Cir. 1984), as follows:

(1) a material issue on which other crimes evidence may be

admissible has been raised;

(2) the proffered evidence is relevant to that issue; and,

(3) the evidence of the other crimes is clear and

convincing

.

To be sure, evidence of other wrongs or bad acts may be

admissible on such issues as intent, knowledge, or plan. Fed. R.

Evid. 404(b). However, to be admissible on such issues, the other

crimes evidence must relate to wrongdoing similar in kind and

reasonably close in time to the charge at trial. Id.

Rule 403

Even if the testimony meets the threshold relevance

requirement, it is still inadmissible if its probative value is

outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice under Fed. R. Evid.

403. "Unfair prejudice" has been defined as:

3



Whenever the admission of a particular class
of relevant evidential facts would

(1) be likely to stimulate an excessive
emotion or to awake a fixed prejudice as
to a particular subject or person
involved in the issues,

(2) and thus dominate the mind of the
tribunal and prevent a rational
determination of the truth,

(3) and where the evidence having this
tendency is not necessary to the
ascertainment of the truth.

Wigmore, Code of Evidence
, 3d. Ed. at 355 (1942)

.

In United States v. Bledsoe . 531 F.2d 886 (8th Cir. 1976), the
court reversed a conviction of knowingly signing a false statement
in connection with the acquisition of a firearm. In reversing, the
court held that defendant was denied his right to a fair trial by
prejudicial error in the admission of evidence of a multipage
criminal transcript containing certain personal information,
including the fact that he smoked, drank, and was born out of
wedlock. The transcript also showed that Bledsoe had been
convicted of two felonies, grand larceny and burglary. Excepting
the burglary conviction, the court found that there was no
probative value in the transcript and cited United States v.

Clemmons, 503 F.2d 486 at 489 (8th Cir. 1974), which states:
Such evidence tends to draw the attention of
the jury away from a consideration of the real
issues at trial, to fasten it upon other
questions, and to lead them unconsciously to
render their verdicts in accordance with their
views on false issues rather than on the true
issues on trial.

The court held that the evidence was irrelevant and unnecessary;
not part and parcel of the crime charged. Id. at 891.

Rule 403 is a rule of exclusion. '^The prejudicial impact of
evidence is measured according to the extent to which the jury
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might consider the evidence for purposes other than that for which

it was intended.^ United States v. Medina
^
755 F.2d. 269 at 1274

(7th Cir. 1985) . ^It is only when the probative value of the

evidence is substantially outweighed by the likelihood that the

evidence will induce the jury to decide the case on an improper

basis, commonly an emotional one, rather than on the evidence

presented on the crime charged, that Rule 403 requires its

exclusion.*' Id .

Admissibility of Extrinsic Offenses - Child Abuse

Evidence that is not part of the crime charged in the

indictment but pertains to the chain of events is admissible as an

extrinsic offense ''if linked in time and circumstance with the

charged crime, or forms an integral and natural part of an account

of the crime, or is necessary to complete the story of the crime

for the jury." United States v. Williford . 764 F.2d. 1493 at 1499

(11th Cir. 1985) . The court stated that while not all bad acts

occurring in the time frame of a conspiracy are automatically

admissible, the fact that the acts are intertwined weights heavily

toward admissibility. Id .

The test for admissibility is whether the extrinsic act is

relevant to an issue other than defendant's character and whether
its probative value is outweighed by its prejudicial effect. Id .

at 1497 . In Williford . the court held that it is not necessary
that the charged offense and the extrinsic offense be similar, and

a lack of similarity is merely to be considered in determining the

probative value of the evidence in a Rule 403 analysis. Id. at

1500.

In United States v. Zabaneh . 837 F.2d. 1249 (5th Cir. 1988),

the court applied the Beechum-Robinson test. See, United States v.

Robinson . 700 F.2d. 205 (5th Cir. 1983); United States v. Beechum .

582 F.2d. 898 (5th Cir. 1978). Under this test, the court must
first determine if the extrinsic offense is relevant to an issue

5



other than the defendant's character. In doing so, the threshold

question is whether the defendant committed the extrinsic offense

and the government must offer proof. Id. 837 F.2d. at 1262. "The

court need not be convinced beyond a reasonable doubt. . . the

court [must] require the Government to come forward with clear and

convincing proof. Rather, the standard for the admissibility of

extrinsic offense evidence is that Rule of 104(b)." Id. at 1263.

Rule 104(b) states that the court may admit evidence upon, or

subject to, the introduction of evidence sufficient to support a

finding of the fulfillment of a condition of fact.

Beechum requires that this relevancy determination be made out
of the hearing of the jury; the court must also identify and weigh
the potentially prejudicial effect of the proffered evidence.
Robinson requires that the trial judge shall articulate these
findings on the record. See, United States v. Fortenberry . 860

F.2d 628 (5th Cir. 1988).

Under no construction of the Federal Rules of Evidence can any
evidence of child abuse be admissible. Evidence of child abuse
does not relate to a similar crime or wrong. As the government has
already represented to the Court: "The statements of the

individuals in the videotapes relate to other allegations than
those charged in the indictment against the defendant." Memorandum
in Opposition to Defendant Alice King's Motion for Inspection, at
3-4. Nor could any child abuse evidence form an integral and
natural part of any account of the crimes alleged in this
indictment, which this Court has itself as essentially "economic
crimes"

.

Moreover, such evidence would be independently, excludable
under Rule 403 because the inherent prejudice would clearly
outweigh any probative value, even if acts of child abuse were
provable and were proximate in time. Such evidence would, if

probative of anything, tend to prove that the Defendant was a bad
man. Coupled with the inflammatory and highly prejudicial

6



publicity which has already infected this proceeding, the admission

of such evidence would be wholly inappropriate.

Homosexuality

In United States v. Gillespie . 852 F.2d 475 at 479 (9th Cir.

1988) , the court held that ^'Evidence of homosexuality is extremely

prejudicial" in a criminal prosecution. The District Court in

Gillespie , supra . committed reversible error by admitting testimony

from which the jury could infer that defendant had a homosexual

relationship. The defendant was charged with causing the

transportation of a person in interstate and foreign commerce for

illegal purposes.

Introduction of evidence of homosexuality creates a "clear

potential that the jury may have been unfairly influenced by

whatever biases and stereotypes they might hold with regard to

homosexuals." Cohn v. Papke . 655 F.2d 191 (9th Cir. 1981). In

Cohn , the court found that the evidence of defendant's sexual

experiences took the focus of the jury away from "what happened"
and puts it in on the character of the individual. The
introduction of evidence of Cohn's sexual past and preferences was
extremely prejudicial to his chances of receiving a fair trial.

In United States v. Wright . 489 F.2d 1181 at 1186 (D.C. Cir.

1973) the court held: "Evidence of homosexuality has an enormous
proclivity for humiliation and degradation of a participant in a

fashion completely unrelated to testimonial honesty. , .Unless and
until the accused puts his character at issue by giving evidence of
his good character or by taking the stand and raising an issue as
to his credibility, the prosecutor is forbidden to introduce
evidence of the bad character of the accused simply to prove that
he is a bad man likely to engage in criminal conduct."

Acts of homosexuality would constitute inappropriate and
inadmissible evidence. Homosexual acts are not even bad acts,

other wrongs or other crimes. This evidence is not necessary to

7



this proceeding, and would inflame and prejudice the jury against

the Defendant even more than he is already prejudiced; the

probative value of the evidence would be minimal. Such character

evidence is inadmissible.

8



Conclusion

Allegations against the defendant regarding homosexuality and

child abuse are highly prejudicial in the context of the charges in

the indictment. Any evidence relating to child abuse and

homosexuality issues could be ^'relevant'' under Rule 401 where the

prosecutor could link this conduct to spending. Under Rule 404(b)

,

however, homosexuality goes to the defendant's character and is

inadmissible. The child abuse allegations, on the other hand, go

to "other crimes, wrongs and acts". In a Rule 403 balance it is

clear that such evidence would grossly and unfairly prejudice the

conduct of this proceeding, which is essentially an embezzlement

trial.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. , Plaintiff

By:
Steven E. Achelpoh]//
Marilyn N. Abbott U
SCHUMACHER & ACHELPOHL
1823 Harney St. , Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000
His attorneys

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Brief in Support of Motion in Limine was served
upon Thomas D. Thalken, First Assistant U.S. Attorney, P.O. Box
1228 DTS, Omaha, NE 68101 and to Jerold V. Fennell, Suite 225
Regency Court, 120 Regency Parkway Drive, Omaha, NE 68114, by
depositing in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, on this ‘2'C> day of
February, 1990.

Steven E. Achelpohl
Marilyn N. Abbott



IN THE XJNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants

.

) CASE NO. CR89~0-63
)

)

)

)
MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE

)

)

)

)

)

COMES NOW the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr. and, pursuant

to the Fifth and Sixth Amendments of the Constitution and Rule 21

of the Federal Rules Criminal Procedure, hereby moves for an Order

of this Court changing the venue of this matter for purposes of

trial, and transferring this case to another district.

The Defendant respectfully requests an evidentiary hearing on

this Motion.^

Dated this3± day of February, 1990.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. , Plaintiff

Steven E . Achelpoh

V

/
Marilyn N. Abbott /
SCHUMACHER & ACHEl^OHL
1823 Harney St., Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000
His attorneys

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Motion for Change of Venue was served upon Thomas
D. Thalken, First Assistant U.S. Attorney, P.O. Box 1228 DTS,
Omaha, NE 68101 and to Jerold V. Fennell, Suite 225 Regency Court,
120 Regency Parkway Drive, Omaha, NE 68114, by depositing in the
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, on this

^7̂ day of February, 1990.



IN THE XJNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants.

) CASE NO. CR89-0--63

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE

Respectfully submitted

,

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. , Plaintiff

Std'^en E. Achelpoh'y
Marilyn N. Abbott//
SCHUMACHER & ACHELPOHL
1823 Harney St. , Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000 '

His attorneys



FACTS

At the risk of using a concededly overworked phrase*, this is

a special case. The pretrial publicity in this, case has been

massive, inflammatory and prejudicial. Public access to the rumor

and innuendo engendered by the various investigations has not been
limited to the news media. In one episode, an aspiring candidate
for the state legislature mass mailed a ''memo*', prepared by a

former state senator, outlining rumors concerning evidence
developed by a state legislative committee. The congressional

representative for this congressional district has also mailed
material, prejudicial to the Defendant's case, to most if not all

of the residents of this district.^ The stories of witnesses of

the special legislative committee investigation, which the news

media has generically dubbed the "Franklin investigation", are now
front page news. The publicity has been, on occasion, outrageous,

and the conduct of certain present and former public officials of

questionable propriety.^

The prejudicial publicity has already infected the jury
selection process. Jury veniremen who have been called for jury
duty in this District have already discussed the prospect that they
might be called to sit on one of the "King cases".

Beginning in November of 1988, upon the closing of the

Franklin Community Federal Credit Union (FCFCU) , daily and
prominent publicity regarding the Defendants, particularly the
Defendant Lawrence E. King, Jr., and the closing of the FCFCU, has
appeared in newspapers and on radio and television. In addition to
news reports of these events, the broadcast and print media

%e do not suggest that the congressman's actions remotely
approach the culpability of the other mailing described above.

^Public remarks have been made by members of the Bar of this
Court. They are subject to the legal and ethical rules concerning
the pretrial public dissemination of information about criminal
cases embodied in the Nebraska Code of Professional Responsibility
and the Local Rules of this Court. See Local Rule 39A; DR 7-107 of
the Code of Professional Responsibility.



prominently publicized a Congressional investigation and hearings
in Omaha regarding the closing of FCFCU.

News stories have reported much more than the simple

allegations contained in the Indictment. A special state

legislative committee held hearings regarding allegations of child
abuse, drug abuse and other alleged criminal acts of the Defendant
Lawrence E. King, Jr. and others. Although a state grand jury has
been ordered and a special prosecutor appointed, no charges have
resulted from these state proceedings. However, extensive and
inflammatory publicity has been generated, graphically detailing
the sensational subject matter of the investigation, and an alleged
cover-up by the local law enforcement authorities. The
investigation has been plagued by leaks from persons involved in

the investigation, which have saturated the state with rumors and
innuendo and which have prejudiced the the defendant's ability to
receive a fair trial in this case.

The Omaha World Herald newspaper, with a daily circulation of

139,094 (166,327 Sunday) in the Omaha metropolitan area and 196,375
(251,438 Sunday) in the State of Nebraska, has published 394
articles focusing on the Defendants and FCFCU in 294 days between
November 1, 1988 and August 21, 1989. Between the dates of January
1, 1988, and January 7, 1990, 481 articles were published by this
newspaper. The Omaha World Herald has a state—wide circulation.

Massive publicity has also occurred in the broadcast media and
the coverage has been as extensive, inflammatory and prejudicial as
it has been in the print media. One Omaha television station,
KMTV, has initiated within the last month a regular weekly news
program, titled "The Franklin File", which is apparently designed
to report on the developments in this case as well as the state
legislative investigation and related grand jury investigation.^
A local Omaha radio station, KKAR, has run nearly daily reports on
the "Franklin investigation", most prominently on a morning talk

^This is unprecedented to the memory of court appointed
counsel.
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show hosted by radio personality Steve Brown.

Prominent and widely respected national political figures have
fueled the inflammatory publicity. Their public remarks have not
been limited to the facts of the investigation. Repeated public
comments have been made by elected public officials professing the
guilt or culpability of the Defendant King. A United States
congressman from this congressional district publicly stated that
the Kings will never go to trial; they will plead guilty because
the evidence is so overwhelming against them. The same congressman
transmitted a mailing to citizens in the district extolling the
virtues of a congressional investigation of the failure of the
FCFCU, stating in headlines; ,"Congressman Enraged by Franklin
Defendants Misleading Nuns." The mailing described the alleged
diversion as follows:

of the $42,409,389 that was deposited into the
credit union from 1987 until the credit union
was closed down in 1988, $10,113,217 was
diverted to the King family for personal use.
$1,901,653 was spent on businesses operated by
Mr. King. These uses amounted to 28.6% of the
total amount of funds taken into Franklin.

And on October 24, 1989, he authored another mass mailing to his
constituents, describing the Savings and Loan bill passed by
Congress, and declaring: "[t]he bill contains provisions passed

^®®Ponse to the Franklin Credit Union failure designed to insure
that such massive fraud does not happen again."

The publicity has concerned not only stories relating to the
alleged diversion of funds from the FCFCU, but more recently,
prejudicial and inflammatory coverage relating to child abuse

including sexual abuse, police cover~ups, drug abuse
and other allegations. The media has identified the investigation

the "Franklin investigation", which we submit, has inextricably
tied the public's perception of the instant case to the state
legislative, and now, special grand jury investigation. The state
grand jury is identified as the "Franklin grand jury". This
publicity has been spawned by massive leaks coming out of the

4



legislative committee investigating the matter, and has been fueled

by the statements of prominent local political figures including

state senators, candidates for political office, and others.

Again, unfortunately, public disclosure has not been limited

to the news media. A memorandum, widely known as the "DeCamp

Memo,*' was authored by a former, highly visible state senator. In

an action which can most charitably be described as reckless and

irresponsible, this memo was distributed by an aspiring political

candidate to approximately 10,000 residents in West Omaha. ^ This

memorandum stated, among other things, the following:

A reporter has to be deaf, dumb, blind and
corrupt not to know the names of the
personalities involved and the scope of the
allegations. Stop on any street corner in
Omaha; go into any coffee shop; have a drink
in any bar in Omaha, or if you are lazy, walk
around the Capitol Rotunda in Lincoln and
simply listen to the discussions. Here is
what you will learn:

1. The allegations are that the most
powerful and rich public
personalities of the state are
central figures in the
investigation

.

2 . That these include ... Larry King^ of
the dead Franklin Credit Union . . .

3. That the allegations are that these
individuals were some of the centerpieces
in a coordinated program of Child Abuse,

The memo was circulated on or about January 25, 1990. The
person responsible for distributing the memo stated in a
transmittal letter: *'You can be assured that as your State Senator
the people of this District 4 will always be informed regardless of
the consequences to myself.*'

^The DeCamp Memo is the only document, known by court-
appointed counsel to be publicly disseminated, which has identified
any person other than the Defendant King as being connected with
the criminal allegations of the legislative committee. The
restraint exercised by the print and broadcast media in not
identifying others connected to allegations of criminal wrongdoing
has not, however, been practiced with respect to Mr. King.



Drug Abuse, and abuse of their various
public positions of trust and honor.

4. That prosecutors who should, 'be
prosecuting are afraid to prosecute for
one reason or another and that the public
itself is rapidly losing faith in its
fundamental institutions of government as
a result of this perceived coverup,
whether real or imagined.

What do I personally believe. I damned well
believe the allegations.

Now, having said these things and reported
these allegations, am I afraid of being sued
by these powerful personalities. ABSOLUTELY
NOT. Remember that rule you newspaper folk
live and die by and crucify others by. If you
have forgotten, let me repeat it for you:
TRUTH IS A DEFENSE. And, since these are all
PUBLIC FIGURES, we also knew that ABSENT ANY
MALICE, and I have none, TRUTH IS DEFINITELY A
DEFENSE.*

In the wake of his resignation from the Franklin legislative
committee, on July 13, 1989, a prominent member of the legislature
was quoted on the front page of the Omaha World Herald as stating;

. . the alleged abuse relates not just to former Franklin
treasurer and manager Lawrence E. King, Jr., but others." The
senator chastised other members of the committee, stating that
witnesses and lie detector tests have documented some of the other
cases of abuse.

Other publicity has focused on lost files of foster children
and the alleged deaths of children. One state senator described,
on December 28, 1988, an alleged incident at a party involving
possible sexual abuse of a teen-age girl which he said could be

*The only apparent redeeming feature of this memo is that it
accurately reports the extent of the rumor and innuendo which has
saturated this community concerning what the public incorrectly
perceives to be essentially one investigation, the Franklin
investigation.



likened to a ^slave auction'', except the allegations were even more

reprehensible than slave auctions. *

When the Indictment in this case was made public, the news

media embellished the allegations of the Indictment with stories on

such inflammatory matters as the alleged lack of a substantial
estate or trust fund for the benefit of Mrs. King; that Mrs. King's
mother suffered a mental breakdown shortly after the death of her
father in 1953, that Mrs. King's relatives had not provided the
Kings with any money as had been claimed by the Kings, and that
former associates of Mr. King saw large amounts of cash in Mr.

King's briefcase during trips to Jamaica.

The publicity is further illustrated by headlines which
include: "Ex-CIA Leader Might Direct Franklin Probe", "Hoagland
say, 'Find Larry and Arrest Him'", "Nuns Confirm Cash Missing at
Franklin", "Credit Union Records Appear to be Forged", "Watching
Larry Living Well", and "Woman Says Teens Told Her of Abuse",
"Funds Paid for Chandelier, Ostrich Coat", "Fired Teller Says He
Tried to Blow Whistle," "Schmit 'Intimidated' After Call", and
"Hoagland: Hearing Sheds Light on Fraud."

The articles appearing in newspapers have focused on the
defendant's lifestyle, alleged child abuse. Congressional and state
legislative probes, alleged law enforcement cover-ups, and
suspicion that a recently ordered mental evaluation for the
Defendant is a delay tactic. This order was greeted with a barrage
of publicity questioning the court's motives and defense counsel's
motive. As in the case most of the pretrial publicity, at least
one prominent political figure publicly remarked about the
"suspicious" circumstances surrounding this action.

In a recent order denying Mrs. King access to certain tapes of
witnesses before the legislative committee, this Court stated;

Counsel for the government and counsel for
Mrs. King are to be complimented for their
professional handling of this issue, unlike
others who are not presently before the court.
As counsel alluded to during oral argument,
these tapes have been the subject of wild
public speculation. It is shameful and



unethical to play games with the information
contained in the tapes, such as, by leaking to .

the public supposedly accurate bits and pieces
of information said to be contained in the
tapes. The witnesses who gave the statements,
the persons who may be accused in the
statements, and the public deserve a calm,
dispassionate, and private examination of the
facts by competent public investigators and by
competent public prosecutors before someone is
accused, let alone tried. There is every
reason to trust the integrity and competence
of law enforcement, including the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, the United States
Attorney's Office for the District of
Nebraska, the Nebraska State Patrol, and the
Nebraska Attorney General's Office. Likewise,
there is every reason to trust the competence
and integrity of defense counsel. In
contrast, there is no reason to trust those
who frustrate the legal process by making
outrageous, unsupported, and insupportable
claims to the public before the legal process
has had a chance to work. Those who care
about justice would be well advised to follow
the lead of counsel for the government and
counsel for the defendant in this case by
allowing the deliberative legal process to
work free of sensationalized rumor and
innuendo.

Memorandum and Order of February 2, 1990, Filing No. 161. As the
Court is aware, the publicity is continuing unabated.

We respectfully submit that it is impossible for this case to
be tried in the "calm", "dispassionate" and "deliberative"
atmosphere described by the Court.



ARGUMENT

The Defendant is constitutionally entitled to a tfial by a

fair and impartial jury under the Fifth and Sixth Amendments to the
United States Constitution. ^Legal trials are not like elections,
to be won through the use of the meeting-hall, the radio, and the
newspaper.^ Bridges v. California . 314 U.S. 252 at 271, 62 S.Ct.

190, 86 L.Ed.2d 142 (1941). As the United States Supreme Court
said in Sheppard v; Maxwell . 384 U.S. 333, 362-363, 86 S.Ct. 1507,
16 L.Ed2d 600 (1966):

Due process requires that the accused receive
a trial by an impartial jury free from outside
influences. Given the pervasiveness of modern
communications and the difficulty of effacing
prejudicial publicity from the minds of the
jurors, the trial courts must take strong
measures to ensure that the balance is never
weighed against the accused. And appellate
tribunals have the duty to make independent
evaluation of the circumstances. Of course,
there is nothing that proscribes the press
from reporting events that transpire in the
courtroom. But where there is a reasonable
likelihood that prejudicial news prior to
trial will prevent a fair trial, the judge
should continue the case until the threat
abates, or transfer it to another county not
so permeated with publicity.

In Sheppard
, the Supreme Court entered an order granting a writ of

habeas corpus because of the circus-like publicity and
circumstances which surrounded the historic trial of Dr. Sam
Sheppard.

An accused's right to a trial by a fair and impartial jury is
also embodied in the protection of Rule 21 of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure, which provides as follows:

21. Transfer from the District for trial.

(a) For prejudice in the district the Court.
The Court upon motion of the defendant
shall transfer the proceeding as to him
to another district whether or not such
district is specified in the defendant's
motion if the court is satisfied that



there exists in the district where the
prosecution is pending so great a *

prejudice against the defendant that he
cannot obtain a fair and impartial trial
at any place fixed by law for holding
court in that district.

The rule thus authorizes the court to transfer a criminal trial to
a different district upon a motion by the defendant/ provided he
can show that prejudice exists against him to the extent that a
fair and impartial trial cannot be had in the district where the
indictment was returned against him.

A more stringent standard governs consideration of a motion
for change of venue under Rule 21(a)/ than under the Fifth and
Sixth Amendments. Judicial evaluation under Rule 21(a) is based on
the exercise of the court's supervisory power to formulate and
apply proper standards for enforcement of the criminal law in the
federal courts / not as a matter of constitutional compulsion. See
Murphy V. Florida/ 421 U.S. 794/ 797/ 95 S.Ct. 2031/ 44 L.Ed.2d 589
(1975). See also/ Murphy . Id . at 803-04 (Burger/ C.J./
concurring) (''Although I would not hesitate to reverse petitioner's
conviction in the exercise of our supervisory powers/ were this a
federal case/ I agree with the Court that the circumstances of
petitioner's trial did not rise to the level of a violation of the
Due Process Clause . . .): Cf. Rideau v. Louisiana

^ 373 U.S. 723/
728/ 83 S.Ct. 1417/ 10 L.Ed.2d 663 (1963) (Clark/ J. /

dissenting) ("It goes without saying/ however/ that there is a very
significant difference between matters within the scope of our
supervisory power and matters which reach the level of
constitutional dimension."); United States v. Provenzano

^ 620 F.2d
985/ 995-96 (3d Cir. 1980)/ cert, denied . 449 U.S. 877 (1980).
Under this more protective standard/ jurors' assurances that they
will maintain impartiality in the face of massive news coverage do
not/ in and of themselves / resolve a motion for change of venue
grounded in prejudicial pretrial publicity. Murphy

^ supra . 421
U.S. at 797. Rule 21(a) does not provide clear direction for
evaluating prejudice in a federal prosecution. However/ the Rule

10



has been interpreted to require a presumption of prejudice in cases
where "the totality of circiamstances [indicates] that petitioner's
trial was not fundamentally fair." Id. at 799. Cf. Marshall v.

United States. 360 U.S. 310, 311-12, 79 S.Ct. 1171, 3 L.Ed.2d 1250

(1959) (using its supervisory power to grant a new trial where
jurors were exposed to news articles containing information
previously ruled prejudicial and inadmissible) . While evaluation
of juror prejudice from voir dire examination is one factor to
consider, voir dire evidence of impartiality is not a sufficient
guarantee of a fair trial where heightened emotions related to the
crime pervade the general community, Murohv . 421 U.S. at 799.

Other factors will require a transfer prior to trial without
attempting to select an impartial jury in the District, A pretrial
venue change will be required where the pretrial publicity in a
community is so extensive and inflammatory as to raise a
presumption that an impartial jury could not be seated there.
United States v. Bliss. 735 F.2d 294, 298 (8th Cir. 1984). As the
Supreme Court recognized in Beck v. Washington . 369 U.S. 541, 557,
82 S.Ct. 995, 8 L.Ed. 2d 98, (1961) reh'a denied . 370 U.S. 965
(1962) , the question is whether:

pretrial publicity was so intensive and
extensive . . . that a court could not believe
the answers of the jurors [regarding their
impartiality] and would be compelled to find
bias or preformed opinion as a matter of law.

The factors to be considered include the extent of
circulation of publicity concerning the event in the community, the
severity and sensationalism of the offense, the familiarity of the
jurors with the individuals involved, the length of time between
the publicity and the trial, the prospective jurors' exposure to
the publicity, the connection of government officials with the
release of the publicity, and the character and size of the
district from which jurors will be selected. United States v.

Paul, 748 F.2d 1204, 1225, (8th Cir. 1984) cert , denied 472 U.S.
1027 (1985) (Lay, Chief Judge, dissenting)

.
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Thus, in United States v. EnaleTnan
,. 489 F. Supp. 48 (E.D. Mo.

1980), the court granted a motion for change of venue ’prior to
"trial where inflammatory publicity shortly before trial created an
atmosphere of pervasive public prejudice, making a fair trial
within the district impossible. Acknowledging the line of cases in
the Eighth Circuit reflecting a preference that motions for
transfer await voir dire,^ the court nonetheless ordered the case
transferred, reasoning as follows:

Effective and economic judicial
administration is not well served by calling
an inordinate and unwieldy number of veniremen
to see if an unbiased jury might be obtained,
especially when it is already apparent that a
substantial' chance of intolerable prejudice
exists. (Citation omitted). Enaleman . 489 F.
Supp. at 50.

The court noted that, though determination of impermissible
prejudice could be made during voir dire, *^each case must turn on
its own facts^, and in some cases, '^massive publicity may diminish
the efficacy of voir dire in screening prospective jurors.^ Id. at
50. As in this case, Enaleman involved saturation coverage of the
case by the St. Louis media leading the Court to conclude that,
"[i]t is doubtful that any literate veniremen [in the St. Louis
area] are not aware of this case.^ Id.,. 489 F. Supp. at 49®.

See, e.g.. United States v. Brown . 540 F.2d 364, 377 (8th
Cir. 1976) . More recently, this Circuit has expressed this
preference in United States v. Bliss . 735 F.2d 294, 297 (8th Cir.

®The court also noted that the logistics of trying the casewere too great to wait until the eve of trial before reaching adecision on where the trial would be held. Hotel accommodations,
transportation, and other expenses for jurors, witnesses, attorneysand staff, obtaining a suitable court facility were several
considerations which the court cited as relevant to its
determination. Enaleman. 489 F. Supp at 50. Moreover, like this

publicity was not abating in Engleman, and the court wasmost reluctant to impose first amendment restrictions on the media
in a matter engendering such intense public concern, id. at 51.

The government and defense counsel have estimated that trialmay take as long as 6 months. The pool of jurors will be

12



We have no quarrel with the right and need for the press to

report in detail on a matter of public importance such as this

trial. The courts have been unwilling to place direct restrictions

on the press, because of many reasons including that the "press

does not simply publish information about trials but guards against

the miscarriage of justice by subjecting the police, prosecutors,

and judicial processes to extensive public scrutiny and criticism."

Sheppard v. Maxwell . 384 U.S. at 350. But the public debate must

not be permitted to divert the trial from the "very purpose of a

court system ... to adjudicate controversies, both criminal and

civil, in the calmness and solemnity of the courtroom according to

legal procedures." Cox v. Louisiana . 379 U.S. 559, 583, 85 S.Ct.

476, 13 L.Ed. 2d 487 (1965).

We are also cognizant that this Circuit has expressed a strong
preference that pretrial venue changes are to be reviewed with
great scrutiny. Likewise, our Circuit has been reluctant to grant
venue changes unless the Defendant meets the heavy burden of

showing that the press coverage was so inflammatory that the
Defendant, with reasonable probability, will not receive a fair
trial. More than a "reasonable probability" is factually present
this case as distinguished from the facts of other Eighth Circuit
cases.

Thus, in United States v. Bliss . 735 F. 2d 294 (8th Cir. 1984),
the defendant was convicted of filing false income tax returns when
he overstated expenditures generated by bogus transactions with
three other individuals. Bliss sought reversal on grounds that the
district court erred in refusing a change of venue. Bliss
contended that intensive and inflammatory pretrial publicity
regarding a dioxin spraying incident made it impossible to impanel

necessarily large in order to find those who can serve for such a
lengthy period. Thus the difficulty of finding impartial jurors
who can also serve for a number of months will increase. Further,
sriy jury seated in the State of Nebraska must be sequestered
because of the massive and aggressive reporting of this case by the
media

.
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^ and impartial jury. The lower court denied the motion and
the circuit court affirmed.

While the Bliss case establishes that massive pretrial
publicity will not alone mandate a change of venue, which we do not
dispute,, its circumstances are distinguishable from this case.
Most of the publicity occurred four months prior to trial, and
after that time Bliss' role in the reports was only ''peripheral".
Bliss produced 350 pages of publicity materials, however, the court
said the publicity was "straight forward, factual and objective"
and not "tending to arouse lingering ill“will or vindictiveness in
the local community."' Id. at 299. In this case, the Defendant has
been subjected to massive and constant publicity regarding an
unrelated matter, viz. the state legislative investigation relating
to child abuse, which has been euphemistically dubbed the "Franklin
Investigation" and which is discussed in detail above. Moreover,
the Bliss case did not involve the public pronouncements of the
defendant's culpability by prominent and widely respected public
officials.

The court in United States v. Harvey . 756 F.2d 636 (8th Cir.
1985), c^. denied, 474 U.S. 831 (1985), placed emphasis on the
reaction of the jury panel to pretrial publicity. Of forty-four
members of the panel, only nineteen indicated they had been exposed
to pretrial publicity involving the case. Only one responded that
pretrial publicity had prejudiced him. Moreover, the Court turned
its decision on its finding that the Court did not "abuse its
discretion" in denying the Defendant's motion for change of venue.’
Many of the factors present here were not present in the Harvey
case.

Media coverage was widespread in United states v. Paul . 743

We observe that in all of the appellate cases, the circuit
bound by its standard of review, specifically, the abuseof discretion standard. Because the government rarely if everappeals an order granting a change of venue, we respectfullysuggest that the appellate cases constitute an unrepresentativesample of the kind of cases that warrant change of venue.

14



F.2d 1204 (8th Cir. 1984), in which the defendants were convicted
of second-degree murder, assaulting United States Marshals and
other law enforcement officers, and harboring and concealing a
fugitive. However, only sixty-eight news reports appeared before
"trial. And the evidence showed that the stories were '^largely
factual in nature.^ Id . at 1212. There was apparently no
irrelevant subject matter involving the defendants in Paul which
had captured the interest of the media like the legislative
committee investigation has in this case. The court relied on a
proposition which we do not dispute, that ^'unless pretrial
publicity is pervasive and prejudicial, it will not, in and of
itself, be grounds for a change of venue.*' Id. The Court also
reviewed the order of the district court on the basis of the abuse
of discretion standard.

Both Bliss and Harvey follow the precedent in United States v.
Brown, 540 F.2d 364 (8th Cir. 1976) which sets forth the "ultimate
test" to determine whether a juror has been affected adversely by
pretrial publicity, and therefore whether a transfer of venue may
be granted. Brown, a Building Commissioner, was convicted of
interference with interstate commerce by extortion in violation of
18 U.S.C. §1951 and mail fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. §1341 .

The extent and nature of pretrial publicity is not of record but is
described as "an intense investigative effort by the St. Louis
Press". Id. at 378. The motion for change of venue due to
pretrial publicity was denied pending voir dire. Brown contended
voir dire was insufficient. Of the panel questioned, only
seventeen of the forty-four members had been exposed to the
publicity and all seventeen said they would find no difficulty in
rendering a fair and impartial decision.

A Nebraska Supreme Court case identifies the factors to
be evaluated whether change of venue is necessary because of
adverse pretrial publicity. state v. Jacobs

^ 226 Neb. 184, 410
N.W.2d 468 (1987). Jacobs was found guilty of second-degree arson
and criminal mischief. Members of the small community of st. Paul,
Nebraska were exposed to many reports of the incident Bind the court



excused forty percent (40%) of the venire persons, but the motion
for change of venue was not granted. The court lists the factors
to be evaluated are: 1) nature of publicity; 2) degree to which
the publicity has circulated in the community; 3) degree to which
publicity has circulated to areas which venue could be changed; 4)

length of time between dissemination and trial date; 5) care
exercised in jury selection; 6) number of challenges exercised
during voir dire; 7) severity of offense; and 8) site of the area
which venue is drawn. Id. at 473.

We do not dispute that voir dire may uncover prejudice of
potential jurors. However, the absence of answers admitting
prejudice/prejudgment cannot be equated with the absence of
prejudice. Prejudice cannot always be identified by merely
interrogating jurors, particularly in a case which involves these
kind of sensitive issues, as well as the existence of an unrelated
but massively publicized investigation raising the sensational
issues identified by the legislative committee. Cf. Rideau v.

Louisiana, 373 U.S. 723 (1961); United States v. Davis . 583 F.2d
190, 197 (8th Cir. 1978); United States v. Bear Runner . 502 F.2d
,908 (8th Cir. 1974); American Bar Ass'n Project Minimum Standards
for Criminal Justice, Standards Relating to Fair Trial and Free
Press, §3.2, Commentary at 121-28 (Approved Draft 1968).

This case involves allegations that Lawrence King stole some
10 million dollars from a federal credit union. The Defendant King
was a prominent, and perhaps flamboyant, member of the community.
He was politically well-connected to the Republican party. Larry
King was a prominent black Republican. The government will seek to
evidence that the embezzled funds were spent on charter air travel,
furs, jewelry, fancy parties, etc. And the Government has alleged— and will attempt to prove — that the Defendant lavished
expensive gifts on his male friends, a veiled reference to what the
government claims were King's homosexual lovers. This case also
raises the specter that some of the matters developed by the state
legislative committee may become the subject of attempts to
evidence such matters by the government. The trial of this case



will entail political, racial and sexual overtones, in addition to
the massive embezzlement which is alleged. The prejudicial effect
of pretrial publicity regarding alleged sexual child abuse must be
carefully considered when it is probable that the government will
attempt to introduce evidence relating to homosexual activities.
This case involves, in summary, sensitive issues that would make
voir dire in any community extraordinarily difficult.

Unless this Court transfers this case, however, voir dire will
occur in the community where the rumor and innuendo have been
spread for over a year. Substantial and prejudicially inflammatory
publicity preceded the Indictment in this case, following in the
wake of the closing of the FCFCU. Civil litigation was initiated
by the National Credit Union Administration which was widely
reported both in the news media, both print and broadcast media.
The press frolicked with the daily deluge of disclosures about the
flamboyant lifestyle of the Defendant and the alleged disappearance
of nearly forty million dollars. The fascination of the news media
quickly turned to the even more sensational allegations of sex
abuse, child abuse, drug abuse, cover-ups, rumors of involvement of
prominent citizens and other controversial innuendo coming from
leaks in the state legislative committee. Recently, when the
competency of the Defendant was brought into question, the press
and various public officials questioned the motivations of defense
counsel and the court about what was going on. The avalanche of
pretrial publicity has continued unabated for one and one-half
years. There is no reason to believe that it will stop until this
case has been tried.

Many articles in the media have resulted from ^investigative
reporting^. The prejudicial effect of these articles is very high
because ^witnesses testimony^ is reported in the media prior to

For instance, the Omaha World Herald interviewed a number
of persons regarding the count in the indictment relating to Mrs.
King's inheritance. The quoted witnesses had no knowledge of the
inheritance

.

Tenacious sides have been taken on the issues raised in this



case and as the result of matters growing out of the state
legislative committee. Tenacious sides have also been drawn by the
many public personalities who have injected themselves into the
matter. Widely respected and elected public officials have become

partisans in the public debate, openly expressing their opinions
about the Defendant's culpability.

Public and extrajudicial statements have been made by many
persons, including members of the Bar of this Court,' prejudicial to
the Defendant King. Local Rule 39 prohibits the making of an

extra-judicial statement that a lawyer knows or reasonably should
know will have a substantial likelihood of materially prejudicing
an adjudicative proceeding. An extra-judicial statement, is said
by the local rule to be ''likely to have such an effect" when it

relates to a criminal matter and expresses the following matters:

1. The character, credibility, reputation or
criminal record of a party, suspect in a
criminal investigation or witness, or the
identity of a witness, or the expected
testimony of a party or witness;

2. In a criminal case . . . the possibility
of a plea of guilty to the offense or the
existence or contents of any confession,
admission, or statement given by a
defendant or suspect or that person's
refusal or failure to make a statement;

4. Any opinion as to the guilt or innocence
of a defendant or suspect in a criminal
case or proceeding that could result in
incarceration; or

5. Information the lawyer knows or
reasonably should know is likely to be
inadmissible as evidence in a trial and
would if disclosed create a substantial
risk of prejudicing an impartial trial.

^^t^^^Dudicial statements falling into all of these categories have
been made concerning the Defendant King and this case.

Everyone is entitled to their opinion of Larry King's guilt or

18



innocence. We do not dispute the right of anyone to express their

opinion, subject to the professional duties of lawyers, TSiis Court

cannot and should not prevent, or attempt to prevent, the

expression of opinion about this case. However, the Defendant King

is entitled to a fair and impartial jury trial. This Court can and

must ensure that Larry King receives a fair trial.

For these reasons, we request that the Defendant's Motion for

Change of Venue be granted.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. , Plaintiff

By: /
Steven "E. Achelpohl
Marilyn N. Abbott
SCHUMACHER & ACHELPOHL
1823 Harney St. , Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000
His attorneys

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Brief in Support of Motion For Change of Venue was
served upon Thomas D. Thalken, First Assistant U.S. Attorney, P.O.
Box 1228 DTS, Omaha, NE ,68101, by depositing in the U.S. Mail,
postage prepaid, on this '

-(!^day of February, 1990.

Steven E. Achelpohl
Marilyn N. Abbott /
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

•UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

- vs -

KAREN LLOYD,

Defendant.

) CR 89-0-153 .

)

)

)

) MOTION TO DISMISS INDICTMENT
)

)

)

)

COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through her attorney, and

moves that the indictment be dismissed pursuant to Federal Rules

Criminal Procedure 12(b) on the following grounds:

1. That the Defendant was charged under 18 U.S.C. Section

1344 which states in relevant part:

"Whoever knowingly executes, or attempts to

execute, a scheme or artifice (1) to defraud a •

federally chartered or insured financial

institution; or (2) to obtain any moneys, funds,

credits, assets, securities or other property owned

by or under the custody or control of a federally

chartered or insured financial institution by means

of false or fraudulent pretense, representations,

or promises, shall be fined no more than $10,000.00

or imprisoned not more than five years, or both."

2. That examination of the materials provided pursuant to

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 16 does not reveal any facts

which substantiate the above federal charge.

KAREN LLOYD, Defendant

By
Deborah D. Cunningham - 15848
505 Elkwood Mall
42nd & Center Streets
Omaha, Nebraska 68105
( 402 )

2^
MAR " SaO

rci — OMA.



CERTFICATE OF SERVICE

• The undersigned hereby certifies that a true copy of theforego^ was forwarded by United States Mail, postage^^prepaidday of February, 1990, to Thomas Thalken n S’
68102*^^^’ Federal Building, Omaha, Nebraska.



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

'UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) CR 89-0-153
)

Plaintiff, )

)

- vs - )

)

KAREN LLOYD , )

)

Defendant. )

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS INDICTMENT

This Motion is made pursuant to Rule 12(b) of the Federal

Rules of Criminal Procedure which states in relevant part:

"Any defense, objection or request which is capable

of determination without the trial of the general

issue may be raised before trial by motion.

Motions may be written or oral at the discretion of

the judge. The following must be raised prior to

trial

:

(1) Defenses and objections based on defects in the

institution of the prosecution; or

(2) Defenses and objections based on defects in the

indictment or information (other than that it fails

to show jurisdiction in the court or to charge an

offense which objections shall be noticed by the

court at any time during the pendency of the

proceedings) ;

"

Federal Rules Criminal Procedure 12(b)

.

On November 2, 1987, a bank account was opened at Bell

Federal Credit Union. The signature card for this account reads

"Karen Lloyd for Kathleen D. Fowler." (copy attached). The

government maintains that on or about December 23, 1988 Karen

Lloyd, as a signatory on the account, withdrew approximately

$900.00 from this account. The indictment alleges that Karen



Lloyd knowingly executed a scheme and artifice to obtain moneys

from Bell Federal by fraudulent pretenses, representations and

.promises

.

The legislative history of 18 U.S.C. 1344 clearly reflects

that this statute was "designed to provide an effective vehicle

for the prosecution of frauds in which the victims are financial

insitutions that are federally created, controlled or insured.,"

S. Rep. No. 225, 98th Cong., 2nd Sess. 377 (1983) reprinted in

1984 U.S. Code. Cong. 8 Admin. News 3182, 3517 (1983) (emphasis

added). The history goes on to point out that "[W]hile the basis

for Federal jurisdiction in the existing general fraud statutes

is the use of the mails or wire communications, in the proposed

offense, jurisdiction is based on the fact that the victim of the

offense is a federally controlled or insured institution defined

as a 'federally chartered or insured financial insitution. ' " S.

Rep. No. 225, 98th Cong. & Admin. News 3182, 3519 (emphasis

added)

.

The United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in

United States v. Blackmon 839 F.2nd 900, 902 (2nd Cir. 1988),

reversed fifteen convictions of the defendants under 18 U.S.C.

1344. The reversal was based on the conclusion that the

federally charted institution was not the victim in the

defendants' scheme to defraud. In Blackmon
,

the defendants
employed a scheme commonly known as the "pigeon drop." The crux
of this defense is that the "pigeon" is ultimately convinced to

withdraw cash from their own bank account in the hope (and greed)

of gaining far more than he withdrew. The Second Circuit stated
that:

"It is true that the victims' money had at one time

been 'under the custody or control' of federally

insured banks. This however, proves too much. The

property obtained by the defendants' scheme was the

foreign currency purchased by the victims with

money legally withdrawn from the banks. At the

time the foreign currency was obtained, it simply

was not in any way under the control or custody of



the banks. If the statute applied to these facts,

it could apply to any situation where property

purchased with money legally withdrawn from 3
federally insured bank was thereafter fraudulently

obtained. The statute does not 'plainly' yield

such an extraordinary result." (Court's emphasis).
United States v. Blackmon , 839 F.2d 900, 904 (2nd Cir. 1988)

(emphasis added).

The Court further stated:

"Moreover, the withdrawals were not undertaken 'by

means of false or fraudulent pretense,

representations, or promises.' Thus, even if those
legal withdrawals were imputed to the defendants,
the imputed acts would not constitute conduct
prescribed by law."

United States v. Blackmon . 839 F.2d 900, 905 (2nd Cir. 1988).
In its discussion of the legislative history of 18 U.S.C.

1344, the Second Circuit in Blackmon noted that it is "abundtly
clear that Congress did not intend the bank fraud statute to
cover ordinary state law offenses where, as here, the fraud
victim was not a federally insured bank." United States v.

Blackmon, 839 F.2d 900, 905 (2nd Cir. 1988).

The facts as disclosed by the indictment and Rule 16
materials show that the defendant was a signatory on the account
at the federal institution that the indictment alleges she
defrauded. Therefore, the withdrawal appears to be legal. The
legislative history of 18 U.S.C. 1344 clearly shows that the
basis for jurisdiction of Federal Courts rests upon the federally
chartered or insured insitution being the victim of a scheme to
defraud. Since the withdrawal was legal, just as in Blackmon,
^he institution was not defrauded. And for the same reasons, the
indictment against the defendant should be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,

peborah D. CunninahCunningham ^



CERTFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true copy of the
foregoing was forwarded by United States Mail, postage prepaid,

of February, 1990, to Thomas Thalken, U.S.
Attorney, Zorinsky Federal Building, Omaha, Nebraska.
68102.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
)

)

Plaintiff,
)

)

vs.
j

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
j

ALICE PLOCHE KING,
)

)

Defendants
. )

CASE NO. CR89-0-63

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF
DISCOVERY DEADLINE

Comes Now the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr., and hereby
moves for an Order extending discovery. In support .of > this Motion,
the Defendant states to the Court as follows:

1. The Defendant is currently confined at the Springfield
Medical Center, Springfield, Missouri, undergoing an evaluation
under 18 U.S.C. §4241, et seq. to determine his mental competence
to stand trial. —

2. Under the current scheduling order of this Court, discovery
shall be closed on March 1, 1990.

3. Because of his current confinement, and the location of his
confinement, the Defendant cannot consult with counsel with respect
to discovery matters including, without limitation, the reciprocal
discovery obligations of the Defendant under Rule 16 of the Federal
I^^lss of Criminal Procedure.

4. It is necessary and reasonable for the Court to extend
discovery to accommodate the Defendant's circumstances,
specifically, that he is unavailable to consult with counsel with
respect to pending discovery, including the Defendant's own
discovery obligations.

Wherefore, the Defendant respectfully requests an Order of



accommodate the interests of the Defendant and which will be just
in the premises.

LAWRENCE E. KING, ' Defendant

By
Steven E. Achelpohl
Marilyn N. Abbott
SCHUMACHER & ACHEl
1823 Harney St. , Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000

OHL

CERTIFICATE OF SERVTCTC

undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the above and
Deadlines w^?vJd Sy

Februirv ^1990 n ^
m'v,

prepaid on this day of
p.o. bS'i228 DTS

Assistant U.sTAttorney,
225 ReSencv rnntV Jerold V. Fennell, Suite25, Regency Court, 120 Regency Parkway Drive, Omaha, NE 68114 .

Steven E. Achelpohl
Marilyn N. Abbott
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ] Case Number: CR89-

Plaintiff, ]

vs. '

] MOTION FOR A CHANGE OF
VENUE PURSUANT TO FED.

ALICE PLOCHE KING, ] R. CRIM. P. 21(a)

Defendant. ]

COMES NOW the Defendant, pursuant to Rule 21 of the Federal

Rules of Criminal Procedure, and moves to transfer the proceed-

ings to another judicial district and states:

1. Commencing on 'November 1, 1988 and continu-
ing to February. 15, 1990, the Omaha World-
Herald has carried 638 stories, sensation-
alyzing the case\ in which Defendant is in-
dicted. This newi^paper has a general circu-
lation of 139,094 and a Sunday circulation
of 166,327, extending through the district
and into most of the homes from which pros-
pective veniremen must be selected if this
case remains for trial in this district. Such
publicity transcends the normal amount of

^ newspaper comment concerning the Defendant
and the case pending.

2. In addition to the circulation of rumors and
stories in aforesaid newspaper, each of the
radio stations in the city of Omaha has sim-
ilarly broadcast publicity.

3. KMTV presently airs "Franklin File", Fri-
day nights at 10:30 P.M.

4. Allegations of homosexual prostitution and
child abuse linked to Larry King, co-defend-
ant, has placed before the prospective jurors
in this cause information which is irrelevant
to Alice Ploch King, Defendant, and has pre-
judiced the prospective jurors against Defendant. ^ ,



5. The nature and volume of publicity has
caused the citizenry of this district to
be prejudiced against Defendant/ so that
she cannot obtain a fair and impartial
trial

.

WHEREFORE/ Defendant/ Alice P. King/ requests the Court set

a hearing date and permit Defendant to offer evidence in support

of her motion and upon completion of said hearing/ to transfer

this cause to another district in the Eighth Circuit/ where a

fair and impartial trial be had.

Dated this day of February/ 1990.

ALICE PLOCHE JKING.r^efendant

By f\ ^ ^
Jerold V. Fennell #11266
Suite 270 Regency Court
120 Regency Parkway
Omaha/ NE 68114
(402) 393-1286
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the above
and foregoing Motion for Change of Venue was sent to Thomas D.
Thalken/ First Assistant U.S. Attc^ney/ P.O. Box 1228 DTS/
Omaha/ Nebraska 68101 on the 22^ day of February/ 1990.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff (s)

,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR.,

Defendant (s)

.

CR89-0--63

F i L P O
DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

AT M

MAR 2 0 1990

Norbert H. Ebel, Clerk
By . . - Deputy

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

On March 19, 1990, a status conference was held on the

question of Mr. King's competency. At that conference I appointed

Mr. Alan Stoler to represent Mr. King's "expressed interests" in

contesting the report of the United States Medical Center for

Federal Prisoners at Springfield, Missouri (Medical Center) which

report found Mr. King incompetent to stand trial. However, I did

not relieve Mr. King's previous court-appointed counsel — Steven

Achelpohl and Marilyn Abbott — from continuing to represent Mr.

King at the competency hearing as well as in the general defense

of the case. At the status conference, Mr. Stoler moved for an

appointment of ’ another evaluator, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 4247(b).

In effect, Mr. Stoler wanted a "second opinion" on the question of

competency. Alternatively, Mr. Stoler moved for the appointment

of a defense expert to assist in the presentation of Mr. King's

defense against the incompetency claim pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §

3006A(e)

.

I will deny the motion for another independent evaluator.

There is no reason to question either the ability or the integrity

of the author of the medical center report. The author is a multi-

board certified psychiatrist, who serves as Chief of Psychiatry at

Serial 681



the medical center. The report was prepared after thirty days of

study. The author of the report is an expert for the court, and

does not act for the prosecution or the defense; rather, the author

of the report is to serve the court in a non-partisan manner.

United States v. RinchacJc, 820 F.2d 1557, 1565 n. 10 (11th Cir.

1987) . Accordingly, I see no reason for another independent

evaluation.

The request for a defense expert pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §

3006A(e) is another matter. Although the defense has already had

access to a fully qualified expert — Dr. Modlin — under the

provisions of 18 U.S.C. § 3006A(e) , it is apparent that Dr. Modlin

believes that Mr. King is not presently competent to stand trial.

In most other circumstances, one defense expert would be enough.

See Rinchack, 820 F.2d at 1566. However, this is an unusual case.

Both the report of the medical center and an initial defense

evaluation agree that defendant is not competent. However,

defendant contends he is competent. The defendant now has

additional counsel to protect his right not to be adjudged

incompetent except upon an adequate showing. Therefore, some

latitude is necessary under the circumstances to preserve the

defendant's liberty interests. Accordingly, I will grant the

motion, but I emphasize that I do not intend to delay these

proceedings as a result of granting this motion.^

^ As suggested by Mr. Achelpohl, I attempted to determine
whether yet another evaluation of Mr. King would be medically
harmful to Mr. King. I instructed the pretrial services officer,
Mr. Ranheim, to contact if possible, the author of the medical
center report and Dr. Modlin. Mr. Ranheim reports to me that he



I have consulted, ex parte, with Mr. Stoler as to the name of

a suitable defense expert. Mr. Stoler has advised me of the name

of a suitable person, and Mr. Stoler has requested that the United

States Marshal Seirvice maintain Mr. King at his present place of

confinement because that place provides a convenient point of

access for the defense expert. Accordingly, I will authorize Mr.

Stoler to retain the expert suggested by him, and I will make the

suggestion to the Marshal that he maintain the defendant at the

present place of confinement so that the defense expert may have

ready access to Mr. King. Once again, I emphasize that I do not

intend to delay resolution of this matter because of the

appointment of the defense expert.

IT IS ORDERED:

1. The oral motion for the appointment of a second

independent evaluator pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 4247 is denied;

2. The oral motion for the appointment of a defense expert

pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3006A(e) is granted, but payment for such

services shall be in an amount not to exceed the limitations

provided therein, unless and until excess payments are authorized

by the Chief Judge of the Circuit, or his designate;

3. Mr. Stoler may retain Dr. Stanley Moore, M.D., as a

defense expert;

4. The United States Marshal is requested to maintain Mr.

has been unable to contact the author of the medical center report,
but that he has contacted Dr. Modiin. Dr. Modiin advised Mr.
Ranheim that he did not believe that another evaluation would be
harmful to Mr. King.



King at his present place of confinement so as to provide ready

access to Mr. King by the defense expert;

5. Mr. Stoler is authorized to disclose to Dr. Moore any and

all reports, letters, transcripts, and the like filed under seal

in this case, but Dr. Moore shall not disclose these materials to

any third party without prior court approval.

DATED this 20th day of March, 1990.

BY THE COURT;



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff (s)

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR.,

Defendant (s)

CR89-0-63

FILED
DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

AT M

MAR 2 0 1990

Norbert H. Ebei, Clerk

By OepuiyI

MEMORANDUM 2^ ORDER

Pretrial Services Officer Donald Ranheim indicates that Dr.

Modlin and Dr. Dysart are available to testify on March 29, 1990,

commencing at l:00 p.m. Pretrial Services Officer Ranheim

indicates that Dr. Lypson is on vacation and cannot be contacted

at this time. Accordingly,

IT IS ORDERED that an evidentiary hearing on the question of

whether or not Mr. King is competent to stand trial is scheduled

for March 29, 1990 at 1:00 p.m., before the undersigned.

DATED this 20th day of March, 1990.

BY THE jGQURT:

lichard G. Kb
United State

r*!?! — c U4I, ,» ,.



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff

,

vs

.

ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendant.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:

CR. 89-0-63

ORDER

F § L E O
DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

I
AT Ml

MAH 0 1990

Norbert H. Ebel, Clerk

That Defendant's Motion for Production of MpjrRIyal Competency nuputy

I

Report (Filing #199) is denied, without prejudice.

DATED this 18th day of March, 1990.

lljjji-' l‘ !
'

i-
'

ill! aiji'

--oji5it.fi

^7



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )
' CR 89-0-63

)

Plaintiff, )

) MEMORANDUM
VS. ) AND ORDER

)

)

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR, AND )

ALICE PLOCHE KING, )

)

Defendants . )

IT IS ORDERED that:

1. The motions for a bill of particulars

are denied except as provided herein, to wit: to the extent not now

stated in the superseding indictment, the government shall provide

the defendants and file with the clerk a bill of particulars by May

7, 1990, if the government has knowledge of the particulars, or

through the exercise of reasonable diligence can obtain such

knowledge, stating with as much specificity as is reasonably

possible, the following: (a) the government shall name all known

conspirators; (b) the government shall specify the date each

defendant joined the conspiracy, the act which the government

contends evidences joinder in the conspiracy, the location where

that act took place, and the name of any conspirator who was

present on the date that act took place; (c) for each overt act

alleged in Count 1 (paragraphs E 1 through and including E 18

(including Counts 2 through and including 40 if these counts are

also incorporated by reference in Count 1 as overt acts) ) the date

the overt act occurred, the name of the conspirator who actually

did the act or directed that it take place, the location where the

overt act took place, and the names of any conspirator who was

FILED I

I
DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

AT M

MAR 2 2 1990

Norbert H. Ebel, Clerk

nngo ico

Serial 684



present on the date that act took place;

2. The motions (filings 151 and 153) seeking the issuance of

subpoenas duces tecum as to Tom Harvey and Mary Jane Harvey are

granted as provided herein: (a) the clerk of the court shall issue

the subpoenas as requested except that the party subject to the

subpoena need not produce any plea agreements or presentence

reports and (b) the place of production shall be as jointly agreed

by and between counsel for Mr. King and the Government, and (c) the

date of production shall be as jointly agreed by and between

counsel for Mr. King and the Government, but no later than 21

calendar days prior to trial and no earlier than May 1, 1990;

3. The motions (filings 152, 154 and 155) seeking the issuance

of subpoenas duces tecum as to Eric Anderson, Cindy Harvey and

Billy Harvey are denied, without prejudice, because it appears that

at this stage of the proceedings the motions are intended as a

general fishing expedition and the descriptions of the documents

sought are overbroad

;

4. As suggested by the American Bar Association's Criminal

Justice Mental Health Standards, Standard 7-4.12, motions and

discovery responses which may fairly be conducted without the

personal participation of Mr. King shall be submitted forthwith,

and accordingly: (a) the motions for extension of time (filings 180

and 200) are granted in part and denied in part in conformity with

this order; (b) within 10 days counsel for Mr. King shall file a

notice listing all motions, notices required by the Federal Rules

of Criminal .Procedure, such as a Rule 12.2 notice, or discovery

2



responses which cannot be filed because they require in the opinion

of counsel the personal participation of Mr. King; (c) otherwise,

within 10 days counsel for Mr. King shall file all motions or

discovery responses which can be filed because they do not require

in the opinion of counsel the personal participation of Mr. King;^

5. If Mrs. King has not already done so, she should file

within 10 days any pretrial motions she intends to file.

DATED this 22nd day of March, 1990.

United States Magistrate

''proceedings that_ might validly be permitted without the
participation of Mr. King include motions to suppress or dismiss
which do not require the testimony of Mr. King to resolve factual
issues, but are essentially predicated on legal grounds alone.
Other motions^ which might validly proceed are discovery related
motions in which the testimony of Mr. King is not necessary.

3
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
PLAINTIFF,

VS. CR89-0-63

LAWERENCE E. KING, JR.
DEFENDANT.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Upon the court's own motion,

IT IS ORDERED THAT:

1. The defendant is remanded to th

Attorney General of the United States for a competency examination

at the Federal Medical Facility, Springfield, Missouri, pursuant

to the provisions of 18 U.S.C. §§ 4241(b), 4247(b) & (c) , and said

institution shall submit to the undersigned and all counsel of

record a report of the evaluation within thirty (30) days of the

date of this order;

2. The time between February 7, 1990, and the receipt

of the court of the aforesaid report of mental examination is

herewith deemed excludable time for all purposes, including the

time within which an indictment must be filed or arraignment held

with regard to indictment, 18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(1)(A), for the

reason that the defendant's competency is fundamental to the

commencement and maintenance of a criminal prosecution, and

competency cannot be determined without the foregoing described

examination

;

3. Within ten (10) days after receipt of the

aforementioned report, if either party desires a hearing to

Serial 685



determine mental competency pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 4241(a) & (d)

or otherwise, such party shall notify the court in writing, or the

court may dispose of the motion without hearing; '

,

4 . The mental competency examination shall be conducted

as authorized by 18 U.S.C. §§ 4241(b) & 4247(b) & (c) and shall be

conducted in such manner as to not unnecessarily interfere with

the defendant's constitutional rights; and

5. The United States Marshal shall forthwith, with no

delay, transport the defendant to and from Springfield, Missouri,

at no cost to the defendant.

DATED this 7th day of February, 1990.

BY THE COURT:
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with that criminal justice system I dotft.
'

5-thtok'ils apjatpriate” .said Dehnan, a

former deputy Douglas County attorney -

/.who- served <8S 'a.-prosecutor' for eight ,

i‘yearSi* r ****•:" -

'
-vuc3»tich said she, too, feels the mat-

.

' -.-v^ ^louldbe left to'the hands of the two

Vi grand jmi^aad.lawenforce^ttov^

•A'tigatoisi^said,^

.

'• having either of her diente a^)ear be-

fore the senate^ *

.

'
'thtolc ite' committce (msnters)

have ’acbievM their Objective, and .1

'; don’t thinkt% need to be' talking to the

':jwitnesses at Uiisi^t We teve a crin^

.-nal hitii&-.Syst^.to plac^ ate that^

i. the Vuchetich said. -

skyLoian.'.'Schralt of; .Bellwood,f

Franks temmittee.Cdiairmah; ate cottH

itottee member Sem^ Demds BaatS oy

Ktmten couM not te

qualify for an extendteleave -program

orget a reduced sentence .

'

•
.

Gunter didn't identify the peraon who

. allegedly made that statement. ,

•

Three.,members of tte Le^lature’s

Frahklln
"committee -said they weren’t

avrare ttet I

.. . . . - ' ‘Ko.
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idO0tap'!ei:$tatements .

given':
|

; ByKathte«n.Rute^a^l<>^' ;r1:^
Two promtaeiTo^iSTf^ .

.o^E in two young men’s accwn^fsex^ dn«s .r. betvSlSSJ and 1938l Thc^ltaiit oa prosecuOi«
:

j

•

'lueir Mntenients.to y^e snat to fi4 years oa cldid sexaal.assautt and

Videotape in

«a.gA - - . wy^ -r T*
^ ’ " —

.^-IJ-U~1 -

.^inci^ 5^mi»r.TM.J<wn2lJ^ ^ yonng poen d^;
oasome of tl»se tapes. •:•

• •'':••
:;

.
:. v ' •

, / .f.-y.;; -Scribed in theif-^dde(AJ5)ed stetemelts, ^ch Conmattw .j

• Tbe most extensive
i’

' chairman Loran Sdantt of Bettwood previotidy has said -
j

thetWOV«toesses,wbofe25butsaidhe..wasl7.XVl^^ •
. : ?;

first bad sex with the first httsmessmait '>' ••'?••
fTTKrt «.rv«4s foTic rtf fn^nt likvlpj? SfiJt T'- Pirst meetinas

”“
’ ;

..'H,.- •? . •

first bad sex with the first busmessmaru- -;
• = . '• -••

The youth tehs of the Gr^lwsnessmanhavtag^ ^T'-.Rrst meetings
“

him and with a 12- orl5-year-o?d boy at a ^ wtti>ess si

Iowa, hotel; of thesecoMp«snKsana»oiai^^^^H«4p;^,^jy,^atyie-i-wm-JOTessfflv»t»^»^^ i

huttods with a cigarette during a sexual ,,troducedtothefirsthusinessni^andgiv^av«3hatonic.
.

Omaha ; and at flying to Los Angdes to buycw^jor
He said bewas 17. .•;•=' .•• n jLs^is^

'

I

first busnessman. -
••V.': ;

.tTdSdhaveadeary^ofwhyJ.wastberal.wasgcing.
_

v-Tbe other young man, who is 21, said -•; •. • .. .

• ' * ....
^

•
.•; .seeVIDEOTAPESW pagdT..

;

'kx with the first businessman perhaps in .late 1383, wnen, .
•••• ' -. —

F0I/DOJ



Iwas goiBg there to ktbM
vewBITse

toe:^^^ .

.

have'lBffsex with melfor money,'' the

witness said. He said be went onfy':be'

causehethoughtbewt»oldgetJSOL...u. ••

• He said be returned to the apartm^'
,

later that afternoon and the' man'met
him at the door in a bathrobe, ^t wasa
yellow Ralph. Lauren bathrobe. I know
i^use be gave me one and I still have
it,” tbe .witness said. • . = .. .v .4'-

U

• •.. He. said, tbe businessman pmdmiijed
oral sex on him and, afUf they ^Kiwered
together, tbe witness said be foW fotar.

J50 billson his pile of dotbes.-.

'

; Tbeir second meeting occurred wbfett

the man pldced him iq> near ins' Council

Bluffs home In a l^ser and drove
him to tbe Omaha apartment, be said'

The Plymouth Laser came out in

1989 and is a 1999 model, according to

.Gotfredson Onyder-Pifmouth to Lin*

win. > ••

• Tbe witness saM tbe man perform^
oral sex, then had him lean ov^ the b^
of a treadmill in the.bedroom wbOe the

inan atteoipted to. have anal '.sex. with

him. He said be received^.
"

',Tbe younger 'witness^ be’ met .the

btisinessman in late 1983, .when he
was to tbe lOth grade.'He saM his friend,

tbe older witness; took him to tbe man’s
apartment He referred to having oral

sex with tbe man and bebig paid ISO <m
more than one occasion.

'When (he older witness described tbe

first time bis friend met tbe man, he
saM it occurred around May 1983 and his

friend was 16; ;

He said tbe younger boy w^ curious

about how be was gettb^ money- '“f eX’

plained to him I. wasn't a homosexual

but I would let men have oral .sex.

me for iaoney,”..the okto’.witnKs'-said.

'

He said the- fribd later indicated be
might want to^ If •

'.
•••

'i''--*'

The ' oldW." wtaess 'sSd lids'. ' friend

came off the levator after''see^'tbe

man, '^and of.singing and sha^ box*

tog.” He said the fritotd dmm^ ba'ie^'-'

ceived 1400 .and no' sexual activity,..b^...

curred, but tbe boy later told torn hei^d
sex with the busasessmam r C’::-,-. ^

Tripto Des Moiries ?,'

The older witness said the'flrst bt^
:

nessman drove him and a ye^,boy'tp'.'

i)es Moih^ In a tas'Mercedes on'Feb..S,'
'

IT";
'••'

.’ He said theji^pd to a stogte room
. at a downtown HRfoioK hotel and the

.
businessman performed oral s^ on both

boys. He said be did not know the boy,

appear^ to, be .about 12 pr 13.; ..

3 weeks at motel -.j
-V'’.-'

'

' Tbe oW^ witp^ said he'met tbe'sec-
'

.ond bostoessmaij to'July 1984 at a bar in

Omaha. He the 'man knew him be-
’

. .'cause tbe othto* businessman.had .“dreu*

'totedmypirtoireto torn.”-;.

;

' He said the.secbnd busjnesfejan latCT

put him 19 for three, weeks at an Omaha
' .mot^'ditog 'Aug^ 'aad,;Septehiber
'1984. He said they, bad oral sex and be

also had anal sex .for the.'first tlme.dur-

'tog that period.
'

,
'He said tbe .’man 'later^rent^ 'an

'apartment- for 'him to ''Omaha,' 'near

Mutual (rfftoiabi
. , -''./.r.'.'vfV..i,

•Ana) sex act : .-

;

}r-.-.4:
•:.

The oWar witness'; said the ;s8Cffl3d'

bustoessmaa brougttt a young '.boy, who
. :'be thought was in eighth grade,-to the

'.witness’, apartn^ "aromid- December.
'1984. He |ave tbe.;boy’s full;name -and

•'guessed be might 'be 15. /:•> ' -r/yl-'b-.:' >• r-'

-'Ihe witness said 'be 'once "saw- the

.barinessman perform an analsex act on

tbe boy while tbe witness .masturbated -

’ the.boy.
. . .

Party at Twin .Tow'^30 - j';
•

'Ihe older witness described a party
• at the Twin Towers, possibly ,to .Augurt

.1985, at .whi<to {»o;^ ..w^ ‘''using' co*

•,‘catoe.
'•' -••''

:••.;/

. He said a boy abeto 15 years old w^
'

in the middle or tbe room while one man
..fondled htoJ and anoU^'P^forraed a'

Sexual act onMm.; :

.
Tbe witness also s^’be 'saw'a man

..who .was .watching -.thte .masturbal*

,

iing..'He said.be'.didhX.i^wJhis'name

I saw a pbo(ogi:^"-He said.be is •

. abw 98 percent sure of the kientilyl The
:;.'n^ be mentio^ to that of,an.Omaha •;

public offraal;'! •=.;.'rX;;
.

'

••pigarette-burri’,. •

'

I
' -Tbe'oWer .witness said 'be';attcDc}^ a-,v'

'.-.’partyal the Woodmen..Towei'.m Omaha-,.

;•'; to August l$SS at whidi^I'was for.ced to,

i.to, uh,-to have sex .with my .friend, -of^

-
-, JHe.-said the secoal budB^!m;,an-

other man and tbe two .boys’.went to an.

.

'iOffice ffiven or. eight .floors ^wn trom

'•'•thcOoor wb^the.party...w^',b^.h^ •

'.-and discovered't^ meniaving’ s^'on'’k

'•'desJ?. He said the lv?’o then were-’in tbeto
''

20s. — li,-.:..;;;...

. . -.He’ said , the '•.second
.
bu^nessman

.. .forced hint Ui -tiis :

! .frteJd and then put -.out 'a -cigarette ;on

'

j.’the okier boy's buttodc while Jav^'anal
''

'j^sex wito toxa TSk boy ssto ha-.bas a sc^
'from the bunt 'u v,.--'';.

'•^-’y-Tbe.younger.bo/s 'a^uut differe &
i,sbrQe:re^>ects. .He'-said;the‘.party bap*

pened to, March -198$. Neitber'boy' was

.sure of tise name of the ^ther man who
acconipajied them and they of-



yotuiger boy csUroated tlj$ two n>en hav-

l iiig sex on the de^ )were.5Q or 40, not to
;

their 20s.- ‘r

’.i He said ‘pother rnan who aocompa--

iiied them started ^vtog-hiiu o^
AskedU be was tot^ agreeaWe to this,-

.he said, -Not that agreeable, I just fig-

ured, H I want the mooej tw tbe.co-.

caiae, I guess I better do it” •

'i -He^ the second bustoessnan then

'.made .the‘other;boy have oral sex with

the youn^ boy.-nie younger boy said

he ix^hed his Jrtrad away and.the^
.nessmao gt^ mad aM bailed^ fritojd

‘onthebutto^V-;;

vAt Belize mote? '•
;

,

>' The (rider udtness nam^ a mah who

was ah Omaha pu^ oitkriai and said

• be saw.Wm at a Beltevtie motel haying

• -anaJ sex with an umdeaUfled boy .who

•was 15' or'ie- lhe' witness said.he.had

heen sash .’to the mold to deliver sop»

papeire from the.»<pd bosnessnm

Angoles
'

The cadffir witness said he was

HWO by the lit^ bustaesmaa to go to ..

'•Los'AngeWtb’piti some cocaine, He^

•said healw-gofjl,200 to <1,30(1 for ex-.

penses. The date bf‘the trip is unctear.

>. •: He said be Oew there with a young

f male 'friend, who also has given testi-.

mony to the cwmjrittee,_apd they .stayed

for at>i£rtrt't>>r<M> t!»ys at. a 'Htfte motel OH

beach.' On‘thC:tlrfrd day, hc

,got -a (sail from-a -man who -thOT id^-

.livered the (»catoe, whitrit be tested vdth

some hqtod to a sqiM bottle 'that tun^

thedr^ pink.
" --.-h-—•

.

' {

•;X.Tbe -younger male •witness', said be

'v9s introduced to .the second.bqstoess-

•manbythefirstbustoessman.-’-y-v':-:'?. i .

•,-.- He 'saM be had a seicual encounter to-

•whicb the ascoud bostoessman started-'

•to perform anal S8X OH Wni.but he a^ed.

.him to stop. ••
=

t
•••

.

'-

.,•.• IITk witness bid he then gave' Ute se^^

ond busiDessman oral-sex..Aiterward3,

he sai^ the bu^nessmanfrit him.'on the

•bead with, a shoe that .was lying:on.the :.

floor and cursed him because of.^me--:.
^ ^ f-- t IV

••Trip to

•''•The older ybuth'^’h^-te'yWngb; -

tn^ friend'and his femate fr^ flew

to .CalfOTiia^- ‘niayb^’ Pas^on^ ’ ia a

!sm^ aiiplaa^’ with tbe 'second
‘

'mssL He sail' It was inClSSS^ be*was

19, bis cia}e {rtend .was 17 .tbe,g^l .

waslS. -

*

Two '“kaif on the. 'plane:,with' them

'.were dropped off at two’ different places-

•to 'Califoniia and did iwt 'return'.to Nfr-

bia^ When^ others didi hie.^ He

said he dxtot know -sj^'rhapp^. to-

them.
'.-

’.T:';
.'•

The witn^ said his two .friends were -;

taken from tbs aiiport'to.'a^house by an
•

older man. He said be’ didh.'t know the

ttotail of-what they weie-gp^todo.bjri

be knew it would tovblvei®^*.^''
'}

‘ -'

•

tqj bifi ‘iwo f

.

.to fty back be'saWC'tlie gbi

.

'was a aM srocBcd bad atid tbe boy
^

•

’.was art^y and talked about want^-to

Ml someone /.
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IN THE XJNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants.

CASE NO. CR89-0-63

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION IN LIMINE

"r
j.

•
' -nin

'
-

1)

APR 0 6. ^0

U.S. A : OrlNty
0>v*AHA

The Defendant is charged in a forty (40) count indictment
alleging a twelve (12) year conspiracy to embezzle money from
Franklin Community Federal Credit Union (FCFCU) . Count 1(E) (10) of
the Indictment alleges that during a period between August 5, 1988
and August 15, 1988 the Defendant dictated a cassette tape to Mary
Jane Harvey instructing her to prepare false documents to verify
non-existing grants from the Presbytery of Missouri River Valley
and other Presbyterian organizations to Consvimer Services
Organization for subsequent presentation to the Federal Grand Jury.
The cassette tape is apparently one of the Government's main pieces
of evidence with regard to the criminal conspiracy charge and
allegations of obstruction of justice. It is the belief of the
defense that the cassette tape involved was in the control and
possession of Mary Jane Harvey, an unindicted co-conspirator who is
now a Government witness from the time of its alleged inception in
early August, 1988 to approximately December 1988. It is also the
belief of the defense that Mary Jane Harvey turned this tape over
to the Government in connection with her plea bargain arrangement.
Prior to the closing of the credit union on November 4, 1988, it
appears that the Government was unaware of the existence of the
cassette tape. Although professional examination of the tape has
not yet occurred, upon information and belief the defendant alleges
that the cassette tape has been altered and is not authentic and

&



correct. Due to the fact that pre-trial motions which do not

require the participation of the Defendant are required to be

filed^ the motion was filed prior to the professional examination.

If at a later date, defense counsel believes participation of

the Defendant at the hearing is necessary, the Court will be so

advised.

In the case of United States v. Kandiel . 865 F.2d 967 (8th

Cir. 1989) the court reaffirmed an earlier test for the

admissibility of tapes under Federal Rules of Evidence 901(a) . The

earlier test was set forth in United States v. McMillan . 508 F.2d

101 (8th Cir. 1974), cert , denied . 421 U.S. 916 (1975). In Kandiel

the court recited the seven foundational requirements established

by McMillan for admitting tape recordings into evidence. Those

seven foundational requirements are as follows:

1) the recording device was capable of
taping the conversation;

2) the operator was competent to operate the
device

;

3) the recording is authentic and correct;

4) no changes, additions or deletions have
been made in the recording;

5) the recording is shown to have been
preserved;

6) the speakers are identified; and

7) the elicited conversation was made
without inducement.

United States v. Kandiel . Id . at 974, n 2, citing United States v.

McMillan .

In this case, the Defendant questions the authenticity of the
tape and whether there have been additions or deletions. Further,

unlike the facts involved in Kandiel . the tape recording was not
found in the possession of the Defendant. Rather, we have a



situation where an unindicted co-conspirator who later enters into
a plea bargain with the Government allegedly had sole possession of
the tape for at least four months prior to the allegedly authentic
tape being turned over to Government authorities. In view of the
intervening events, i.e. the closing of the credit union, while the
tape was still in the possession of Mary Jane Harvey, the tape
recording itself is extremely suspect. There are serious questions
as to authenticity and alteration. Further, the presence of a key
piece of government evidence being in the hands of an unindicted
co-conspirator raises serious questions with regard to whether the
tape was properly preserved in the interim. It should also be
emphasized that requests by defense counsel to interview either
Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr. or Mary Jane Harvey have been denied by
their defense counsel.

A Motion in Limine is appropriate in this situation because
the question as to foundation for admission of this tape would
require a lengthy evidentiary hearing in the midst of trial. The
hearing would of necessity be held outside the hearing of the jury
and would delay trial for some period of time. For this reason,
the Defendant believes that an evidentiary hearing on the Motion in
Limine in a pre-trial setting is appropriate.

WHEREFORE, the Defendant Lawrence E. King, Jr. moves this
Court for an order prohibiting the use or introduction into
evidence of the cassette tape referenced above.

Dated: April K/? , 1990

LAWRENCE E. KING, Defendant

By
Steven E. Achelpc
Marilyn N. Abbol

'

SCHUMACHER & ACHfiLPOHL
1823 Harney St., Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the above and
foregoing Brief in Support of Motion in Limine was served by hand
delivery to Thomas D. Thalken, First Assistant U.S. Attorney, P.O.
Box 1228 DTS, Omaha, NE 68101 and to Alan Stoler, 1004 Historic
Library Plaza, Omaha, NE 68102 and by depositing in the U.S. Mail,
postage prepaid Jerold V. Fennell, Suite 225, R^ency Court, 120
Regency Parkway Drive, Omaha, NE 68114 on this day of April,
1990.

Steven E. Achelpojt
Marilyn N. Abbot;!

ct
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants.

) CASE NO. CR89-0-63
)

)

)

) MOTION IN LIMINE
)

)

)

)

)

APR 0 6.

ui
O.'

COMES NOW the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr., and moves this
Court for an order prohibiting the use or admission into evidence
of a certain cassette tape recording by the Government at trial.
In support of this Motion the Defendant shows the Court as follows:

1. Count 1(E) (10) of the Indictment alleges that during the
period between August 5, 1988 and August 15, 1988 the Defendant
dictated a cassette tape to Mary Jane Harvey instructing her to
prepare false documents to verify non-existent grants from the
Presbytery of Missouri River Valley and other Presbyterian
o^9^oizations to Consumer Services Organization for subseguent
presentation to the Grand Jury.

2. Upon information and belief, the cassette tape in
question was within the sole control and possession of Mary Jane
Harvey, an unindicted co-conspirator who is now a Government
witness, from approximately August 1988 to December 1988. The
Defendant does not believe that the recording is authentic, correct
or free from alteration. Further, possession of the cassette by an
unindicted co-conspirator for at least four months prior to

into a plea bargain with the Government raises severe
doubts as to the proper preservation and authenticity of the
cassette tape.

3.

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Evidence 901(a) the admission
of the cassette tape into evidence should be prohibited by this
Court.



4 . The Defendant requests an evidentiary hearing with regard
to this Motion in Limine.

WHEREFORE, the Defendant Lawrence E. King, Jr., requests an
Order of this Court prohibiting the use or introduction into

evidence of the cassette tape referenced above.

LAWRENCE E. KING, Defendant

Dated: April w , 1990 By
Steven E. Achelpohl ft

Marilyn N. Abbott jf
SCHUMACHER & ACHELPOHL
1823 Harney St. , Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the above and
foregoing Motion in Limine was served by hand deliver to Thomas D.
Thalken, First Assistant U.S. Attorney, P.O. Box 1228 DTS, Omaha,
NE 68101 and to Alan Stoler, 1004 Historic Library Plaza, Omaha,
NE 68102 and by placing in the U.S. Mail, postage to Jerold V.
Fennell, Suite 225, Reger^y Court, 120 Regency Parkway Drive,
Omaha, NE 68114 on this day of April, 1990

Steven E. Achelpo]
Marilyn N. Abbott
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

APR 0 6. 90

U.b :OriNEY
OM.AHA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAV?RENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants.

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

CASE NO. CR89-0-63

MOTION TO SUPPRESS STATEMENTS
OF DEFENDANT, LAWRENCE E.
KING, JR.

COMES NOW the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr. and moves this
Court for an order suppressing various statements of the Defendant
and prohibiting the use by the Government of such statements for
any purpose at trial. In support of this Motion the Defendant
states and alleges as follows:

1 . The statements which the Defendant seeks to suppress are
as follow:

A. Statement given to the Internal Revenue Service
Criminal Investigation Division dated November 23,
1988.

B. statement given to the Internal Revenue Service
Criminal Investigation Division dated April 25,
1989.

C. Deposition of the Defendant dated November 18, 1988
taken in the civil proceeding entitl-ed NCUAB v.
Lawrence E. Kina. Jr. . CV88-0-819.

D. Deposition dated March 31, 1989 taken in the civil
proceeding entitled NCUAB v. Lawrence E. Kina. Jt. .

CV88-0-819.

2 . The Defendant alleges that the above statements were
given to governmental authorities involuntarily, unknowingly, and
unintelligently and in violation of his 5th and 6th Amendment
Rights under the United States Constitution and in violation of 18
U.S.C. §3501.

3 . An evidentiary hearing is requested and necessary for the



disposition of this motion and the participation of the Defendant

in such evidentiary hearing is necessary.

4. Leave of the Court is requested for the filing of a legal

brief following the evidentiary. hearing with regard to this Motion.

WHEREFORE, the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr. requests that

this Court suppress the above-mentioned statements and prohibit the

use by the Government of such statements at trial.

LAWRENCE E. KING, Defendant

By

Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the above and
foregoing Motion to Suppress Statement by Defendant Lawrence E.
King, Jr. was served hand delivery to Thomas D. Thalken, First
Assistant U.S. Attorney, P.O. Box 1228 DTS, Omaha, NE 68101 and to
Alan Stoler, 1004 Historic Library Plaza, 1823 Harney St., Omaha,
NE 68102, and by depositing in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid to
Jerold V. Fennell, Suite 225, Reg^cy Court, 120 Regency Parkway
Drive, Omaha, NE 68114 on this day of April, 1990.



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

5.

I 1 C. /-I . t

ME'

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants.

) CASE NO. CR89-0-63
)

)

)

) SECOND MOTION FOR PRODUCTION •

) OF EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE UNDER
'

) BRADY V. MARYLAND AND MOTION TO
) SET DATE CERTAIN FOR PRODUCTION
) OF ALL BRADY MATERIAL AND
) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT THEREOF

Comes Now the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr., and hereby
moves for an Order requiring the production of exculpatory evidence

Brady y. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963). The Defendant further
requests the Court to establish a date certain for such production.
In support of said Motion, the Defendant states to the Court as
follows;

1. This Court has previously, by Memorandum and Order dated
June 13, 1989, ordered that the United States Attorney shall
disclose all Brady material as soon as practicable. In such
Memorandum and Order the Court also indicated that if the
Defendants nevertheless file a Brady Motion, such Motion shall
state with specificity the material sought. Further, by Memorandum
and Order dated September 19, 1989, this Court indicated that while
it would encourage the government to make Bradv disclosures as soon
as possible, the Court would set a reasonable, but specific, date
prior to trial when the government shall produce all Bradv material
then known to exist and the date would be approximately sixty (60)
days prior to trial.

2. This Court has previously set the trial of this case to
begin June 4, 1990. Although the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr.
is currently undergoing treatment at a federal medical facility, it
is uncertain at this time whether the current trial date of June 4,
1990 will still govern the time of trial. Because the current



trial dat.e is less than 60 days away, the Defendant requests that
this Court set an iininediate and specific date for the production
of all Brady material by the Government.

3. Without waiving the requirements of this Court's order of
June 13, 1989 with respect to the production by the government of
all Brady material, the Defendant moves this Court for an order
requiring the government to produce the following materials:

A. Documents or other information in whatever form
relating to any criminal proceedings or arrest or
conviction records involving any witness the
government intends to call at trial.

B. All writings, documents or information of any type
relating to the following:

1) Plea agreements or negotiations for plea
agreements involving government witnesses;

2) Any action taken for the benefit of or upon
the request of a potential government witness by
the United States or any other entity or person
acting at its request;

3) Any promises, inducements, deals,
representations or threats made to any witness
either interviewed by government agents or who the
government expects to call at trial which was used
by the government to obtain testimony from the
witness or to preclude or to induce the witness not
to discuss the matter with defense counsel.

C. All docximents, writings, reports, statements
(whether received by the grand jury or by wiretap
or electronic eavesdropping) of any person relating
to receipt, use, or diversion of FCFCU funds
directly or indirectly by any of the following
persons: Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr., Mary Jane
Harvey, Cynthia Harvey, William Harvey, Eric
Anderson, or Bill Hansen.

D. Any document, memorandum, summary, recording or
transcript of testimony whether given before the
grand jury or by virtue of a wiretap or electronic
eavesdropping which relates to any of the following
items

:



1) Exclusive control and/or knowledge of the
accounting functions of the FCFCU by Earl Thomas
Harvey, Jr.

2) The alteration or opportunity to alter
accounts, accounting records or other bookkeeping
records of the FCFCU by Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr.,
Cynthia Harvey or Mary Jane Harvey.

3) The lack of knowledge or control of Lawrence
E. King, Jr. over or with regard to the accounting
functions of the FCFCU, the computer systems of the
FCFCU, the sale of certificate of deposits by the
FCFCU, or the payment of bills and expenses of
FCFCU.

4) Any attempt, design, plan, or other
arrangement to avoid imparting knowledge of the
functioning of CSO or FCFCU to Lawrence E. King,
Jr. by 1) any employee of FCFCU or CSO including
but not limited to employees involved with
accounting functions of CSO and FCFCU or, 2) Mary
Jane Harvey or William Harvey.

5) Direction, supervision or handling by any
person other Lawrence E. King, Jr. of monies
deposited or received by the FCFCU from the
Defendant personally, or any business- in which he
held an interest.

6)

The removal or relocation of records,
documents or other materials of CSO or FCFCU from
the homes of Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr., Mary Jane
harvey or William Harvey, when such removal or
relocation of documents was not requested by the
government.

7)

^

The removal or relocation of any documents,
writings or other materials from the homes of Earl
Thomas Harvey,^ Jr., Mary Jane Harvey, Cynthia
Harvey, or William Harvey other than at the request
of governmental authorities which relate in anyway
to the following:

a. personal expenditures of the Harvey
family or any member thereof;

b. financial investments of the Harvey
family or any member thereof;

3



c. account records or other financial
records relating to Lawrence E. King, Jr.
and/or Alice Ploche King;

d. financial, accounting, or bookkeeping
records of CSO or FCFCU;

8) The undertaking or conducting of accounting or
bookkeeping functions by Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr.,
Mary Jane Harvey, Cynthia Harvey or William Harvey
at any location other than the FCFCU Building

. relating to FCFCU, CSO or Lawrence King, Jr.

E. All . documents, records, statements of witnesses,
materials or information of any kind that relate in
any manner to the receipt or deposit into FCFCU of
personal monies of Lawrence E. King, Jr. and/or
Alice Ploche King or monies from businesses in
which they held an ownership interest.

F. All agreements, contracts, memoranda of
understanding, correspondence or information of any
kind between or among the following governmental
agencies: United States Department of Justice,
United States Attorney's Office, Internal Revenue
Service, National Credit Union Administration,
relating in any way to the development of evidence
or information for the criminal prosecution of
Lawrence E. King, Jr. and/or Alice Ploche King,
including without limitation any agreements or
understandings relating to the search of FCFCU/CSO,
the seizure of documents from the premises of
FCFCU/CSO, or the subpoena of such documents or
tangible things by the grand jury, the IRS or FBI.

4. All documents, records, material or any information of
any kind, in the possession of the United States, which tend to
negate the specific intent of the Defendant to commit the crimes
alleged in the Indictment.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OP MOTION
Brady v. Maryland . 373 U.S. 83 (1963), holds that ''the

suppression by the prosecution of evidence favorable to an accused,
upon request, violates due process where the evidence is material

4



either to guilt or to punishment, irrespective of the good faith or
bad faith of the prosecution." See . Id . at 87. The Brady decision
was more clearly defined in scope and application in United States

y.» Aqurs, 427 U.S. 97 (1976) . In Aaurs . the United States Supreme
Court outlined an outcome determinative standard of materiality,
stating that: "A fair analysis of the holding in Bradv indicates
that implicit in the requirement of materiality is a concern that
the suppressed evidence might have affected the outcome of the
trial." See Id. at 104. The Supreme Court further stated:

Although there is, of course, no duty to
provide defense counsel with unlimited
discovery of everything known by the
prosecutor, if the subject matter of such a
request is material, or indeed if a
substantial basis for claiming materiality
exists, it is reasonable to require the
prosecutor to respond either by furnishing the
information or by submitting the problem to
the trial judge. When the prosecutor receives
a specific and relevant request, the failure
to make any response is seldom, if ever,
excusable.

Id. at 106.

Evidence which is "materially favorable to the accused" can be
either direct or impeaching evidence. United States v,

Campaqnuolo, 592 F.2d 852, 859 (5th Cir. 1979). The Supreme Court
in Giles V. Maryland, 386 U.S. 66 (1967), held that Bradv may
require disclosure of specific exculpatory information even if the
information is contained in statements, reports, memoranda, or
other work product material. The Eighth Circuit in Oaden v. Wolff

^

522 F.2d 816 (8th Cir. 1975), held that the prosecutor must
disclose evidence which is probative on the issue of guilt or
innocence where nondisclosure would constitute a denial of due
process.

United States v. Ahmad. 53 F.R.D. 186, (M.D. Pa. 1971), holds
that exculpatory information having a material bearing on defense
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preparation should be disclosed well in advance of trial. In Ahmad
the Court held that it is the duty of the prosecutor to disclose
exculpatory materials which not only are evidentiary, but those
which provide leads to other evidence and evidence which is "merely
impeaching" of government witnesses. "It is also the prosecutor's
duty to use due diligence in obtaining from other government
agencies such exculpatory evidence, for negligent non-disclosure
violates due process". Id. at 193.

The key factor under Brady is materiality. If the Defendant's
request is reasonably specific, the defense merely must show that
evidence not disclosed "might have affected the outcome of the
trial". United States v. Warhop . 732 F.2d 755, 778 (10th Cir.

1984) . Failure to properly produce exculpatory evidence may result
in a constitutional error requiring reversal if the suppressed
evidence undermines confidence in the outcome of the trial. United
States V . Bagiev . 473 U.S. 667 (1985).

WHEREFORE the Defendant respectfully requests an Order of this
Court setting a specific date for disclosure of all Bradv material
and directing the United States to produce and disclose the
information described herein, and setting the terms, conditions,
and timing of the production and disclosure.

LAWRENCE E. KING, Defendant

By
Steven E. Achelpohl
Marilyn N. Abbott
SCHUMACHER & ACHELPOHL
1823 Harney St., Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000

CERTIFICATE OP SFRVTPTC

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the above and
foregoing Motion was served by hand delivery to Thomas D. Thalken,
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First Assistant U.S. Attorney, P.O. Box 1228 DTS, Omaha, NE 68101



IN THE XJNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants.

CASE NO. CR89-0~63

MOTION TO SUPPRESS
I
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U.s. A. •
OrM'iL
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Comes Now the Defendant, Lawrence E. King, Jr. , and pursuant

to the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Rule

41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, hereby moves for an

Order of this Court suppressing all documents, tangible things, and

fruits derived from the search of the premises of the Franklin

Community Federal Credit Union and Consumer Services Organization

on November 4, 1988, the seizure of documents and tangible things

from such premises on the same date, and the subpoena by the United

States of further documents and tangible things on November 14,

1988. The Defendant alternatively moves for suppression of any

privileged documents or tangible things derived from the search,

seizure and compulsory process described above.

The Defendant also moves for return of all documents and

tangible items owned by him, which were seized or subpoenaed by the

United States.

In support of this Motion, the Defendant offers a Brief in

Support of this Motion to Suppress. (^'1

SSMAIESD-
~

SiOSXft*



Defendant hereby requests an evidentiary hearing on this

Motion to Suppress.

LAWRENCE E. KING, Defendant

By
Ste-yJ^n E. Achelpohl
Marilyn N. Abboty
SCHUMACHER & ACHELPOHL
1823 Harney St., Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the above and
foregoing Motion to Suppress waa served by depositing in the U.S.
Mail, postage prepaid on this ^ day of April, 1990 to Thomas D.
Thalken, First Assistant U.S. Attorney, P.O. Box 1228 DTS, Omaha,
NE 68101; Jerold V. Fennell, Suite 225, Regency Court, 120 Regency
Parkway Drive, Omaha, NE 68114 and to Alan Stoler, 1004 Historic
Library Plaza, 1823 Harney St., Omaha, NE 68102.

Steven E.
Marilyn N.



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
For the District of Nebraska

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants.

) CASE NO. CR89-0-63
)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

p--
L ^

APR 0 6. ^0

U.S. Al ior.iMtY

OMAHA

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS

Respectfully submitted,

LAWRENCE E. KING, Defendant

Dated: April 6, 1990 By
Steven E. Achelpohl
Marilyn N. Abbott
SCHUMACHER & ACHELPOHL
1823 Harney St., Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000 /



PACTS

The Defendant has moved for an order suppressing all fruits of

a search of the Franklin Federal Credit Union (FCFCU) and Consumer

Services Organization (CSO) on November 4, 1988, the seizure of

documents and tangible things from the premises of FCFCU/CSO and

the fruits of a grand jury subpoena which was issued on November

14, 1988. The Defendant has also moved for an order requiring the

return of the property under Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of

Criminal Procedure.

On November 4, 1988, United States Magistrate Richard G. Kopf

issued search warrants authorizing the search of the premises of

the FCFCU and CSO at both the north and south Omaha locations of

these organizations, and the seizure of documents and things

described in "Attachment I". The warrants were issued upon the

Affidavit of Joseph R. Brazier, a Special Agent of the Criminal

Division of the Internal Revenue Service, which was apparently

attached to the warrants.

civilly, the FCFCU was closed by order of the National Credit

Union Administration (NCUA) on November 4, 1988. On that date, by

Order of Conservatorship, the NCUA immediately took possession and

control of the business and assets of the Credit Union, including

all books and records of the FCFCU and all personal records of the

Defendant King which were kept on the premises of FCFCU and CSO^.

By November 4 , 198^ the government and the NCUA had seized all

records of the FCFCU as well as all other property situated on the

premises of the FCFCU, whether belonging to the FCFCU, CSO or

otherwise. On November 14^ iqrr, the federal grand jury sitting in

this District subpoenaed "[a]ny and all records of Franklin

Community Federal Credit Union". Thus, by November 14 , 1988 ,

,

the

United States had exercised control, by search and seizure on

November 4, 1988, and by grand jury subpoena on November 14, 1988,

of yirtually every document and tangible thing in existence on ^e

premises of ECECU/CSO on November 4, 1988. ^ On* information and

belief, the search and seizure which occurred on November 4, 1988,



was a coordinated effort of the United States Department of Justice

and the National Credit Union Administration. ''

As a result of these related events, the United States seized

an -rf^-nords of the FCFCU and CSO . The only judicial authorization

for the seizure by the United States of what constitutes two rooms

full of docviments was the Magistrate's search warrants, dated

November 4, 1988, which simply incorporated by reference the

Affidavit of Special Agent Brazier.

While theoretically not as broad as the ultimate search and

seizure which was accomplished by the United States,- the search

warrant authorized the seizure of virtually every document on the

premises of FCFCU and CSO, at all locations where these businesses

operated. With respect to both organizations, the search warrant

authorized the seizure of the following records:

A. Records of Consumer Service (s) Organization, Inc. for the
period January 1, 1982 through the present:

1. Corporate Resolutions and Corporate Minutes Books.

2. General Journals, Cash Receipt Journals and Cash
disbursement Journals.

3. Financial Statements, General Ledgers and
Subsidiary Ledgers which include Notes Receivable,
Accounts receivable. Accounts Payable, Closing
Ledgers, Check registers and Payroll Registers.

4. Bank Statements, Deposit Slips, Withdrawal Slips
and Canceled Checks for any and all bank accounts

because of the discovery limitations embodied in the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure, the information available to the
Defendant is quite limited as to the circumstances of cooperation
b̂ etween the United States Department of Justice and the National
^edit Union Administration. The Defendant ' s knowledge is also
Simited as to ava ilability of investigative information~gK^h
oojaJLd—-have been included in the Special Agent's—Affidavit .

Accordingly, the Defendant has moved for an evidentiary hearing on
this Motion at which he intends to subpoena the officials who wei^e
'

in^^lved in the AVf^nts leading up to and following the search and
^izure of the FCFCU/CSO and the closure of the FCFCU bv the^ NCUA^/
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including all funds on deposits such as
Certificates of Deposit and Money Market Accounts.

5. Receipts and Invoices for all Expenditures,
including but not limited to operating expenses.

6. All Federal Tax Returns, Forms 990,’ 940, and 941
filed or not filed and Supporting Workpapers,
Summary Sheets and analysis used in the preparation
of the Tax Returns.

7. Gift, Grant or Contribution Documents.

8. Travel Records, Expense Vouchers and Expense
Records

.

9. Any and all Computer Storage Devices which reflect
information specified in Items (A1-A8) , including
but not limited to Computer Disks, Computer
Hardware and Software Equipment.

B. Records of Franklin Community Federal Credit Union for
the period January 1, 1982 through the present:

1. Corporate Resolutions and corporate Minutes Books.

2. General Journals, Cash Receipts Journals and Cash
Disbursement Journals.

3. Financial Statements, General Ledgers and
Subsidiary Ledgers which include Notes Receivable,
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Notes
Payable, Closing Ledgers, Check Registers and
Payroll Registers.

4. Bank Statements, Deposit Slips, Withdrawal Slips
and Canceled checks for any and all bank accounts
held for and/or on the behalf of Franklin Community
Federal Credit Union, including all funds on
deposits such as Certificates of Deposits and Money
Market Accounts.

5. Receipts and Invoices for all Expenditures
including but not limited to operating expenses.

6. All Federal Tax Returns, Forms 940 and 941 filed or
not filed and supporting Workpapers, Summary Sheets
and Analysis used in the preparation of the Tax
Returns.

3



7. Travel Records, Expense Vouchers and Expense
Records

.

8. All Records and Documents pertaining to Telephone
Solicitations of perspective depositors requesting
the person solicited to deposit funds in any amount
in the form of Certificates of Deposit or other
instruments at the Franklin Community Federal
Credit Union including but not limited to Index
Cards, Handwritten or Typewritten Memos, Logs,
Typewritten Lists, Handwritten Lists and Computer
Lists

.

9. Any lists of Certificates of Deposit in the
Franklin Community Federal Credit Union.

10. IRS Forms 1099 issued or prepared for the Franklin
Community Federal Credit Union indicating the
payment of interest on any Certificate of Deposit
in the Franklin Community Federal Credit Union.

11. Documents reflecting Wire Transfers of Funds to and
from purchasers of Certificates of Deposit from
Franklin Community Federal Credit Union.

12. i^y and all Computer Storage Devices which reflect
information specified in Items (Bl-Bll) , including
but not limited to Computer Disks, Computer
Hardware and Software Equipment.

In addition to the confiscation of every document of FCFCU
and CSO, the search and seizure has resulted in the

misappropriation of virtually every personal document of the
Defendant's which was located on the premises of the FCFCU/CSO .

The Defendant King did not consent to the search and seizure of the
FCFCU/CSO books, records, and tangible things.^

^Because of the mass of the documents and tangible things
which have been confiscated by the United States and the NCUA, and
the absence of any specificity or detail from the government as -to
what documents it will offer as evidence at the trial, the
Defendant is badly ^ituated to describe with any particularity
which documents he wishes to suppress. The government represents
that prior to the hearing on this motion, it will specify which
documents it will seek to evidence at trial, which constitute

4



I. standing^

LAW

To challenge a search and seizure on Fourth Amendment grounds,

a defendant must establish prejudice to his own constitutional

right to be secure in his person, house, papers and effects.

Standing to invoke suppression of evidence "has thus been limited

to cases in which the prosecution seeks to use the fruits of an

illegal search or seizure against the victim of police misconduct."

United States v. Leon . 468 U.S. 897, 910, 104 S.St. 3405, 82 L.Ed.

2d 677 (1984)

.

To invoke the Fourth Amendment as grounds for suppression of

evidence the claimant must show a subjective expectation of privacy

in the area searched and that expectation must be one that society

is prepared to recognize as "reasonable". United States v. Learv .

846 F . 2d 592, 595 (10th Cir. 1988). "Whether a person has standing
to contest a search on Fourth Amendment grounds turns on whether
the person had a legitimate expectation of privacy in the area

searched, not merely in the items seized." United states v.

Skowronski . 827 F.2d 1414, 1418 (10th Cir. 1987) (citing (United

States V. Salvucci . 448 U.S. 83, 93, 100 S.Ct. 2547, 2554, 65

L.Ed. 2d 619 (1980)

.

[T]hus, suppression of evidence will be an
appropriate remedy only when a person's rights
have been violated by the search itself; it is
not enough that a person is aggrieved by the
introduction of damaging evidence derived from
the search.

827 F. 2d at 1418.

fruits of the search, seizure and subpoena described herein.

^If the Government elects to contest standing, the testimony
of the Defendant King will be necessary at the evidentiary hearing
on this Motion.
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"There is no doubh that a corporate officer or employee may
assert a reasonable or legitimate expectation of privacy in his
corporate office.” United States v. Leary , supra . (citing Mancusi

y,. DeForte, 392 U.S. 364, 369, 88 S.Ct. 2120, 2124, 20 L.Ed. 2d
1145 (1968)).

Rakas v. Illinois . 439 U.S. 128, 99 S.Ct. 421 58 L.Ed. 2d

387 (1978), the Supreme Court abandoned a 'standing' analysis for
fourth amendment violations claims. Rather the inquiry is one
"involving the substantive question of whether or not the proponent
of the motion to suppress has had his own Fourth Amendment rights
infringed by the search and seizure which he seeks to challenge.”
Id^ at 133, 99 S.Ct. at 425. The Court reasoned that conferring
standing to raise Fourth Amendment claims would necessarily mean a
more widespread invocation of suppression during criminal trials.

The Defendant King clearly has standing to contest the search,
seizure and subpoena. A corporate officer clearly has the right to
assert a subjective expectation of privacy in corporate premises.
The very nature of the documents seized, which include volumes of
private and in some cases privileged correspondence and other

^

documents owned by the Defendant speaks to the expectation of
privacy which King and others had with respect to the FCFCU
premises.

II. Requirement of Particularity.

We submit that the search of the FCFCU and CSO, and the
seizure of records and tangible things, as a result of either the

warrants executed on November 4, 1988, and the grand jury
subpoena executed on November 14, 1988, and cumulatively, were so
broad as to violate the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against
"unreasonable" searches and seizures. We also submit that the
United States failed to comply with the warrant requirement of the
Fourth Amendment because the supporting affidavit was insufficient

6



to establish the existence of probable causej.

The Fourth Amendment requires that search warrants
particularly describe the items to be seized to prevent the use of
general warrants to conduct overly sweeping searches. United
States V. Peterson. 867 F.2d 1110, 1113 (8th Cir. 1989). This
requirement prevents a "general, exploratory rummaging in a
person's belongings" (Coolidqe v. New Hampshire . 403 U.S. 443, 467,
91 S.Ct. 2022, 2038, 29 L.Ed.2d 564 (1971)), and ensures that the
search is confined to particularly described evidence relating to
a specific crime of which probable cause has been demonstrated.
"As to what is to be taken, nothing is left to the discretion of
the officer executing the warrant." Stanford v. Texas . 379 U.S.

476, 485, 85 S.Ct. 506, 511, 13 L.Ed.2d 431 (1965) (quoting Marron
y. United. States, 275 U.S. 192, 196, 48 S.Ct. 74, 76, 72 L.Ed. 231
(1927)

.

The amendment "consists of two separate clauses", one
prohibiting unreasonable searches and seizures and the other
prohibiting the issuance of warrants which fail to describe with
particularity the place to be searched and the things to be seized.

In_.re Grand Jury Proceedings . 716 F.2d 493, 497 (8th Cir.
1983) . As the Supreme Court stated in Andresen v. Maryland . 427
U.S. 463, 480 (1976):

General warrants, of course, are prohibited
by the Fourth Amendment. "[T]he problem [of a
general warrant] is not that of intrusion per
se, but of a general, exploratory rummaging in
a person's belongings . . . [The Fourth
Amendment addresses the problem] by requiring
a 'particular description' of the things to be
seized." Coolidqe v. New Hampshire . 403 U.S.
443, 467. This requirement "'makes general
searches . . . impossible and prevents the
seizure of one thing under a warrant
describing another.

In United States v. Learv . 846 F.2d 592, 600 (10th Cir. 1988),
the Court held that the warrant used to seize 20 boxes of business



records from an export company was impermissibly overbroad and
suppressed the evidence. "The Fourth Amendment requires that the
qovernment describe the items to be seized with as much specificity
as the government's knowledge and circumstances allow." Jd. The
Court found that the warrant "encompassed virtually every document
that one might expect to find in a modern export company's office."
Id. at 602. The warrant did not provide limitations or guidance.
"As an irreducible minimum, a proper warrant must allow the
executing officers to distinguish between items that may and may
not be seized." Id. Similarly, in United States v. Fuccillo . 808
F.2d 173, 176 (1st Cir. 1987) cert denied . 482 U.S. 905 (1987), the
court held that suppression was an appropriate remedy where agents
were reckless in not including information in the affidavit
supporting the warrant that was known or easily accessible to them;
the court found that "the warrants are conclusively invalidated by
their substantial failure to specify as nearly as possible the
distinguishing characteristics of the items to be seized." id .

The Eighth Circuit applies a standard of "practical accuracy"
in determining whether a description in a warrant is sufficiently
precise to satisfy the Fourth Amendment requirement, "recognizing
that the degree of specificity required necessarily depends upon
the circumstances of each particular case." United states v.

Strand, 761 F.2d 449, 453 (8th Cir. 1985), United States v. Pillow .

842 F.2d 1001, 1004 (8th Cir. 1988).

In_.re Grand Jury Proceedings . 716 F.2d 493 (8th Cir. 1983)c^ denied, 482 U.S. 913 (1984), the FBI and IRS seized 16 boxes
of records from a bail bonding business. The warrant contained a
"laundry list" of various types of records to be seized. The Court
found the warrant constitutionally defective because it consisted
of little more than a broad statement of the types of records

kept by any bail bondsman, there were no designations or
^®^®^®rices to particular transactions or to specific individuals or
files, or to a reasonably specific time within an approximate time



period. M. at 498, "Where the warrant allows a seizure of

everything, the items seized necessarily will correspond to the

scope of the warrant. The crucial question is whether the warrant

authorized too much under the law.” Id. at 499. The Court found

further that the affidavit of the FBI agent - was a "broad,

boilerplate statement describing in a general way the applications,
reports and records that are commonly kept by any typical bail bond
operation." at 500. The affidavit had neither the detail nor
the substance to give the issuing magistrate a substantial basis
for concluding that probable cause existed.

In United States v. Cardwell . 680 F.2d 75 (9th Cir. 1982),
defendant was convicted of conspiracy and aiding in preparation of
a false corporate tax return. A search warrant authorizing
"corporate books and records, including but not limited to canceled
and duplicate checks, check stubs, journals, ledgers, weekly
summaries, driver tip envelopes and daily schedules, of several
corporations which are the fruits and instrumentalities of
violations of the general tax evasion statute", was held to be
overbroad and the evidence was suppressed. "If items that are
illegal, fraudulent, or evidence of illegality are sought the
warrant must contain some guidelines to aid the determination of
what may or may not be seized". Id. at 78. Addressing the use in
a search warrant of "generic classifications", the court held that
when considering the totality of the circumstances in determining
whether the warrant is sufficiently particularized, one of the
crucial factors is the information available to the government.
"Generic Classifications in a warrant are acceptable only when a
more precise description is not possible". Id. (quoting United
States V. Bright. 630 F.2d 804, 812 (5th Cir. 1980).

The Ninth Circuit concentrates of three questions to determine
whether the description in a warrant is sufficiently precise: (1)
whether probable cause exists to seize all items of a particular
type described in a warrant, (2) whether the warrant sets out

9



objective standards by which executing officers can differentiate
items subject to seizure from those that are not, and (3) whether
the government was able to describe the items more particularly in

light of the information available to it at the time the warrant
was issued. United States v. Soilotro . 800 F.2d 959, 963 (9th Cir.

1986)

.

We are cognizant that in the "rare” case even a warrant
stating "take every piece of paper related to the business”^ may
be sufficient if every transaction is potential evidence of fraud
and the business "was fraudulent through and through". See , e.g.

,

United States v. Bentley . 825 F.2d 1104, 1109-1110 (7th Cir. 1987).
However

,

[t]his does not mean that warrants may use
open-ended descriptions. The description must
be as particular as the circumstances
reasonably permit. So if the fraud infects
only one part of the business, the warrant
must be so limited—but within that portion of
the business "all records" may be the most
accurate and detailed description possible.

* * *

When there is probable cause to seize all, the
warrant may be broad because it is unnecessary
to distinguish things that may be taken from
those that must be left undisturbed. A
generic description adequately defines the
officers' authority. When the probable cause
covers fewer documents in a system, of files,
the warrant must be more confined and tell the
officers how to separate the documents to be
seized from others.

Id. at 1110. Even where there is probable cause to believe that an
organization is pervasively criminal, seizure of all of an
organization's records is justified only if all of the records are

Here, the government took more than "every piece of paper
relating to the business"; it took as well every piece of paper and
thing belonging to the Defendant King as well.
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relevant to the alleged crimes. Voss v. Berasaaard . 774 F.2d 402

(10th Cir. 1985)

.

In Voss V. Berasaaard . 774 F.2d 402 (10th Cir. 1985), IRS

agents search three locations of an organization and seized a large

volume of documents. The district court found that the warrant

gave the government carte blanche to take anything they saw

"whether it was nailed down or otherwise". The court declined to

follow cases that allow seizure of all an organization's records,

even when there is probable cause to believe the organization is

pervasively criminal. Id. at 406. The court recognized that

seizure of all records may be possible. "Where a warrant

authorizes the seizure of particularly described records relevant

to a specific crime and all of the organization's records, in fact,

fall into that category they may all lawfully be seized." Id. The

court required all the evidence seized under the warrants to be

returned to the defendant organization.

Involving as it does a grand jury subpoena which was served

by the United States on the National Credit Union Administration

within ten days of the closing of the FCFCU, this case also

concerns the search and seizure of all of the records of the FCFCU

on November 14, 1988. Fourth Amendment rights apply to compulsory

production of documents pursuant to a grand jury subpoena. See
, Re

Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Served on Allied Auto Sales. Inc .

606 F. Supp. 7 (D. R.I. 1983). In order for a subpoena to be

enforceable, it must: 1. command only production of things relevant

to the investigation; 2. specify things to be produced with

reasonable particularity; and 3. require production of records

covering only a reasonable period of time. Id .

In United States v. Spilotro . 800 F.2d 959 (9th Cir. 1986),

the court struck down a warrant for the search of a jewelry store
which authorized the seizure of "notebooks, notes, documents,

address books, and other records; safe deposit box, keys cash, gem
stones and other items of jewelry and other assets" which were

11



evidence of violations of several named federal statutes. The
Court cited a three-prong test in determining whether the warrant
contained the requisite specificity: 1. whether probable cause
existed to seize all items of a particular type described in the
warrant, 2. whether the warrant set out objective standards by
which executing officers could differentiate items subject to ,

seizure from those not subject to seizure, and 3. whether the

government was able to describe the items more particularly in
light of the information available to it at the time the warrant
was issued^. Id. at 963. The Court noted that the government
could have narrowed most of the descriptions in the warrants either
by describing in greater detail the items one commonly expects to
find on premises used for the criminal activities or by describing
in more detail the criminal activities themselves. Because the
warrants were insufficiently narrowed, they were unconstitutionally
broad. Id. at 964. The Court stressed the importance of the
information available to the government, noting that generic
classifications in a warrant are acceptable only when a more
precise description is not possible. Id. at 965.

In re Grand Jury Proceedings . 716 F.2d 493 (8th Cir. 1983),
discussed supra . cited with approval United States v. Roche . 614
F.2d 6 (1st Cir. 1980), in which the subject affidavit referred to
violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1341 (the mail fraud statute). The court
in Roche held that such a reference in the affidavit provided no
limitation at all since the statute was itself extremely broad in

In this case, the Affidavit which is incorporated into the
warrants by reference identifies that Development Officer Morley
kept a card file which recited the customers of certificates of
deposit of the FCFCU. There was, however, no effort to recite any
specific information or limitation relating to, customers, files,
accounts, computer records or any other generic classification of
documents

.

12



scope.* It is not the mere reference to an statute prohibiting an
extremely wide range of activities which makes the warrant
overbroad. It is the absence of limiting features (glaringly

present in this case) which renders the warrant unconstitutionally
broad. See, United States v. Learv . 846 F.2d 592, 601 n. 15 (10th

Cir. 1988)

.

This Circuit reversed another order denying return of property
in Rickert v. Sweenev . 813 F.2d 907 (8th Cir. 1987). There, the
Court, by Judge Bright, held that a warrant which authorized a

general rummaging through the offices and company records was not
supported by probable cause. ''[S]ome measure must be taken not
only to limit the discretion of the executing officer but also to
inform the subjected person what the officers are entitled to take.
Id. at 909. United States v. Cardwell

^ 680 F.2d at 77 discussed
the inclusion of a reference to 26 U.S.C. § 7201 in the affidavit,
holding that "[t]hat is not enough", and reasoning that ”[i]f items
that are illegal, fraudulent, or evidence of illegality are sought,
the warrant must contain some guidelines to aid the determination
of what may or may not be seized" aside from the statutory
reference to a violation of federal law. Id. at 78.

Ill . The Warrants

.

The warrants in this case are unnecessarily broad. It is
difficult to conceive of any financial record of the FCFCU or CSO
which was not, at least arguably, "within" the warrants. The
Affidavit asked for and received permission for the seizure of

In this case, the Affidavit refers to 18 U.S.C. § 1344, 18
U.S.C. §371, 26 U.S.C. §7201, etc. This laundry list of federal
statutes authorized the seizure of any document which could be
characterized as evidence of a violation of a statutes broader than
the mail fraud statute and accomplished no limiting effect
whatsoever.

13



corporate resolutions, corporate minute books, general journals,

cash receipt and disbursement journals, financial statements,

subsidiary ledgers, notes receivable, accounts receivable, accounts

payable, notes payable closing ledgers, check registers, payroll

registers, bank statements, deposit slips, withdrawal slips,

canceled checks "for any and all bank accounts including all funds

on deposits such a certificates of deposit and money market

accounts”, receipts and invoices for all expenditures, including

but not limited to operating expenses, all federal tax returns,

gift, grant or contribution documents, travel record, expense

vouchers and expense records, and any and all computer storage

devices which reflect information specified above, and documents

reflecting wire transfers of funds to and from purchasers of

certificates of deposit. What document or tangible thing of FCFCU

and CSO, it may be asked, may not fairly be included in this

description of things to be seized.

There was no time limitation imposed on the documents and

tangible things for which seizure was authorized. There was no

limitation imposed as to customer or development officer in the

case of certificates of deposit even though federal agents had

access to Mr. Morley's personal records regarding certificate of

deposit solicitation. The seizure was not limited to certain files

within the FCFCU or CSO. The seizure was not limited to certain

accounting records of the FCFCU or CSO. The seizure was not

limited to certain accounts of FCFCU or CSO. The seizure was not

limited to certain travel records, either by time or person. The

seizure was not limited to certain tax returns or records of

FCFCU/CSO. The seizure was not limited to any specific location

within the offices of FCFCU or CSO, notwithstanding that the agents

had access to Mr. Morley and probably other employees of FCFCU/CSO

familiar with the operations, prior to executing the search

warrant

.

The fact is, to put it simply, the warrants were not limited

14



at all. While the document description was disguised in general
descriptions of the types of documents sought, the descriptions
were no less generic and all-encompassing than a request by law
enforcement authorities, and authorization by the Magistrate, to
"cart away all the documents".

The face of the Affidavit indicates that the agents had
access to Mr. Morley's "personal index card file showing purchasers
of CD's which reflect the name, address, denomination and terms of
the CD.” No effort was made to limit the records to be seized
which related to the sale or purchase of certificates of deposit.
The agents had access to officials from the NCUA who had audited
FCFCU for more than a decade preceding the search and seizure. Yet
there was no effort to limit, or even describe with modest
specificity, the documents or things of the FCFCU, or CSC, which
the agents wished to seize*

The Special Agent's Affidavit expressed the belief that
evidence of violations would be found in the premises under a
series of federal statutes ranging from the general conspiracy
statute, to the tax evasion statute, to the bank fraud statute. In
his search warrants, the Magistrate simply incorporated the Agent's
Affidavit, thus apparently relying on the same cited federal
statutes in the Special Agent's Affidavit. The nature of the
federal violations cited—which are analogous to the reference to
the mail fraud statute criticized in United States v. Pnnho

,

supra-
-rendered meaningless any reference to federal statutory violations
at all.

The return filed in connection with the seizure describes the
documents and things seized, in most cases, by the box instead of
by document. Indeed, the warrant authorizing the seizure, and the
seizure itself, were so broad that it is impossible to tell what
was seized and what was not seized, much less what was authorized
to be seized and what was not authorized to be seized. The
affidavit requested, and the warrant gave, law enforcement
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authorities an unlimited license to take whatever they wished, with
no meaningful limitation on their authority other than to take what
they wanted to take. The issuance of the grand jury subpoena ten
days later for all documents of the FCFCU was the frosting on the
cake.

A federal grand jury had been examining Mr. King's individual
tax matters since 1985, or for a period of time encompassing more
than three years preceding the request for and execution of the
search warrants. Despite the participation of the United States
Attorney and the FBI in the preparation of the Affidavit, there is
not one reference to one piece of information relating the Mr.
King's personal tax circumstances developed by the grand jury or
any other investigation which could have been used in order to make
the description of the reason for the issuance more specific, or
the description of the places to be searched and things to be
seized more specific.

FCFCU and CSO were not organizations which were permeated with
fraud. Indeed, significant legitimate and lawful business
activities were conducted for years by FCFCU and CSO. They had
been audited for more than a decade previous by the NCUA without
the slightest hint of any criminal wrongdoing.

As the records held in the federal depository attest, many
documents of the Defendant King were seized which have nothing to
do with the indictment or violation of any of the several federal
statutes listed in the Affidavit. This was the natural and
foreseeable result of "carting away all of the documents" . Many of
these documents are actually private letters between the Defendant
King and his own lawyers. Some of these documents have been held
to be privileged documents in civil litigation instituted by the
NCUA. Many are purely private correspondence between the Defendant
King and an infinite number of other people.

The warrants were unnecessarily broad and the search, seizure
and subpoena violated the Defendant's rights under the Fourth

16



Amendment

.

IV. The Exclusionary Rule.

Under the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule, evidence
obtained in an illegal search is not admissible in federal court
proceedings. This rule prohibits the introduction of tangible
materials, testimony concerning knowledge, and derivative evidence
that is the product of the primary evidence obtained during an
unlawful search or that is acquired as an indirect result of the
unlawful search. The exclusionary rule operates as a judicially
created remedy designed to safeguard Fourth Amendment rights
generally through its deterrent effect, rather than as a personal
constitutional right of the aggrieved party. 12A Fed. Proc., L.Ed
§33:610.

The exclusionary rule was addressed in United States v.

468 U.S. 897, 194 S.Ct. 3405, 82 L.Ed. 2d 677 (1984) . The issue
the court was whether the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule

should be modified so as not to bar the use in the prosecution's
case in chief of evidence obtained by officers acting in reasonable
reliance on a search warrant issued by a detached and neutral
magistrate but ultimately found to be unsupported by probable
cause. The court concluded that "suppression of evidence obtained
pursuant to a warrant should be ordered only on a case-by-case
basis and only in those unusual cases in which exclusion will
further the purposes of the exclusionary rule." See, 468 U.S. at
918. The determination of whether illegally seized evidence is to
be suppressed requires a balancing of the "costs and benefits of
preventing the use in the prosecution's case in chief of inherently
trustworthy tangible evidence obtained in reliance on a search
warrant issued by a detached and neutral magistrate that ultimately
is found to be defective". Id. at 907, with "[marginal or
nonexistent] benefits produced by suppressing evidence obtained in
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objectively reasonable reliance on a subsequently invalidated
search warrant”, in terms of social cost. Id. at 922. The court
held,

[IJn the absence of an allegation that the
magistrate abandoned his detached and neutral
role, suppression is appropriate only if the
officers were dishonest or reckless in
preparing their affidavit or could not have
harbored an objectively reasonable belief in
the existence of probable cause.

Id. at 926 (emphasis added) . The reliance must be "objectively
reasonable”;

Suppression remains appropriate in
circumstances where the officer (s) involved
have no reasonable grounds for believing that
the warrant was properly issued.
Moreover, it is necessary to consider the
objective reasonableness, no only of the
officers who eventually execute a warrant, but
also of the officers who originally obtained
it, or who provided information material to
the probable cause determination.

United States v. Reivich
, 610 F. Supp. 538, 545 (W.D. Mo. 1985).

Suppression remains appropriate in the case of a law enforcement
officer misleading a magistrate or other judicial officer in
connection with information available to the law enforcement
officer, but not imparted to the judicial officer.^ Where a
warrant is unnecessarily broad because the agent did not take every
step that could be reasonably be expected of him, as here, the
agent can not reasonably rely on the warrant and suppression will
be mandated. United States v. Crozier . 777 F.2d 1376, 1381-82 (9th
Cir. 1985) . And the good-faith exception to the exclusionary rule
will not be applied unless officers executed the search warrants

Again, an evidentiary hearing is necessary with respect tothe circumstances leading up to the request for and execution ofthe search warrants and the subpoena in this case.
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within their terms. See United States v. Fuccillo . 808 F.2d 173,

177 (1st Cir. 1987) (overbroad search warrants invalidated and
suppression required where officers exceeded the scope of a warrant
which was so facially deficient that the executing officers could
not reasonably presvme it to be valid) . See also . United States v.

Stubbs , 873 F.2d 210 (9th Cir. 1989), As the Eighth Circuit has
stated:

The [holding of the Supreme Court] is designed
to apply to cases 'when an officer acting with
objective good faith has obtained a search
warrant from a judge or magistrate and acted
within its scope. ' ... This is not such a
case. Here, the warrant did not authorize the
seizure of ordinary household items, and we do
not believe that there is an objectively
reasonable basis for the postal inspectors to
have believed that the warrant authorized the
seizure of such items.

miited States v. Strand. 761 F.2d 449, 456 (8th Cir. 1985) (emphasis
added)

.

The Supreme Court in Leon modified the Fourth Amendment
exclusionary rule so as not to bar the use of evidence in the
prosecution's case in chief where the officers acted in reasonable
reliance on a search warrant issued by a detached and neutral
magistrate. In determining whether the good faith exception should
be applied, "our good-faith inquiry is confined to the objectively
ascertainable question whether a reasonably well trained officer
would have known that the search was illegal despite the
magistrate's authorization." Id. 468 U.S. at 922 n.23.

In United States v. Diaz. 841 F.2d 1 (1st Cir. 1988), the
court found the search warrant overbroad and lacking particularity,
and unsupported by probable cause of some items . The court ordered
the suppression of the documents unsupported by probable cause.
However, even though the warrant was overbroad, suppression of
other documents was not required because it was not so facially
deficient that the agent could not have reasonably and in good



faith believed it was adequately authorized. ’’Seizing business
records in a fraud investigation presents special problems for
investigators attempting to draft warrants. Especially difficult
is the case where the files contain a mixture of 'bad’ material and
'innocent’ material.” Id. at 6. The court found that this was a
case where it was virtually impossible to limit the warrant any
further

.

In United States v. Stubbs . 873 F.2d 210 (9th Cir. 1989), the
court held that evidence must be suppressed where the warrant was
impermissibly overbroad and there was not probable cause for IRS
agents to seize all the documents in a real estate office. ’’The

good faith exception is not available where the executing officer
simply could not have reasonably relied on a facially deficient
warrant.” Id. at ,212. The good faith exception grounded in an
objective standard of reasonableness will not be applied ’’unless
the officers executing search warrants, at the very minimum, act
within the scope of the warrants and abide by their terms. United
States V. Fuccillo . 808 F.2d 173 (1st Cir. 1987).

In this case, the good faith exception should not be applied.
The law enforcement authorities, for the reasons described above,
had available much more information with which they could have
narrowed the scope of the affidavit and warrant, in terms of time,
place, customer files, accounts, documents, and other generic
classifications. A general rummaging of the offices of FCFCU and
CSO was simply not necessary here and objective good faith is
lacking

.
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Conclusion
For the reasons expressed, we respectfully request an Order of

this Court suppressing the documents and tangible things, and other
fruits of the search and seizure on November 4, 1988, as well as
the fruits of the grand jury subpoena issued on November 14, 1988.

Respectfully submitted,

LAWRENCE E. KING, Defendant

By
Steven E . Achelpoh^ ^
Marilyn N. Abbott ]/
SCHUMACHER & ACHELPOHL
1823 Harney St. , Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the above andforegoing Brief in Support of Motion to Suppress was served bvdepositing in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid on this day of
Thomas D. Thalken, First Assistant U.S. Attorney,P.O. Box 1228 DTS, Omaha, NE 68101; Jerold V. Fennell, Suite 225Regency Court, 120 Regency Parkway Drive, Omaha, NE 68114 and toAlan Stoler, 1004 Historic Library Plaza, Omaha, NE 68102.

Steven E. AchelpohiM'
Marilyn N. Abbott^



Schumacher & Achelpohl
Attorneys at Law

A PARTNERSHIP
INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS

100 Historic Library Plaza

1823 Harney Street

James R. Schumacher, P.C. Omaha, Nebraska estoz-iaoB

Steven E. Achelpohl
Gregg H. Coffman
Marilyn N. Abbott
JohnW.Steele
Stephanie Weber Milone April 6, 1990

TELEPHONE:
(402) 346-9000
TELECOPIER:
(402) 346-6112

The Honorable Richard G. Kopf
U.S. District Court
Ed Zorinsky Federal Building
17th & Capitol Building
Omaha, NE 68101

CR89-0-63

Dear Judge Kopf:

Enclosed please find a copy of the following Motions and an
original and one copy of each brief submitted.

RE: U.S. V.-

L

APR 0 6. W
U.S. A" 'iOoNtY

Oix/IAHA

1. The Defendant's Motion to Suppress;

2. The Defendant's Brief in Support of Motion to Suppress;

The Defendant's Second Motion for Production of Exculpatory
Evidence under Bradv v. Maryland and Motion to Set Date
Certain for Production of All Bradv Material and Memorandum
in support thereof

;

The Defendant's Motion to Suppress Statements;

5. The Defendant's Motion in Limine; and

6. The Defendant's Brief in Support of Motion in Limine.

The original Motions have been filed with the Clerk. Thank you.

SEA:dw
Enclosures
cc:

For the firmv

K/Kopf



REPORT
of the

ZubsL. LABORATORY

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

Jo;
SAC, Omaha (147A-571)

April 13, 1990

FBI FILE NO. 147-28290
Jii'i' AL;
FRANKLIN COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT LAB. NO. 00301045 D XH
UNION (FCFCU);-
ET AL;
FAG - HUD - IRS;
BF&E; WF; MF

00 : Omaha

Examination requested by:

Reference:

Examination requested:

Specimens received

Addressee

Communication dated February 20, 1990

Document

March 1, 1990

Specimens

:

K5

K6

Three handwriting specimen forms and
of paper bearing known handwriting of

four sheets

Three handwriting specimen forms and
of paper bearing known handwriting of

five sheets

Result of examination;

This report confirms and supplements information
telephonically furnished to Special Agent
Omaha Division, on April 9, 1990-.

It was determined that the
|

.

appearing upon specimens Ql, Q2 and Q6 (previously submitted),

were prepared bv l I
K6 writer

.

]si
jlv
signatures

No examination was conducted with the known exemplars

of I [ designated K5, due to the lack of comparable

questioned signatures.

Specimens K5 and K6 are returned herewith. Photographs

are retained in the Laboratory.

Enclosures (2)i&<



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COUR
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )
CR89-0-63

)

Plaintiff (s) , )

)

vs. )
MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

)

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR., and )

ALICE P. KING, )

)

Defendant (s) . )

This matter came on for a status conference on April 20, 1990.

Upon advice received from counsel,

DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA
M

APR 2 3 1990'^
Norbert H. Ebql, Clerk

By— Deputy

IT IS ORDERED that:

1. The defendant Alice P. King's motion to join (filing 255)

is granted and she may join in the motions of the defendant

Lawrence King, Jr. as indicated in said motion;

2. Filing 245, Mr. King's motion to suppress is scheduled for

evidentiary hearing at 9:00 a.m. on May 11, 1990, before the

undersigned;

3. Filing 248, the motion for production, and filing 253, the

motion to dismiss, both filed by Mr. King, are scheduled for oral

argument and evidentiary hearing before the undersigned at

1:30 p.m.. May 8, 1990;

4. The government shall serve its brief on the motion to

suppress by May 4, 1990, and the government shall serve its brief

on the motion for production and the motion to dismiss on May 2

,

1990;

5.

The other remaining motions presently filed by the

defendant King but not yet determined are the motion in limine

(filing 176), the motion to suppress statements (filing 246), the

Serial 695



•t

motion in limine (filing 247) and the possible future motions

mentioned in the notice (filing 254) . These motions are held in

abeyance until Mr. King is able to appear and participate in an

evidentiary hearing with respect to such motions, it being

understood that counsel for Mr. King shall notify the undersigned

within ten (10) days of the date of this order if any motions

presently filed or which may be filed in the future can be taken

up without the personal presence of Mr. King;

6. With regard to the notice regarding future motions (filing

254) counsel for Mr. King shall file all such contemplated motions

which can be filed without the participation of Mr. King within ten

(10) days of the date of this order;

7. To the extent that standing is an issue with respect to

the motion to suppress (filing 245) the parties will either

stipulate to the facts or submit the matter, reserving the issue

of standing for later resolution until Mr. King can be present to

participate in an evidentiary hearing regarding standing.

DATED this 23rd day of April, 1990.

BY THE COURT:
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OP NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OP AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendant.

) Case Number: CR89-0-63

)

m t

O.s.
*'

OWl

) MOTION OP DEPENDANT ALICE KING
TO WITHDRAW MOTION POR PRODUCTION

)

)

COMES NOW the Defendant, Alice Ploche King, by and through her

attorney, Jerold V. Pennell, and requests the Court to permit her

to withdraw her previously filed Motion for production of attorney's

files held—by the—Gourt, Piling No-. 1-58, subject to sa-i-d—Motion—be-

ing granted without prejudice toward its being refiled at~ a later

date.

KIN^ Defendant

Pennell #11266
Regency Court

120 Regency Parkway
' Omaha, NE 68114

(402) 393-1286
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIPICATE OP MAILING

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy
of the above and foregoing Motion was served upon Steven Achelpohl,
Attorney at Law, 100 Historic Library Plaza, 1832 Harney Street,
Omaha, Nebraska 68102, Assistant U.S. Attorney Thomas D. Thalken,
P.O. Box 1228 DTS, Omaha, Nebraska 68101 and Alan G. Stoler, Attor-
ney at Law, 1823 Harney Street, Suite 1004, O^ha, Nebraska 68102,
by U.S. mail, postage prepaid, on the day of Ag£il-, 1990.
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William F. Peter

Jcrold V, Fennell

Michael A. Smith
William A. Peter (Dec’d)

Carl J. Peter (Dec’d)

PETER, PETER & FENNELL
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

April 23, 1990

s.

Suite 270 Regency Court

_
K 120 Regency Parkway
O^*' Omaha, Nebraska 681 14

Telephone: 402/393-1286

Magistrate Richard G. Kopf
Post Office Box 457
Omaha, Nebraska 68101

Re: United States of America
vs.

Case No. CR89-0-63

Dear Judge Kopf:

I have filed this date a Motion seeking to withdraw my
previous Motion to Produce the Erickson & Sederstrom records,
which are currently in your possession. This, of course, re-
fers to Filling No. 158. As was discussed at the hearing on

Motion for Severance on April 19th, 1990, this
acc IS Deing taken so as to clear the board for your determ-
ination of her request for severance.

be
If the codefendant,

competent to stand tri&l

,

men j.

for production of those files. As I

is later determined to
intend to renew mv yiotion

it.
Moti

see it, if Mr
judged to be competent, my client will have an absolute' right

does have a legiti-to inspection of those files. If Mr.
mate right to suppress all or selectea paints of the files be-
cause of self-incriminating statements contained therein,
then the only resolution to that conflict will be separate
trials for Mr. and Mrsf

'

I want to make sure there is a record of my client's po-
sition in th'is matter as to why she is willing to withdraw her
Motion for Production of the Erickson & Sederstrom records.
Her only motive is to obtain an early trial. I have advised
her that proceeding to trial without benefit of the Erickson
& Sederstrom records might be prejudicial. Of course, since I
have never seen those records, I'm just not sure if any of
those documents will be of assistance to my client. My client
has simply balanced the possible good to come from those records
against her desire to complete this unfortunate matter as soon



as possible* If trial is going to be delayed until
competent/ then we will most certainly want a full
to review the Erickson & Sedersfrom records and to
of the contents in defense.

Mr J IS
opportunity
utilize any

JVP;d
cc: r"

Very truly

/

b6
b7C



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) CR 89-0-63
)

Plaintiff, )

) MEMORANDUM
vs. ) AND ORDER

)

)

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR, AND )

ALICE PLOCHE KING, )

)

Defendants . )

IT IS ORDERED that:

l.'The motions for a bill of particulars

are denied except as provided herein, to wit: to the extent not now

stated in the superseding indictment, the government shall provide

the defendants and file with the clerk a bill of particulars byplay

7, 1990, if the government has knowledge of the particulars, or

through the exercise of reasonable diligence can obtain such

knowledge, stating with as much specificity as is reasonably

possible, the following: (a) the government shall name all known

conspirators; (b) the government shall specify the date each

defendant joined the conspiracy, the act which the government

contends evidences joinder in the conspiracy, the location where

that act took place, and the name of any conspirator who was

present on the date that act took place; (c) for each overt act

alleged in Count 1 (paragraphs E 1 through and including E 18

(including Counts 2 through and including 40 if these counts are

also incorporated by reference in Count 1 as overt acts) ) the date

the overt act pccurred, the name of the conspirator who actually

did the act or directed that it take place, the location where the

overt act took place, and the names of any conspirator who was

FILED
DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

AT M

MAR 2 2 1990

Norfaert H. Ebel, Clerk

Bvt Deputy
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present on the date that act took place;

2. The motions (filings 151 and 153) seeking the issuance of

subpoenas duces tecum as to Tom Harvey and Mary Jane Harvey are

granted as provided herein: (a) the clerk of the court shall issue

the subpoenas as requested except that the party subject to the

subpoena need not produce any plea agreements or presentence

reports and (b) the place of production shall be as jointly agreed

by and between . counsel for Mr. King and the Government, and (c) the

date of production shall be as jointly agreed by and between

counsel for Mr. King and the Government, but no later than 21

calendar days prior to trial and no earlier than May 1, 1990;

3. The motions (filings 152, 154 and 155) seeking the issuance

of subpoenas duces tecum as to Eric Anderson, Cindy Harvey and

Billy Harvey are denied, without prejudice, because it appears that

at this stage of the proceedings the motions are intended as a

general fishing expedition and the descriptions of the documents

sought are overbroad;

4. As suggested by the American Bar Association's Criminal

Justice Mental Health Standards, Standard 7-4.12, motions and

discovery responses which may fairly be conducted without the

personal participation of Mr. King shall be submitted forthwith,

and accordingly: (a) the motions for extension of time (filings 180

and 200) are granted in part and denied in part in conformity^ith

this order; (b) within 10 days counsel for Mr. King shaldr-file a

notice listing all motions, notices required by the Federal Rules

of Criminal .Procedure, such as a Rule 12.2 notice, or discovery



responses which cannot be filed because they require in the opinion

of counsel the personal participation of Mr. ’King; (c) otherwise,

within 10 days counsel for Mr. King shall file all motions or

discovery responses which can be filed because they do not require

in the opinion of counsel the personal participation of Mr. King;^

5. If Mrs. King has not already done so, she should file

within 10 days any pretrial motions she intends to file.

DATED this 22nd day of March, 1990.

BY THE C0XJRT:

lich'ard G. Kopf !
United States Magistrate

^Proceedings that might validly be permitted without the
participation of Mr. King include motions to suppress or dismiss
which do not require the testimony of Mr. King to resolve factual
issues, but are essentially predicated on legal grounds alone.
Other motions which might validly proceed are discoveiry related
motions in which the testimony of Mr. King is not necessary.

3
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

District of Nebraska

Post Office Box 1076

Omaha, Nebraska 68101

William G. Cambridge
District Judge

April 20, 1990

Pretrial Services Division
United States Probation Office
P.O. Box 1516 - DTS
Omaha, NE 68101

b6
b7C

t.cnumacner & Achelpohl
1823 Harney street, Suite 100
Omaha, NE 68102-1908

United States Attorney's Office
P.O. Box 1228 - DTS
Omaha, NE 68101

Re: United States v.
CR 89-0-63

Dear Ms and Gentlemen:

rru-t^u -r • -
' J.O a u i. o. letterwhich I received from tl

“ ' ‘ '

connection with Mr.
| |

evaluation. Upon theassumption that you have no obj ections tnereto
, you are herebydirected to forward forthwith to that center the informationrequested in the next to the last paragraph of the letter. If youdo have any objections, please let me know.

Attached^ for you information and action is a copy of a letter
I received from the Federal Medical Center at Rochester,

Attachment

Very truly vours;

'-7

/

* OtViA



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR.,

Defendant.

) CR 89-0-63

MAGISTRATE'S FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

AND ORDIT FILED
DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

AT. M

MAR 3 0 1990

This matter came on for hearing this 30t[hj,^^i^^o:^M^^ch^^
^

1990. Mr. King was present in person and represenli§a-bv hie oamstPeputy

appointed counsel. The government was present through its

attorneys. The matter before the Court was a competency hearing

held pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 4241 (a) &(d) and 4247(d) to determine

the defendant's competency to stand trial.
/

I. Findings of Fact.

I find as fact for the purposes of the competency hearing held

on March 30th, 1990 that:

1. Mr. King does not object to the admission of Dr. Dysart's

report (sealed filing 197) into evidence for the purpose of the

determination of competence only, and the Court receives such
»

document in evidence;

2. Mr. King has elected to waive his right to cross-examine

Dr. Dysart or adduce further evidence at the competence hearing,

and Mr. King states that he has made this election in order to

preserve the attorney-client privilege and the relationship he has

with his attorneys;

3. Mr. King believes that he is



4. The Court received into evidence the summary of the Modlin

report (sealed filing 204) and the transcript of the interview with

Dr. Dysart, including the psychological test report of Dr. Lypson

(sealed filing 203) as evidence of facts or data made available to

Dr. Dysart pursuant to Federal Rule of Evidence 703;

5. Mr. King does not object to the receipt as evidence of the

summary of the Modlin report (sealed filing 204) and the transcript

of the interview with Dr. Dysart, including the psychological test

report of Dr. Lypson (sealed filing 203) for consideration pursuant

to Federal Rule of Evidence 703:

6. Dr. Dysart, a board certified psychiatrist, who is Chief

of Psychiatry at the Medical Center for Federal Prisoners, at

Springfield, Missouri, is of the following opinions:
/

a. Mr. King is presently suffering from a mental disease

or defect rendering him mentally incompetent to the extent that,

although he is able to understand the nature and consequences of

the proceedings against him, he is unable to assist properly in
\

his defense (sealed filing 197, at page 5, Opinion)-;

b. The probable primary diagnosis is: Delusional
*

(paranoid) disorder, grandiose type (sealed filing 197, at page 5,

Diagnostic Impression, Axis I) ;

c. During prolonged interviews of Mr. King and during

.^• prolonged questioning of Mr. King, the intellectual support of the

grandiosity and expansiveness deteriorates and there is

disorganization of thought processing which gravely impairs Mr.

King’s abilities to testify, cqnsult with counsel, or withstand a

2



lengthy trial (sealed filing 197, at page 5, Conclusion, and sealed

filing 203, at 12:16-25; 13: 1-25; 14:1-25; 15:1-16);

7 . The various reports and transcripts should not be unsealed

(flings 164, 197, 203 and 204) for the reason that it would be

medically inadvisable to do so (sealed filing 203, at 36:15-25; 37:

1-7) ;

8. This case, involving as it does 40 criminal counts, is

complex, and is likely to produce a lengthy trial;

9. As a matter of fact, by the preponderance of the evidence,

Mr. King is incompetent to stand trial within the meaning of 18

U.S.C. § 4241 (d) in that .'he is presently suffering from a mental

disease or defect rendering him mentally incompetent to the extent

that he is unable to assist properly in his defense because during

prolonged inteirviews of Mr. King and during prolonged questioning

of Mr. King, the intellectual support of the grandiosity and

expansiveness deteriorates and there is disorganization of thought

processing which gravely impairs Mr. King's abilities to testify,
\

consult with counsel, or withstand a lengthy trial- (sealed filing

197, at page 5, Conclusion, and sealed filing 203, at 12:16-25; 13:

1-25; 14:1-25; 15:1-16);

10. Except for the statement of Mr. King that he is competent,

there is no evidence which contradicts the findings of fact set

' forth in paragraph 9

.

II. Conclusions of Law.

As a matter of law, by the preponderance of the evidence, Mr.

King is incompetent to stand trial within the meaning of 18 U.S.C.

3



§ 4241 (d) in that he is presently suffering from a mental disease

or defect rendering him mentally incompetent to the extent that he

is unable to assist properly in his defense because during

prolonged interviews of Mr. King and during prolonged questioning

of Mr. King, the intellectual support of the grandiosity and

expansiveness deteriorates and there is disorganization of thought

-processing which gravely impairs Mr. King's abilities to testify,

consult with counsel, or withstand a lengthy trial (sealed filing

197, at page 5, Conclusion, and sealed filing 203, at 12:16-25; 13;

1-25; 14:1-25; 15:1-16).

IT IS RECOMMENDED to Judge Cambridge that an order be entered

providing that:

1. Mr. King is hereby committed to the Attorney General who
/

shall hospitalize him for treatment in a suitable facility for a

period not exceed that provided for in 18 U.S.C. § 4241 (d) (1)&(2),

with a report to be provided the Court within four months as to

whether there -is a substantial probability that in the forseeable
\

future Mr. King will attain the capacity to permit the trial to

proceed;

2. The United States Marshal shall forthwith, without delay,

transport the defendant to such suitable facility;

3. It is recommended that the Attorney General place Mr. King

at the United States Medical Center for Federal Prisoners at

Rochester, Minnesota;

4. It is recommended that whatever suitable facility Mr. King

is placed at should contact and consult with, among others. Dr.

4
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Stanley Moore, M.D., 6901 N. 72, Omaha, Nebraska, 68122 (telephone:

402/572-2916) as to the appropriate treatment of Mr. King;

5. Whatever suitable facility Mr. King is placed at shall be

provided by the Clerk of this Court with the report of Dr. Dysart

(sealed filing 197) , the transcript of the interview with Dr.

Dysart, including the psychological test report of Dr. Lypson

“(sealed filing 203), and the summary of Dr. Modlin's report (sealed

filing 204) , but such suitable facility shall not disclose such

documents to the public and such documents shall remain sealed.

IT IS ORDERED that, pursuant to Local Rule of Practice 49 B

and with the agreement of? counsel for the parties, any objection

to the Findings and Recommendations shall be filed with the Clerk

of the Court, and a supporting brief delivered to Judge Cambridge,

on or before Monday, April 2, 1990, at the close of Court business.

DATED this 30th day of March, 1990.

5



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )

Plaintiff, ) CR. 89-0-63

vs. ) MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION

) TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO
ALICE PLOCHE KING, ) SEVER

Defendant. )

By motion dated April 5, 1990, defendant Alice P. King moved

for severance from defendant Lawrence E. King on the ground of

prejudicial delay. In her brief, defendant relies on her right

to a speedy trial, and asserts that she has been and will be

prejudiced by delay if her trial is continued pending a determin-

ation of the competency of her co-defendant. Neither the grounds

asserted nor any other sustainable grounds warrant the relief

requested. Joinder of these two defendants is proper and has not

been contested. Severance is not warranted since no prejudice

has been shown. All delay has been reasonable and properly

exclud able

.

The superseding indictment filed May 19, 1989, charges the

defendant and her husband with conspiracy and with substantive

offenses in connection with the Franklin Community Federal Credit

Union. Fed .R.Cr im.P. 8 permits joinder of offenses when the

offenses "are of the same or similar character or are based on

the same act or transaction or on two or more acts or transac-

tions connected together or constituting part of a common scheme

or plan." Fed .R.Cr im.P. 8(b) permits joinder of two defendar^s .

/
Seas



if they are alleged to have participated in the same act or

transaction or in the same series of acts or transactions consti-

tuting an offense or offenses. It further provides that each

count need not charge all defendants. Here, both defendants are

named in Count 1, the conspiracy count, in Counts 26 through 34,

and in Counts 39 and 40. The evidence to be adduced against each

defendant regarding the existence of the conspiracy and with

regard to many of the overt acts and substantive offenses will be

identical. Defendant has not challenged the joinder, and it is

proper

.

Where joinder is proper, severance will be granted only upon

a showing of substantial prejudice. United States v. Werner , 620

F.2d 922 (2d Cir. 1980), since "any lesser showing would under-

mine the policies behind Rule 8." F.R.Crim.P, at 929. the

Eighth Circuit has noted that severance is permitted "to avoid

undue prejudice" and denial will be reversed "only upon a finding

of clear prejudice and abuse of discretion." United States v.

McClintic , 570 F.2d 685, 689 (8th Cir. 1978) [emphasis added].

Generally, persons indicted together should be tried together.

United States v. Phillips , 607 F.2d 808 (8th Cir. 1979). There

is a substantial public interest in joint trials since this expe-

dites "the administration of justice, reduces the congestion of

trial dockets, conserves judicial time, lessens the burden upon

citizens who must sacrifice both time and money to serve upon

juries, and avoids the necessity of recalling witnesses who would

otherwise be called upon to testify only once." Parker v. United

2



States , 404 F.2d 1193, 1196 (9th Cir. 1968), cert . denied, 394

U.S. 1004 (1969). Thus, the burden is on defendant to demon-

strate that severance should be granted, as the law prefers join-

der. This, she has not done.

Defendant's alleged "prejudice" is her anxiety over being

named a defendant, and potential memory loss by unspecified wit-

nesses of unidentified exculpatory events. This is inadequate.

As the Eighth Circuit stated in United States v. Boyd , 610 F.2d

521 (8th Cir.), cert . denied , 444 U.S. 1089 (1980), a defendant

"must affirmatively demonstrate the joint trial prejudices his

right to a fair trial," 610 F.2d at 525, for denial of severance

to be reversed. The court went on to note that even where there

is real conflict between defense theories, continued joinder will

be proper. This confirms the importance given to joint trial of

co-defendants. The cases defendant cites also confirm this. In

United States v. Rush , 738 F.2d 497 (1st Cir. 1984), defendants

alleged actual prejudice with regard to conflicting theories of

defense. Despite differences among the defendants, the court

found no prejudice and denial of severance was proper.

Further, under the provisions of Title 18, United States

Code, Section 3161 and Fed .R.Crim.P. 50(b), all delay to date and

including future delay to determine the competency of co-

defendant Lawrence E. King is reasonable and excludable. All

delay to date has been joined in by this defendant. On June 13,

1989, defendant Alice P. King requested continuance and knowingly

waived her right to a trial date through December 1, 1989. Then

3



again on September 14, 1989, Mrs. King further requested addi-

tional time and knowingly waived her right to a trial through

April 1, 1990. Thus, all delay to date has been delay in which

this defendant has expressly joined.

Delay necessitated in order to bring a co-defendant to trial

is also reasonable, proper, and excludable. 18 U.S.C.

53161(h)(7); United States v. Dennis , 737 F.2d 617 (7th Cir

.

1984). The Eighth Circuit has called this provision ."crucial in

a case involving multiple defendants because it provides that an

exclusion applicable to one defendant applies to all defendants."

United States v. Fogarty , 692 F.2d 542 (8th Cir. 1982), cert .

denied , 460 U.S. 1040 (1983) [citations omitted]. Here, a finding

on the co-defendant's ability to stand trial will be presented no

later than August, 1990. Given the substantial interest in

trying co-defendants together, particularly where there is exten-

sive evidence and numerous witnesses, who would be burdened by

double trials, this period of delay is both proper and reason-

able, and is excludable under the law. In Barker v. Wingo , 407

U.S. 514 (1972), the Court approved a five-year delay of Barker

to allow trial of his co-defendant, even though "Barker was pre-

judiced to some extent by living for over four years under a

cloud of suspicion and anxiety." 407 U.S. at 534. Here, a delay

of five months is authorized by all applicable authority, and

defendant's motion should be denied.

The joinder of these defendants is proper and has not been

challenged. In such a case, severance is discretionary and



requires a balancing of the government's interest in orderly

prosecution and presentation of voluminous evidence only once

against the defendant's interest in a speedy trial. Under the

Speedy Trial Act and under relevant court opinions, all delays

have been reasonable. Finally, defendant has shown no prejudice

from continuance of her trial until both defendants can be tried

together. Should such prejudice develop, or should the delay

approach being unreasonable, the court may make such orders at

that time as it deems reasonable. At this time, the only reason-

able order is one denying defendant's motion to sever.

Respectfully submitted.

RONALD D. LAHNERS
United Stat/bs Attorney

By; THOMAS D. THALKEN
First Assistant U.S. Attorney

And: JOEN GRANT
Assistant U.S. Attorney
P.O. Box 1228-DTS
Omaha, Nebraska 68101
(402) 221-4774

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that a true and
correct copy of the,

^

foregoing was served on the following by hand
delivery this day of April, 1990:

Steven E. Achepohl
Attorney at Law
100 Historic Library Plaza
1823 Harney Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68102

Jerold V. Fennell
Attorney at Law
Suite 225, Regency Court
120 Regency Parkway Drive
Omaha, Nebraska 68114

U.S. Attorney
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DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA
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DICTATION DATE
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ADDRESS
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Same DOCKET NO.
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DEFENSE COUNSEL

Mr . Brent Bloom
1510 Leavenworth Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68102 (402) 342-2833

DISPOSITION

DATE PROBATION OFFICER

Victor W. WalkerLyle E. Strom, Chief Judge



MURRAY, Larry J.

PART A. THE OFFENSE

Charge ( s ) and Conviction ( s

)

1. A two count sealed Indictment was filed May 9, 1989, charging
LariY J* Murray, the defendant in both counts with violation
of 26 U.S.C. 7206(1) that is. Filing Fraudulent Tax Returns.
On May 22, 1989, Mr. Murray voluntarily appeared along with
privately retained counsel at which time he entered a plea of
not guilty as to both counts. On February 23, 1990, Mr.
Murray appeared along with privately retained counsel at which
time he entered a plea of guilty as to Count II with a plea
bargain calling for the dismissal of Count I at time of
sentencing. In return Mr. Murray agreed to cooperate with the
Government and the Government will make known his cooperation
prior to sentencing. Further, the plea agreement includes a
stipulation by the Government that Mr. Murray should receive
a two level decrease for acceptance of responsibility. The
defendant by stipulation in the plea agreement agrees that for
purposes of computing the sentencing guideline range the tax
loss both under Count I and II of the Indictment will be.
considered "relevant conduct". Mr. Murray has been continued
on a Personal Recognizance Bond since his initial appearance
on May 22, 1989.

Related Cases

2 . None

.

The Offense Conduct

3 . The Court will find attached a memorandum prepared by First
Assistant United States Attorney, Thomas D. Thalken, dated
February 20, 1990, which includes a four page Prosecutor's
Version.

4 . The Court will find attached correspondence from defense
counsel, Brent M. Bloom, dated February 21, 1990, which is
intended to be submitted as the defendant's statement of the
offense.

Victim Impart

5. The defendant evaded $19,158.67 in Income Tax as a result of
his involvement in instant offense.
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6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

PART

13.

14.

15.

Offense Level Computation

Base Offense Level: The guideline for 26 U.S.C. 7206(1)
is found in Section 2T1. 3 (a)(1) of the sentencing
guidelines. The Base Offense Level for income tax evaded
in the amount of $19,158.67 is 9. S

Specific Offense Characteristics: 0

Victim Related Adjustment: None. 0

Adjustment for Role in the Offense: None. 0

Adjustment for Obstruc1:ion of Justice: None. 0

Adjustment for Acceptance of Responsibility: Mr. Murray
has clearly demonstrated acceptance of responsibility by
acknowledging wrong doing. rZ

Total Offense Level: 2

B. THE DEFENDANT'S CRIMINAL HISTORY

Juvenile Adjudications

Date of
Arrest

07/02/67

Charge/Agency Date Sentence
Imposed/
Disposition

Truancy,
Juvenile Court,
Omaha , NE

.

90 days at the
Youth Development
Center, Kearney,
NE.

Guideline/
Score

4A1.2(c)
4A1.2(e)

0

Criminal Convictions

Date of
Arrest

Charge/Agency Date Sentence
Imposed/
Disposition

-09/07/68 Petty Larceny,
County Court,
Omaha , NE

.

$50 fine.

10/19/69 Second Offense
Petty Larceny;
County Court,
Omaha, NE.

30 days imposed
10/19/69.

Guideline/
Score

4A1.2(e)

0

4A1.2(e)

0



MURRAY, Larry J.

12/17/69 Robbery; 3 to 7 years
Nebraska imprisonment
District Court, pronounced
Omaha , NE

.

February 3, 1970 3

The defendant was released on parole June 28, 1972 and
satisfactorily discharged from parole December 28, 1972.

*In assessing three points, in the Criminal History Category,
it is understood that the 15 year exclusion rule expired with
regard to the count of conviction. However, the defendant
stipulated to offense conduct in Count I which occurred on
April 14, 1987. The stipulated offense behavior in Count I

therefore occurred 14 years and 10 months subsequent to the
day of release from incarceration from the Nebraska Penal and
Correctional Complex (June 28, 1972). As the plea agreement
stipulates in Paragraph 2, that for the purposes of computing
the sentencing guideline range- on Count I shall be the total
of tax losses under both counts I and II under the provisions
of Section 1B1.3 "relevant conduct" of the sentencing
guidelines, the offense conduct therefore is established to
have begun at the date referenced in Count I (April 14,.

1987) .

Mr. Murray acknowledged that he was represented by counsel.

Criminal History Computation

17. Mr. Murray receives three Criminal History Points which places
him in a Criminal History Category of II.

Other Criminal Conduct

18. None.

PART C. SENTENCING OPTIONS

Custody

19. Statutory Provisions: The maximum term of imprisonment in
this case is three years

.

20. Guideline Provisions: Based on a Total Offense Level of 7 and
a Criminal History Category of 11 -the guideline range is 2-8
months

.

Supervised Release

21. Statutory Provisions: If a term of imprisonment is imposed,
the Court may impose a term of Supervised Release of 1 year
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in that Mr. Murray is convicted of a Class E Felony.

22. Guideline Provisions; If a sentence of imprisonment of more
than one year is imposed on a Class E Felony a period of
Supervised Release of not more than one year may be imposed.

Probation

23. Statutory Provisions: The defendant is eligible for probation
by statute. The range may be from one year to five years.

24. Guideline Provisions: The defendant is eligible for probation
within the guidelines as long as the Court requires
intermittent confinement of at least 1/2 of the minimum term.

PART D. OFFENDER CHARACTERISTICS

Family Ties. FaTnily Resixjnsibilities and Community Ties

25. Larry J. Murray was born January 31, 1950, in Omaha, Nebraska.
He was the fifth of nine children born to the union of Ray
Murray and Mary (nee: Jones) Murray. The defendant was raised
under impoverished conditions and experienced some family
discord. As a youth he was admitted to the Youth Development
Center, Kearney for status offenses (truancy). He has for the
most part always resided in the Omaha area. He considers his
family relationships presently to be good.

26. The defendant married Jo Baker on June 1, 1988, in Omaha,
Nebraska. There have been two children born of this
relationship; LaRecia (daughter) age 7, and Larry, Jr. (age
6 months). There is an additional child Yananta, age 11
residing’ in the home. She is the product of the defendant's
wife's previous marriage. The defendant and his wife have
lived together for approximately 13 years. An excellent
relationship exists between the immediate family members.

Education and Vocational Skills

27 . The defendant was graduated from Technical High School in May
of 1968. Records from Omaha Tech High School reflect that he
was well above average in his academic standing; though he
experienced some,, difficulties with attendance. The
defendant's deportment while in 'school would be considered
above average. Testing accomplished in December of 1964
reflects that the defendant has an average I.Q. Following
graduation from high school the defendant attended Metro Tech
Community College for a period of one year. His transcripts,
however, are unavailable.
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Employment: Record

28. Since Februai^ 5, 1990, the defendant has been employed by
R.T.I. (Records and Tapes, Inc.) as a salesman where he earns
about $1,400 monthly (verified).

29. From September, 1984, until November 4, 1988, the defendant
was employed by the Franklin Community Federal Credit Union
(under the employment name of Consumer Service Organization)

.

He worked as a Development Officer where he earned
approximately $3,650 per month (net).

30. From June, 1984, until August, 1985, the defendant was
employed by Tandy Radio Shack of Omaha as a Manager where he
earned approximately $1,700 per month.

31. From June, 1980, until July, 1983, the defendant was employed
by Coleman Construction Company as a Purchaser where he earned
approximately $1,000 per month.

32. From June, 1977, until June, 1980, the defendant was employed
by Hinky Dinky as a Grocery Manager earning about $1,440 per
month

.

33. From November, 1974, until June, 1977, the defendant was
employed as a Retail Sales Manager for Marge Muffler of Omaha
earning approximately $800 monthly as a Retail Sales Manager.

Physical Condition

34. The defendant is 6' tall, weighs 175 pounds with brown eyes
and black hair. He considers himself to be in good physical
condition.

Mental and Emotional Health . Including Drug Dependence and
Alcohol Abuse

35. The defendant denies the use of drugs. He reports that he has
never smoked marihuana and experiences no alcohol related
problems

.

PART E. FINES AND RESTITUTION

Statutory Provisions

36.

Mr. Murray subject to a maxim^Jm fine of $250,000.
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Guideline Provisions for Fines

37. The guideline provisions provide that Mr. Murray pay a fine
of between $19,158.67 and $57,476.00.

Defendant's Ability to Pay

38. Mr. Murray reported the following financial statement:

Bank Accounts Northwest Bank
(checking) balance $ 350
Securities - Stocks fair
market value 112

Real Estate Value Owes Muthlv

4545 N. 40th Ave. $ 36,500 $15,000 $300

4001 N. 42nd St. 16,500 -0- -0-

3402 Belvedere Blvd. 27,000 20,000 325

4752 N. 41st St. 14,500 -0- -0-

Motor Vehicle

1988 Chevy Astro 9,000 -0- -0-

Other Assets

1968 Malun Bass Boat 800
' -0- -0-

Charae Accounts
Liens and Credits

Revolving Charge -

Montgomery Wards -0- 405 20

TOTAL
Net Worth

$104,762
$ 69,357

$35,405 $645

Monthly Income

Net Salary
,

Spouse's Salary
Net Rental Income
Total Income

$1,400
610
700

$2,710



MURRAY, Larry J.

Total Necessary Expenses
Monthly Cash Flow

$1,307
1,403

PART F. FACTORS THAT MAY WARRANT DEPARTURE

3 8 . None

.

Respectfully subm^ted.

Victor W. Walker
U. S. Probation Officer

Reviewed and Approved by:



Brent M. Bloom
1510 LEAVENWORTH STREET
OMAHA. NEBRASKA 68102

ATTORNEY AT LAW
FACSIMILE (402) 346-8037

February 21 , 1990

Mr.
I I

U.S. Probation Office
United States Courthouse
17th & Capitol Streets
Omaha, Nebraska 68102

RE: U.S. V. I

Case No. CR 89-0-64

Dear Mr.

This letter will serve as the required defendant's statement
of offense in the above-referenced matter.

Defendant (hereinafter was
employed by the Franklin Community Federal Credit union (herein-
after "FCFCU" ) from 1985 through November 4, 1988 as a

development officer. His duties include soliciting sales of
share certificates to individuals and organizations.

In addition to a base salary, received a commission
for the sale of each share certificate, based upon its value and
term of investment. He submitted summarie s of his certificate
sales to the FCFCU accountant,

|

commission checks

.

sales and issue commission checks! Tne
issued wlthnnt check stubs detailing withholding information.

who would verify the
commission checks were

In
was not provided with an IRS Form 1099 by FCFCUaddition

for any year.

Although I H was aware of the reporting requirement for
his commission income, he did not report these amounts for tax
years 1986 and 1987 on his Form 1040. nor did he file Form 1099.
On numerous occasions since 1985, ^
appropriate forms for reporting his
FCFCU 's accountant, both verbally and

had requested the
commission income from
in writing. He was

repeatedly told that FCFCU was, responsible for the payment of
taxes on commissions earned by development officers from the sale
of stock certificates, and that he should not worryi, as these
matters were "taken care of." It is presumed that was
deliberately misinformed about his tax • responsibility because
FCFCU may' have reported only a' portion of the share certificate
sales in its financial records. was never aware of any
illegal or improper diversion of funds,

I was aware that there was a potential problem
concerning the commission income and discussed his tax situation
with a professional tax preparer. However, he did not report the
income on his personal tax returns because he believed that FCFCU
paid taxes on his commissions.



i b6
b7C

Mr.
I

Pebruar3r~^TT~T?^
Page Two

Throughout the investigation of this matter, including two
interviews with federal agents on January 10, 1989 and February
14, 1989, has been completely cooperative. He has never
denied receiving the subject commission checks, nor has he been
untruthful as to any matters involved in the investigation. Prom
the outset, he has indicated a willingness to pay his outstanding
tax liabilities.

If you have any questions about these matters, please do not
hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

BMB/jnk
cc:

Asst. U.S. Attorney
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT NEBRASKA

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

)

)

M

vs

.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR., and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants

.

The Grand Jury Charges

CR 89-0-63

SECOND
SUPERCEDING
INDICTMENT
18 U.S.C. §371,
18 U.S.C. §657, J, .gf
18 U.S.C. §1006,^^^'^^

18 U.S.C. §1341,
18 U.S.C. §1343,
18 U.S.C. §1344,
18 U.S.C. §2, and
26 U.S.C. §7206(1)

MAT 0 <4 ,990

WorDert H. Ebcl, Clerk
. . . Deputy

RiOr^E

COUNT 1

A. From on or about the 1st day of July, 1976 and continuing

thereafter up to and including May 19, 1989, in the District of

Nebraska and elsewhere, LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. ,
and ALICE PLOCHE

KING, the defendants herein, did unlawfully, willfully, and

knowingly conspire, combine, confederate, and agree with Earl

Thomas Harvey, Jr., Mary Jane Harvey and with other individuals

both known and unknown to the Grand Jury to:

1. Defraud the United States by impeding, impairing,

obstructing, and defeating the lawful Government functions of the

Internal Revenue Service of the Treasury Department in the

ascertainment, computation, assessment, and collection of the

revenue: to wit, income taxes; and

2. Defraud the United States by impeding, impairing,

obstructing, and defeating the lawful government functions of the

National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) , an

/T/^—

^



United States, in the supervision, regulation, and insurance of

deposits of federally insured credit unions; and

3. Commit the following offenses against the laws of the

United States:

a) While being an officer or employee of a credit

union whose accounts were insured by the Administrator and Board

of the NCUA, to embezzle, abstract, purloin and willfully misapply

moneys, funds, credits and securities of a credit union in

violation of 18 U.S.C. §657; and

b) While being an officer or employee of a credit

union whose accounts were insured by the Administrator and Board

of the NCUA, to make false entries in the books, reports, and

statements of said credit union with the intent to injure and

defraud said credit union and to deceive the agents and examiners

of NCUA in violation of 18 U.S.C. §1006; and

c) To knowingly and willfully 1) falsify, conceal,

cover up by trick, scheme, and device material facts and 2) make

false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and representations

and 3) use false writings and documents containing false,

fictitious and fraudulent statements and entries in matters within

the jurisdiction of agencies and departments of the United States

in violation of 18 U.S.C. §1001; and

d) To use the United States mails and interstate

wire communications to execute a scheme and artifice to defraud

and to obtain money and property by means of false and fraudulent

pretenses, representations and promises in violation of 18 U.S.C.

§§1341 and 1343; and



e) To use fictitious, false, and assumed titles,

names, and addresses other than their own proper names for the

purpose of conducting, promoting, and carrying on by means of the

U.S. Postal Service a scheme and artifice to defraud in violation

of 18 U.S.C. §1342; and

f) On and after October 12, 1984, to execute and

attempt to execute a scheme and artifice to defraud a federally

insured financial institution and to obtain the moneys, funds,

credits, assets and securities under the custody and control of

said financial institution by means of false and fraudulent

pretenses, representations, and promises in violation of 18 U.S.C.

§1344; and

g) To prepare, file, falsely subscribe to, and

present false and fraudulent federal tax returns in violation of

26 U.S.C §7206; and

h) On and after October 27, 1986, in an offense

committed in the United States, to knowingly engage and attempt to

engage in a monetary and financial transaction in criminally

derived property in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§1956 and 1957; and

i) To present materially false testimony and

documents while under oath before a federal grand jury in

violation of 18 U.S.C. §1623.

B. At times material and relevant hereto:

1. The Franklin Community Federal Credit Union (FCFCU)

was a federally insured credit union whose accounts were insured



# w
by the Administrator and Board of the National Credit Union

Administration, an agency of the United States. On November 4,

1988, FCFCU operated in offices located at 1723 North 33rd Street

in Omaha, Nebraska, and at 2429 "M” Street, Omaha, Nebraska,

2. Consumer Services Organization, Inc. (CSO) was a

corporation organized as a non-profit organization whose stated

purpose was to provide consumer counseling and educational

services. As such, CSO was a corporation exempt from federal

income tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

On November 4, 1988, CSO operated in offices located at 1723 North

33rd Street in Omaha, Nebraska, and at 2429 "M" Street- in Omaha,

Nebraska. CSO was organized to receive grants from governmental

and charitable groups to fund consumer counseling and educational

services and provide support for FCFCU by means of grants for

operational expenses,

3. LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. (KING), a defendant herein, was

the President of CSO and an officer and employee, that is Manager/

Treasurer, of the FCFCU.

4. ALICE PLOCHE KING (MRS. KING), a defendant herein,

was the wife of LAWRENCE E, KING, JR., and on Novonber 4, 1988

resided with KING at 13232 North River Road, Omaha, Nebraska,

5. Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr. (Tom Harvey) was an employee

of FCFCU and served as the head of accounting of FCFCU and CSO.

6. Mary Jane Harvey was the mother of Earl Thomas Harvey,

Jr., and was a secretary and an Associate Executive Director for

the Presbytery of Missouri River Valley, Presbyterian Church

(U.S.A.), in Omaha, Nebraska and secretary/ treasurer for CSO.

4



C. It was the object of the conspiracy that the co-

conspirators would illegally obtain moneys and funds which were

transmitted to the FCFCU for deposit and then use those moneys and

funds for their own use.

D. It was part of the conspiracy that:

1. In 1976, Tom Harvey took over the accounting at

FCFCU. At that time, accounting was performed manually with

individual ledger cards for depositors. Tom Harvey observed an

inactive account from a local religious organization that ceased

operating and that organization apparently forgot about the

deposit in FCFCU. Tom Harvey observed that funds from that

account were used to pay some of KING'S personal expenses. KING

told Tom Harvey that it was a temporary situation and that the

shortage would be restored when new grants came in to CSC. Other

such accounts were noticed by Tom Harvey. When FCFCU converted

the accounting operations to a magnetic posting machine, KING

directed Tom Harvey as to which accounts were the "Special"

accounts to be kept off the machine so that Tom Harvey could keep

better track of the shortages. After that, Tom Harvey was to keep

track of the shortages and pay the requests of KING whenever

presented. By the end of 1976, the shortage was approximately

$400,000.

2. After discovering the manipulation of FCFCU'

s

accounts by KING, Tom Harvey commenced to, occasionally, pay his

own utility bills and credit card billings through the "special"

accounts

.

5



3. In 1976, in order to prepare for an upcoming NCUA

examination, KING and Harvey would meet after business hours. Tom

Harvey would prepare fictitious ledger cards and KING would rub

them on the carpet in his office in order to give them some "age"

in order to deceive NCUA examiners. They would also prepare the

accounts which were to be shown the examiners.

4. In 1978, credit unions were authorized to sell

Certificates of Deposit (CD's) or share certificates for

investment. With the sale of these CD's KING'S appetite for

personal funding increased and the shortages escalated.

5. KING, from time to time, assured Tom Harvey that the

expenditures causing the shortages were for the successful total

mission of the FCFCU and that they had to keep on doing what they

were doing in manipulating the accounts. KING stated to Tom

Harvey that grants from charitable organizations would be

forthcoming and those amounts would be used to cover the

shortages. Later, it was realized by both KING and Tom Harvey

that no amount of grants would come to FCFCU or CSO that would

cover the shortage. Consequently, the manipulation of the books

and records of FCFCU became a permanent situation.

6. As the unauthorized expenditures increased, pressure

was placed by KING for increased sales of CD's. Development

Officers, or salesmen, were hired to market and sell CD's. KING

and Tom Harvey authorized above the market interest rates for CD's

in order to increase the sales of CD's.

6



7. In 1982, FCFCU converted its accounting operations to

computer. Tom Harvey programmed the computer to create separate

fields to handle the diversion of FCFCU funds. Ultimately, one

account. No. 8888 (the 8's Account), in combination with others,

was used as a clearinghouse, with few exceptions, for the

diversion of funds. Tom Harvey maintained in the computer, and

later in combination with another computer, computer fields to

keep track of the CD's that were issued and active and protected

by passwords known only to Tom Harvey. When called upon for

financial statements and NCUA examination reports, Tom Harvey

would selectively cull from the CD's those deposits that would

support the financial statements or a listing of certain active

CD's for NCUA examiners. Tom Harvey would also control the

generation of statements to depositors so that their statements

were accurate in order to avoid questions by depositors.

8. From time to time during the conspiracy KING would

direct the payment of bills and invoices that he would incur for

his personal use and for his personal businesses along with

charging to FCFCU directly various personal and non-FCFCU .

expenses

.

9. From time to time during the conspiracy MRS. KING

would direct the transfer of money from FCFCU to her own personal

banking accounts.

10.

From time to time during the conspiracy KING would

direct employees of FCFCU to provide him cash from FCFCU.

7



11. From time to time during the conspiracy, KING would

carry briefcases of cash from the FCFCU on his travels and use the

cash for his own personal use.

12. From time to time during the conspiracy, Tom Harvey

would prepare false reports, including but not limited to NCUA

Form 5300s (Statement of Financial Conditions), KING would sign

them, and the reports would be presented to NCUA and other

agencies

.

13. From time to time during the conspiracy, KING would

use FCFCU funds for expenses of some of his male friends,

including but not limited to, automobile leases, apartment

rentals, clothing, jewelry, furniture and travel expenses. On

occasion, KING would also provide these friends with cash or

credits at FCFCU.

lA. From time to time and from FCFCU funds, Tom Harvey

would provide his mother, Mary Jane Harvey, with funds transferred

to her checking account along with the payment of some of her

expenses to include credit card bills.

15. From time to time during the conspiracy, KING and

MRS. KING would provide explanations of the source of the money

used for personal expenditures as being that of gifts or

inheritances from relatives or that of profits from their

independent business concerns. In fact, no substantial gifts or

inheritances from relatives existed. Furthermore, while several

of the business concerns made negligible profits, their business

concerns were generally operating at a loss. Consequently, from



time to time, KING would direct the infusion of FCFCU funds to

keep these business concerns operating and further direct the

payment of some of the business concerns' expenses with FCFCU

f un d s

.

16. During the period of 1984 through November 4, 1988,

the conspirators embezzled and misapplied FCFCU funds in the

following approximate amounts for the uses indicated;

KING family - $10,223,217

KING businesses - $ 1,901,653

Tom and Mary Jane

Harvey - $ 1,000,000 .

17. During the period of 1984 through November 4, 1988,

in addition to the amounts set forth in subparagraph 16 above, the

conspirators misapplied and falsely accounted for the following

approximate amounts from FCFCU funds for the uses indicated:

FCFCU Expenses - $ 2,070,864

CSC Expenses - $ 1,997,232

18. During the period of the conspiracy, operating

expenses involving salaries of FCFCU/CSO employees were paid from

FCFCU funds in the approximate amount of $4,431,232 apart from the

expenditures set forth in subparagraphs 16 and 17 above.

19. During 1987 and 1988, partly in order to maintain

cash flow, securities held as investments by FCFCU were sold at

losses in the approximate amount of $869,292,

20. During the period of the conspiracy, approximately

$8,999,766 was paid to CD holders in redemption and interest



payments in order to maintain the appearance of regularity to

FCFCU operations.

21. From time to time during the conspiracy, Tom Harvey

would inform KING the approximate shortages in FCFCU funds.

22. From time to time, KING and Tom Harvey would meet and

discuss ways and means to cover up or disguise their embezzlements

of FCFCU funds and to prevent discovery by authorities.

23. During November 6-8, 1979, KING, Tom Harvey and Mary

Jane Harvey travelled to Washington, D.C. to meet with the

Administrator of NCUA. While in Washington, D.C., the co-

conspirators solicited letters of support for FCFCU from their

Congressmen and U.S. Senators. Such letters were then provided to

NCUA by the co-conspirators in an effort to ease NCUA scrutiny of

FCFCU's financial condition and books.

24. From time to time during the conspiracy various of

the co-conspirators, in order to obtain investments of over

$100,000, would inform CD investors that the excess over $100,000

would be covered by a pledge of collateral of securities when

in fact no such pledge was intended or that such securities

existed.

25. From time to time during the conspiracy, KING would

sign and certify Statements of Financial Condition to be used by

development officers (salesmen of CDs) in soliciting investments

in FCFCU CD's. The amounts on these statements would differ

although covering the same period in order to attract different
«

types of investors. Said statements were false and misleading as

to the true condition of FCFCU.



26. From time to time and after the closing of FCFCU by

NCUA, KING and MRS. KING would provide false and misleading

statements and testimony in order to cover up their involvement in

this conspiracy and to preclude detection by authorities.

E. In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the

objects thereof, the following overt acts were committed in the

District of Nebraska and elsewhere.

1. On or about May 15, 1983 KING caused to be filed

a signed 1982 CSO Form 990, Return of Organization Exempt from

Income Tax

,

2. On or about September 24, 1984 KING and Tom Harvey

caused a verification to the National Credit Union Administration

of a false FCFCU investment for $516,000, to wit; the

non-existent Presbyterian Economic Development Corporation of

Omaha

.

3. On or about May 13, 1985 KING signed and caused to be

filed a 1983 CSO Form 990, Return of Organization Exempt for

Income Tax.

4. Several days prior to the NCUAs closing of FCFCU on

November 4, 1988, and after a federal grand jury subpoena was

served on Tom Harvey for development officer records of CD sales

at FCFCU, KING met with Tom Harvey in Omaha, Nebraska, and

discussed impending enforcement action against FCFCU whereupon

KING requested that Tom Harvey solicit a named individual to "take

the fall" for the shortages at FCFCU and that $100,000 be paid to

that individual.



5. On November 6, 1988, Tom Harvey met with KING at his

his residence on River Road in Omaha where KING requested Tom

Harvey to "not get scared and crack" and to meet with KING'S

attorneys and not disclose the true amount missing. KING inquired

of Tom Harvey if the authorities could figure out Tom Harvey's

books at the FCFCU to which Tom Harvey replied that eventually

authorities would be able to do so. KING told Tom Harvey that "as

long as nobody cracks, we will get out of this thing."

6. On or about the following dates, KING'S primarily

personal credit card and travel related services billings were

paid with funds of FCFCU by FCFCU checks in the following amounts:

DATE AMOUNT

a) 8/24/87 $124,401.97
b) 11/30/87 $120,269.23
c) 1/6/88 $106,146.81
d) 4/20/88 $122,009.43
e) 6/16/88 $120,201.30
f) 8/8/88 $138,862.79

7. On or about March 29, 1988 Tom Harvey submitted to

IRS Special Agents NCUA Forms 5300, Statement of Financial

Conditions for FCFCU for the periods ending 12/31/82, 12/31/83,

12/31/84, 12/31/85, 12/31/86 and 12/31/87 signed by Tom Harvey or

KING.

8. On or about August 16, 1985, FCFCU mailed a letter to

the Presentation Sisters in Aberdeen, South Dakota containing a

purported pledge of securities and a CD for $1,000,000.

9. On or about May 13, 1988 Tom Harvey submitted to IRS

Special Agents non-filed Forms 990 for CSO for calendar years 1984

and 1985.



10. During the period Augus.t 5, 1988 to August 15, 1988

KING dictated a cassette tape to Mary Jane Harvey instructing her

to prepare false documents to verify non-existent grants from

Presbytery of Missouri River Valley and other Presbyterian

organizations to CSO for subsequent presentation to the federal

grand jury.

11. On or about August 16, 1988 Tom Harvey submitted to

IRS Special Agents non-filed Forms 990 for CSO for calendar years

1986 and 1987.

12. On or about August 16, 1988, Mary Jane Harvey

forwarded to the grand jury false, fictitious and forged grant

documents prepared by Tom and Mary Jane Harvey reflecting grants

made to CSO from certain Presbytery organizations totaling

$1,647,111.76.

13. On or about August 16, 1988, Tom Harvey submitted to

IRS Special Agents false, fictitious and forged grant documents

prepared by Tom and Mary Jane Harvey reflecting CSO grants revenue

totaling $1,847,111.76.

14. On or about September 6, 1988, Tom Harvey supplied

the certified public accounting firm conducting an audit of CSO,

Sommer Magnuson, Dawson, P.C. Omaha, Nebraska, false and

fictitious ledgers reflecting non-existent church and religious

grants received by CSO totaling $2,105,682.00.

15. On or about September 23, 1988, Tom Harvey submitted

to IRS Special Agents false FCFCU share account statements for

CSO.

13



16. On or about September 27, 1988 Tom Harvey submitted

false and fictitious grant documents to Sommer, Magnuson, Dawson,

P.C. prepared by Tom and Mary Jane Harvey reflecting CSO grants

revenue of $2,105,682.00.

17. On or about October 12, 1988 Earl Thomas Harvey, Sr.

opened U.S. P.O. Box 84912, Lincoln, Nebraska in the name of Board

of Ministries.

18. The grand jury alleges and incorporates by this

reference each of the transactions and occurrences set forth in

the following Counts 2 through 40 as overt acts of the conspiracy

which were committed in furtherance of and to effect the objects

of the conspiracy set forth in this Count 1 of the indictment.

In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 371.

COUNT 2

That on or about the 16th day of May, 1983, in the District

of Nebraska, LAWRENCE E. KING, JR., a resident of Omaha, Nebraska,

did willfully make and subscribe a Form 990 (Return of

Organization Exempt From Income Tax for the calendar year 1982 for

Consumer Services Organization, Inc.), which was verified by a

written declaration that it was made under the penalties of

perjury and was filed with the Internal Revenue Service, which

said Form 990 he did not believe to be true and correct as to

every material matter in that the said Form 990 listed on line

1(b), Part I, that $226,911.76 of contributions, gifts, grants and

similar amounts were received from indirect public support and the

said Form 990 had attached to it a schedule of contributions

14



received totalling over $5,000.00 per year, whereas, as he then

and there well knew and believed that the amounts received from

indirect public support to be listed on line 1(b), Part I, was

overstated by at least $186,411.76, and that the 1) National

Committee on the Self-Development of People, United Presbyterian

Church, U.S.A., 2) the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society,

Protestant Episcopal Church in the U.S.A., and 3) the United

Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., Presbytery of Missouri River

Valley, had not made the contributions so scheduled and listed.

In violation of Title 26, United States Code, Section

7206(1).

COUNT 3

That between on or about the 15th day of May, 1984 and the

13th day of May 1985, in the District of Nebraska, LAWRENCE E.

KING, JR., a resident of Omaha, Nebraska, did willfully make and

subscribe a Form 990 (Return of Organization Exempt From Income

Tax for the calendar year 1983 for Consumer Services Organization,

Inc.), which was verified by a written declaration that it was

made under the penalties of perjury and was filed with the

Internal Revenue Service, which said Form 990 he did not believe

to be true and correct as to every material matter in that the

said Form 990 listed on line 1(b), Part I, that $334,955.00 of

contributions, gifts, grants and similar amounts were received

from indirect public support and the said Form 990 had attached to

it a schedule of contributions received totalling over $5,000.00

per year, whereas, as he then and there well knew and believed



that the amounts received from indirect public support to be

listed on line 1(b), Part I, was overstated by at least

$316,700.00, and that the 1) the Domestic and Foreign Missionary

Society, Protestant Episcopal Church in the U.S.A., 2) the Mission

Development Grant Fund, United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., 3) the

United Presbyterian Foundation, 4) the Presbyterian Hunger

Program, United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., and 5) the National

Committee on the Self-Development of People, c/o Presbytery of

Missouri River Valley, had not made the contributions so scheduled

and listed.

In violation of Title 26, United States Code, Section

7206(1)

.

COUNTS 4-7

On or about the dates set forth below in the District of

Nebraska, LAWRENCE E. KING, Jr., being an officer and employee,

that is Manager/Treasurer, of the Franklin Community Federal

Credit Union (FCFCU) , an institution whose accounts were then

insured by the Administrator and Board of the National Credit

Union Administration (NCUA)
,
with intent to defraud said FCFCU and

to deceive examiners of NCUA, an agency of the United States,

willfully and knowingly did subscribe and certify as correct a

NCUA Form 5300 (Statement of Financial Condition) which he then

well knew was not correct in that the said Form 5300 substantially

understated the total amount of shares and liabilities of the said

FCFCU and substantially understated the Insured shares and

deposits of said FCFCU as of the close of business on the dates



set forth below:

COUNT CERTIFICATION DATE STATEMENT CLOSING DATE

4 July 22, 1985 June 30, 1985

5 January 22, 1986 December 31, 1985

6 July 23, 1986 June 30, 1986

7 July 20, 1987 June 30, 1987

All in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section'

1006.

COUNTS 8 THRU 18

A. The allegations of Count 1, Parts A thru D are realleged

herein and constitute the allegations setting forth the scheme and

artifice to defraud.

B. On or about the dates listed below, in the District of

Nebraska, for the purpose of executing and attempting to execute

the scheme and artifice to defraud set forth in Paragraph A of

these counts above, LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. knowingly caused to be

delivered by mail according to the direction thereon, the

following items with the contents so indicated to and from the

places indicated.

COUNT DATE CONTENTS FROM TO

8/16/85 Letter & FCFCU Presentation
$1,000,000

Certificate and
FCFCU check for

$4,108.58

Omaha, Nebraska Sisters

,

Aberdeen, SD

9/5/86 $100,000 Simon Meats FCFCU
Check Omaha, Nebraska Omaha, Nebraska

10 10/31/86 $25,000 Dubuque Bank Trust FCFCU
Check Trust Fund Omaha, Nebraska

Dubuque, Iowa
c/o Sisters of Charity



COUNT DATE CONTENTS FROM TO

11 1/22/87 $100,000
Check

Edith Winkelmann
Omaha, Nebraska

FCFCU
Omaha, Nebraska

12 2/13/87 $50,000
Check

Lentz Peace FCFCU
Research Lab. & Omaha, Nebraska
Character Research
Association, c/o
James C. Haggard
St. Louis, Missouri

13 9/23/88 $99,000
Check

Savers Life Ins.
Winston Salem,
North Carolina

FCFCU
Omaha, Nebraska

14 5/3/88 $99,000
Check

Charles E. Lakin
Enterprises

,

Omaha, Nebraska
c/o Gateway Plaza

FCFCU
Omaha, Nebraska

15 5/3/88 $99,000
Check

Charles E. Lakin
Enterprises

,

Omaha, Nebraska
c/o Sunfield Citrus

FCFCU
Omaha, Nebraska

16 5/9/88 $90,000
Check

Electronic
Technologies, Inc.
Omaha, Nebraska

FCFCU
Omaha, Nebraska

17 8/16/88 $60,000
Check

Mr . & Mr s

.

Stuart Simon
Omaha, Nebraska

FCFCU
Omaha, Nebraska

18 8/17/88 $10,000
Check

Frances Dunn
Omaha, Nebraska

FCFCU
Omaha, Nebraska

C . The above offenses were committed during and in

furtherance of the conspiracy set forth in Count 1 of this

indictment and while LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. was a member of that

conspiracy.

All in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections

1341 and 2.

COUNTS 19 THRU 25

A. The allegations of Count 1, Parts A thru D are realleged

herein and constitute the allegations setting forth the scheme and

artifice to defraud.
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B. On or about the dates listed below, in the District of

Nebraska, for the purpose of executing and attempting to execute

the scheme and artifice to defraud set forth in Paragraph A of

these counts above, LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. knowingly caused to be

transmitted in interstate commerce by means of a wire

communication, that is, a bank wire transfer, certain signs.

s ignals

counts

and sounds, from and to as

set forth below;

indicated below and in the

COUNT DATES FROM TO AMOUNT

19 4/17/85 Fargo National
Bank & Trust
Fargo, North
Dakota for
Sisters of Mary

FCFCU
FirsTier
Omaha, Nebraska,

.

$100,000

20 11/17/86-
11/18/86

First El Paso
El Paso, Texas
for Loretto
Ac ad emy

FCFCU
FirsTier
Omaha, Nebraska

$100,000

21 4/5/88-
4/6/88

Sunbelt Savings
Dallas, Texas for
Community School
of Performing Arts

FCFCU
FirsTier
Omaha, Nebraska

$99,000

22 4/6/88-
4/7/88

Home Savings of FCFCU
Midland, Sioux FirsTier
Falls, South Omaha, Nebraska
Dakota for Augustana
College

$99,101.71

23 6/15/88-
6/17/88

Harris Trust & FCFCU
Savings Bank FirsTier
Chicago, Illinois Omaha, Nebraska
for Airline Pilots
Federal Credit Union

$99,000

24 8/5/88-
8/8/88

Bank IV Wichita
National, Wichita,
Kansas, and
Goldome Bank,
Buffalo, New York
for Riverside
Hospital, Inc.

FCFCU
FirsTier
Omaha, Nebraska

$ 3,000

$96,000

25 9/30/88 Chemical Bank
New York, New York
for Jane Bernstein

FCFCU
FirsTier
Omaha, Nebraska

$98,000



C. The above offenses were committed during and in

furtherance of the conspiracy set forth in Count 1 of this

indictment and while LAIVRENCE E, KING, JR. was a member of that

conspiracy

.

All in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections

1343 and 2.

COUNTS 26 THRU 34

A. The allegations of Count 1, Parts A thru D are realleged

herein and constitute the allegations setting forth the scheme and

artifice to defraud.

B. On or about the dates listed below, in the District of

Nebraska, ALICE PLOCHE KING and LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. for the

purpose of executing and attempting to execute the scheme and

artifice to defraud as set forth above in Paragraph A of these

counts set forth above, did knowingly cause to be transmitted in

interstate commerce from the State of Nebraska to the Adams

National Bank in Washington, D.C., a wire communication, that is a

wire transfer or funds of FCFCU to the King personal account at

the Adams National Bank, in the amounts set forth below, certain

signs, signals and sounds:

COUNT DATE AMOUNT

26 10/6/86 $1,000

27 10/24/86 $2,000

28 12/1/86 $2,500

29 1/22/87 $3,000

30 3/5/87 $3,000



COUNT DATE AMOUNT

31 4/17/87 $1,500

32 5/20/87 $3,000

33 7/6/87 $3,000

34 7/5/88 $1,000

C. The above offenses were committed by and in furtherance

of the conspiracy set forth in Count 1 of this indictment and

while ALICE PLOCHE KING and LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. were members of

said conspiracy.

All in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section

1343.

COUNT 35

A. From on or about January 1, 1984 to on or about the 4th

day of November, 1988, in the District of Nebraska, LAWRENCE E,

KING, JR., being an officer and employee, that is. Manager, of

Franklin Community Federal Credit Union (FCFCU)
, an institution

whose accounts were then insured by the Administrator and Board of

the National Credit Union Administration, willfully and knowingly

did embezzle and misapply the sum of $12,124,870 of the moneys,

funds, and credits belonging to said FCFCU and under the care,

custody and control of LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. as Manager of FCFCU.

B. The above offense was committed during and in furtherance

of the conspiracy set forth in Count 1 of this indictment and

while LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. was a member of that conspiracy.

In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 657.



COUNT 36

A. From on or about the 12th day of November 1985 to on or

about the 30th day of November 1985, in the District of Nebraska,

LA\^ENCE E. KING, JR. did knowingly execute and attempt to execute

a scheme and artifice to defraud a federally insured financial

institution, to wit: the Omaha National Bank (FirsTier Bank) and

to obtain moneys, funds and credits owned by and under the control

of said financial institution by means of false and fraudulent

pretenses, representations and promises by causing and directing a

check kiting scheme to obtain funds and credits for Franklin

Community Federal Credit Union (FCFCU) . It was part, bf the scheme

that when funds in FCFCU' s account at Omaha National Bank

(FirsTier Bank) were low or in negative balance, individuals would

be solicited and directed to write personal checks on their own

checking accounts at various insured financial institutions made

payable to either FCFCU or Food Services of Omaha, or Food

Services of Nebraska or Omaha Food Services, Inc. when the

individual checking accounts had insufficient funds to cover the

checks. The checks would then be deposited by FCFCU in FCFCU 's

account at Omaha National Bank (FirsTier Bank). Subsequently, a

check drawn on FCFCU would be provided to these individuals for

deposit into their personal checking accounts to cover the

previously written check by the individual. Thereby, FCFCU would

obtain an unauthorized use of the funds and credits of Omaha

National Bank (FirsTier Bank) during the "float" period. When the

'FCFCU checks were returned, entries were made to cover them as
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further deposits into FCFCU had been completed in the meantime.

The dates, individuals, checks, and financial institutions

involved are set forth below:

INDIVIDUALS CHECK AMOUNT DATE FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

Pritchard $40,000 11/12/85 First National Bank, Omaha, NE

Moore $45,000 11/12/85 Northern Bank, Omaha, NE

Prystai $40,000 11/12/85 State Street Bank, Boston, MA

Ladd $35,000 11/20/85 Norwest Bank, Omaha, NE

Harvey $35,000 11/20/85 First National Bank, Omaha, NE

Pr itchard $40,000 11/20/85 First National Bank, Omaha, NE

B. The above offense was committed during and in furtherance

of the conspiracy set forth in Count 1 of this indictment and

while LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. was a member of that conspiracy.

In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1344.

COUNT 37

A. On or about the 1st day of Novanber, 1984, in the

District of Nebraska, Tom Harvey and Mary Jane Harvey did

knowingly execute and attempt to execute a scheme and artifice to

defraud a federally insured financial institution, to wit; the

Community Bank, Omaha, Nebraska, and to obtain moneys, funds and

credits owned by and under the control of said financial

institution by means of false and fraudulent pretenses,

representations and promises by obtaining loan proceeds of $40,000

from a promissory note executed by Mary Jane Harvey on behalf of

Utilities Task Force, Inc. made payable to Community Bank and

-securing said loan by a false and fictitious Franklin Community

Federal Credit Union



(FCFCU) Certificate of Deposit, No. 2473, in the name of Consumer

Services Organization, Inc.

B. The above offense was committed during and in furtherance

of the conspiracy set forth in Count 1 of this indictment and

while LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. was a member of that conspiracy.

In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1344.

COUNT 38

A. On or about the 22nd day of March, 1985, in the District

of Nebraska, Tom Harvey and Mary Jane Harvey did knowingly execute

and attempt to execute a scheme and artifice to defraud a

federally insured financial institution, to wit: the. Community

Bank, Omaha, Nebraska, and to obtain moneys, funds and credits

owned by and under the control of said financial institute by

means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and

promises by obtaining loan proceeds of $50,000 from a promissory

note executed by Mary Jane Harvey on behalf of Consumer Services

Organization, Inc. made payable to Community Bank and securing

said loan by a false and fictitious Franklin Community Federal

Credit Union (FCFCU) Certificate of Deposit, No. 2706, in the name

of Consumer Services Organization, Inc.

B. The above offense was committed during and in furtherance

of the conspiracy set forth in Count 1 of this indictment and

while LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. was a member of that conspiracy.

In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1344.



COUNT 39

A. From on or about the 9th day of June, 1988, to on or

about the 17th day of June, 1988, in the District of Nebraska,

LAWRENCE E, KING, JR. and ALICE PLOCHE KING, did knowingly

execute and attempt to execute a scheme and artifice to defraud

the FirsTier Bank, Omaha, Nebraska, an insured financial

institution, and to obtain the moneys, funds, credits and assets

of said institution by means of false and fraudulent pretenses,

representations and promises in that LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and

ALICE PLOCHE KING, did cause to be deposited in the FirsTier Bank

through the Franklin Community Federal Credit Union (FCFCU) a bank

check drawn on the King account at the Adams National Bank,

Washington, D.C. made payable to FCFCU in the amount of $50,000

well knowing that said check would be returned dishonored for

payment in order to obtain a temporary increase of FCFCU' s balance

at FirsTier Bank.

B. The above offense was committed during and in furtherance

of the conspiracy set forth in Count 1 of this indictment and

while LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and ALICE PLOCHE KING were members of

that conspiracy.

In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1344,

COUNT 40

A. From on or about the 11th day of July, 1988, to on or

about the 19th day of July, 1988, in the District of Nebraska,

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and ALICE PLOCHE KING, did knowingly



execute and attempt to execute a scheme and artifice to defraud

the FirsTier Bank, Omaha, Nebraska, an insured financial

institution, and to obtain the moneys, funds, credits and assets

of said institution by means of false and fraudulent pretenses,

representations and promises in that LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and

ALICE PLOCHE KING, did cause to be deposited in the FirsTier Bank

through the Franklin Community Federal Credit Union (FCFCU) a bank

check drawn on the King account at the Adams National Bank,

Washington, D.C. made payable to FCFCU in the amount of $100,000

well knowing that said check would be returned dishonored for

payment in order to obtain a temporary increase of FCl^CU’s balance

at FirsTier Bank.

B. The above offense was committed during and in furtherance

of the conspiracy set forth in Count 1 of this indictment and

while LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and ALICE PLOCHE KING were members of

that conspiracy.

In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1344.

The United States of America recjpests

case be held at Omaha, Nebraska,
Court

.

at trial of this
e rules of this

First Assistant U.S. Attorney



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COUR'
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

I
*
district or NKBRASKA

«fAT__«_^

APR 2 01990-^^1

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

ALICE P. KING, et al.,

Defendant (s)

CR 89-0-6B Norbert H. ^el, Clerk

I
By ^- Deputy

MAGISTRATE'S FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Mrs. Alice P. King (King) moves to suppress (filing 179)

certain statements she made to agents of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation and the Internal Revenue Service on two separate

occasions. Two issues are raised by the motion. The first issue

is whether or not Mrs. King should have been given her Miranda

rights. The second issue is whether or not Mrs. King's statements

were otherwise voluntary. Finding that Mrs. King was not in

custody and therefore there was no need to advise Mrs. King of her

Miranda rights and finding that Mrs. King's statements were

voluntary, I recommend that the motion be denied.

I . FACTS

Mrs. King is charged in a multi-count superseding indictment

(filing 5) with, among other things, conspiring to defraud the

United States by impeding the lawful governmental functions of the

Internal Revenue Service in the ascertainment, computation,

assessment and collection of income taxes, and defrauding the

United States by impeding, impairing, obstructing, and defeating

the lawful functions of the National Credit Union Administration

in supervision, regulation and insurance of deposits of federally
-^of



# #

insured credit unions, among other things, in violation of 18

U.S.C. § 371.

There were two interviews in this case. The first interview

was conducted on March 30, 1989, at the Internal Revenue Service

Office in downtown Omaha, Nebraska (government's exhibit A) . At

the first interview Mrs. King was present together with two IRS

special agents, an FBI special agent, and a revenue agent from the

Internal Revenue Service. Mrs. King was not represented by counsel

at that meeting.

The second meeting took place on May 2, 1989, at the same

office (government's exhibit B) . At the second meeting Mrs. King

was present together with one FBI agent and two IRS special agents.

At the second meeting Mrs. King was not represented by counsel.

Sometime in late February or early March of 1989, an agent of

the FBI contacted Mrs. King to attempt to set up an appointment to

interview her. Mrs. King advised the agent that she was not

available for an interview at that time because she was busy with

King Catering Company, a family owned business. This contact took

place over the telephone. During the course of the conversation

Mrs. King and the agent agreed that since she did not have reliable

transportation the agent would assist her by picking her up. Mrs.

King and the agent agreed that the agent would re-contact her

sometime later in March to set up the interview.

Later Mrs. King was contracted by the FBI agent. Mrs. King

was told that the authorities wanted to interview her at the IRS

building in downtown Omaha, Nebraska, because of the number of
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documents which might be examined. At that point, Mrs. King and

the agent agreed over the telephone that the meeting would take

place at about 1:30 in the afternoon on March 30, 1989. This

telephone conversation took place on or about March 20, 1989.

On March 30, 1989, the FBI agent called Mrs. King and the

agent and Mrs. King agreed that the agent would pick her up at her

place of employment. At the appointed hour the FBI agent,

accompanied by another male IRS agent, went in an unmarked 1989

Chevrolet to the business where Mrs. King was working. When they

arrived, they asked for Mrs. King but were told she was busy. They

waited until Mrs. King was done with her business, and then the

three people got into the government vehicle.

The agents and Mrs. King then proceeded to the IRS building

in Omaha, Nebraska. On the sixth floor of the IRS building is a

conference room were the parties began their conference at

approximately 1:30 in the afternoon. Refreshments were offered

Mrs. King in the form of coffee.

The conference room contains a large conference table and

seating arranged around the table. The entire interview was tape

recorded. Mrs. King was informed that the interview was being

recorded, and she consented to the recording (government exhibit

A at 1). The interview concluded at approximately 3:30 in the

afternoon.

Mrs . King stopped the interview by saying that she had a

catering affair to attend to in Bellevue, Nebraska, at 4:00 p.m.

so that the latest she could stay was about 3:30 p.m. (government

3



exhibit A at 58) . Mrs. King was asked whether the agents could

continue with their interview and Mrs. King stated that: "I*d be

happy to come in and talk to you, probably would be about the same

length of time and same period time.” (Government exhibit A at

58) . Mrs. King told the agents that she would ’’check” and ’’see”

and the agents responded they would ’’pick up” the interview at a

later time. (Government exhibit A at 58-59) . The interview

concluded and Mrs. King was taken back to her place of employment.

At no time during the first interview was Mrs. King threatened

or otherwise intimidated by any physical overt act. There were no

guns displayed. Mrs. King was told at the beginning of the

interview that she was not under arrest and that she was not forced

to ’’come in here and forced to make a statement.” (Government

exhibit A at 1) . Mrs. King was never given her Miranda rights.

At the first interview it was apparent that Mrs. King was aware

that she under investigation for, among other things, misuse of

’’bank” funds and tax matters (government exhibit A at 31-32) .

The second interview was initiated in much the same way as the

first. On May 2, 1989, the agents once again picked Mrs. King up

and took her to the same building in Omaha, Nebraska. The

interview took place in the same room and the same people were

present as at the first interview, with the exception of Mr.

Powell, a revenue agent who was not present at the second

interview. Mrs. King was specifically advised at the second

interview that she was the subject of a grand jury investigation,

that she was not required to answer any of the questions
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(government exhibit B at 1) . Mrs. King stated that she understood

and agreed that the interview could be tape recorded (government

exhibit B at 1). The interview started at about 1:30 in the

afternoon and concluded at about 3:55 in the afternoon. Mrs. King

concluded the interview by saying that she needed to be at another

appointment, that "[w]e are ceasing" and that "I'd appreciate a

ride." (Government exhibit B at 121). Mrs. King was then given

a ride as she had requested.

There were no threats or other coercive action taken with

regard to Mrs. King at the second interview. Mrs. King was not

given a Miranda rights advisement.

At one point during the second interview Mrs. King indicated

that she might need a lawyer, and the context of the statement was

that she needed a lawyer's assistance in answering what she

considered to be technical legal questions surrounding probate and

inheritance matters. The statement is as follows:

SA BAHNEY: Have you ever been involved with any
trusts?

KING: Have I been involved with any trusts? We
have a trust for our son.

SA BAHNEY: Okay, have you been a recipient of any ah
trusts?

KING: I don't follow you.

SA BAHNEY: Have you, has, have you received any
money from a trust or organization ah .

• •

KING: Have I?

SA BAHNEY: (unintelligible) such as a trust ah from
a relative or somethin' where the money's



KING;

SA BAHNEY;

KING:

SA BAHNEY;

KING;

SA BAHNEY;

KING;

SA BAHNEY;

KING;

SA BAHNEY:

KING;

SA BAHNEY;

KING;

being handed down ah have you received
any funds from any trust?

Identified as a trust?

Well from a trust if somebody sets it up
in a trust that's passed down.
(sounds like paper rustling in
background)

I don't know I, I'm not sure I know what
you're talking about exactly.

Have you received any an inheritance?

Yes.

And wha, what did that consist of?

It was in the form of cash. Money,
dollars and bills

(unintelligible) when I say inheritance
ah, was this inheritance ah reported
through the normal inheritance process of
ah probate, that kind of inheritance?

Now I'm, I need a lawyer 'cause you're
getting me in a technical area,
(commotion in background) I don't
understand what you're talking about.

Well, was it recorded in the, the county
ah were, were their documents associated
with this inheritance?

(sniffs) I don't believe so. I mean I,
again you got me where I don't know the
terminology to answer your question. I
have said earlier in the tape recording
that I had, money was left for me and
that was money that was left, now whether
that went through pro, probate court it
went through a will or who knows a trust
and that I don ' t know so the cpiestions
you're askin' me really I'm unable to
answer because I don't know.

Okay did you see any documents associated
with this money that . . .

I just saw the money.
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SA BAHNEY: Okay.

KING: I was given the money, nothing, I did not
ask any questions other than the fact
that it was, I was told it was left for
me.

(Government exhibit B at 13-15)

.

The interviews took place in a conference room where the table

was approximately three and one-half feet wide and ten feet long.

There were two microphones on the table. The agents were all about

5*11'', 180 lbs.

The agents did not plan the interviews with Mrs. King's lawyer

in mind, although the agents knew that a "target” letter had been

delivered to Mrs. King's lawyer—Bill Morrow. The agents said that

they did not give Mrs. King the so-called non-custodial advisement

of rights advice that is given to other suspects in other

circumstances because Mrs. King was subject to a grand jury

investigation and not an administrative investigation. They

testified that in circumstances were the IRS is initiating a

criminal investigation from an administrative inquiry, as opposed

to the grand jury, it is customary to give non-custodial advisement

of rights advice which essentially advises a subject of their fifth

amendment rights in a non-custodial situation. It is not the

custom of the IRS to give the non-custodial advisement of rights

to a witness who is a grand jury target.

Mrs. King testified. She said that she is 43 years of age,

and that prior to the interviews with the government she had been

represented by Mr. Morrow. At the time the interviews took place



she was aware that Mr. Morrow's representation had ceased and that

he was no longer representing her. She testified that she was

never given a copy of the target letter.

She testified that at one point in time she had been

instructed by Mr. Morrow's law firm not to cooperate with the FBI.

She testified that she was never told by the government agents that

the statements she made could be used against her. Mrs. King

further testified that she agreed to visit with the FBI only

because the FBI agent was so forceful over the telephone.

Mrs. King testified that she felt that she was not at the

interviews of her own free will, that she had never been

interrogated before, and that on one previous occasion, different

than the two interviews in question, she had been represented by

a lawyer when she was fingerprinted and a handwriting exemplar was

taken by government agents.

On cross-examination Mrs. King indicated that she held a

Bachelors Decree from a college, that she had assisted in the

running of certain family businesses, and that she had served as

a chairperson on various civic committees.

Mrs. King is black and the agents are white.

II. LAW

A. NON-CUSTODIAL INTERVIEWS

It is clear that Mrs. King was not entitled to an advisement

of rights pursuant to Miranda . Beckwith v. United States . 425 U.S.

341, 344-48 (1976) , (holding that although the focus of the

investigation may have been on the petitioner when he was

8



interviewed by the IRS in the sense that his tax liability was

under scrutiny, that is not the equivalent of '’focus'' for Miranda

purposes, which involves "questioning initiated by law enforcement

officers after a person has been taken into custody or otherwise

deprived of his freedom of action in anv significant wav . " Id. at

347 (quoting Miranda . 384 U.S. at 444)). Mrs. King was never

placed under arrest and her freedom of movement was never

restrained in any significant way.

B. VOLXJKTARIMESS

I find that Mrs. King's statements were voluntary. See 18

U.S.C. § 3501(b). In Mincev v. Arizona . 437 U.S. 385 (1978), the

Supreme Court held that the voluntariness of a confession should

be evaluated upon the "totality of the circumstances" involved in

each case. Id. at 401. The United States Court of Appeals for the

Eighth Circuit has followed the "totality of the circumstances"

approach and has enumerated several relevant factors in United

States V. Rorex . 737 F.2d 753 (8th Cir. 1984) . These factors

include: (1) analysis of the scene of the interview; (2) analysis

of the subjective intent of the agents in question; (3) analysis

of the age and experience of the person interviewed, and (4)

analysis of the mode and manner of interrogation. Rorex . 737 F.2d

at 755-56.

While the defendant in this case was interviewed at the

offices of the IRS, she was told on both occasions that she was not

under arrest and she was permitted to terminate the interviews on

both occasions at the time she desired.

9



For example, at the first interview as the interview commenced

Mrs. King indicated that she recognized that she was not under

arrest

:

(MCCRERY) You've appeared here voluntarily, is that
right

(KING) Not exactly.

(MCCRERY) Well,

(KING) I was asked to come in.

(MCCRERY) OK. You were asked, uh, by uh, myself.

(KING) Yourself, yeah.

(MCCRERY) And, uh, Joe BREAZIER and Dale BAHNEY to
come down and to be interviewed regarding,
uh, uh, the investigation of the Franklin
Credit Union, right? Is that correct?

(KING) That's true.

(MCCRERY) And, uh, you understand that you have not
been arrested and that you're not, uh,
forced to come in here and forced to make
a statement, in that correct?

(KING) I just felt I was obligated to come in,
now I don't (unintelligible)

(MCCRERY) OK. But, you, do you understand that
you're not under arrest?

(KING) Oh, yeah, I understand that.

(MCCRERY) OK. And that we picked you up just as,
uh, as uh, purely a convenience.

(KING) Right

.

(MCCRERY) To yourself. Is that correct?

(KING) That's true.

(Government '

s

exhibit A at 1-2)

.
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Mrs. King likewise called the first interview to a halt

when she wished to leave in order to make a prior appointment:

(KING) I said I, when we started this I said I

needed to be back because we had to be,
I had to cater a party at 4:00 in Bellevue
so the latest I could stay would be 3:30
and it's 3:30.

(BAHNEY) O.K. Is there another time we could, uh?

(KING) I ' d be happy to come in and talk to you

,

probably would be about the same length
of time and same period of time.

(BAHNEY) O.K. And, uh. .

.

(KING) I need to check and see.

(BAHNEY) O.K. Any other questions?

MCCRERY) Well, then, we'll, we'll call this quits,
uh, for today and then pick it up, uh.

(KING) OK.

(Government's exhibit A at 48-59).

Likewise, when the second interview commenced Mrs. King was

told she was not required to answer any of the questions:

SA BAHNEY: Okay. Uhm again this is ah, ah you are
the subject of a, of a grand jury
investigation you're providing this
information uhm on your own free will if
ah you have a problem with ah responding
to certain questions here you're not
required to answer any of the questions
opposed [sic].

(Government's exhibit B at 1).

Moreover, when Mrs. King had to leave the second interview

because of a prior appointment, she simply announced her intention

and the interview immediately ceased:

KING: It is past four o'clock and I did say I
needed to be someplace at four o'clock.



SA BAHNEY: Okay so (unintelligible)

KING: We are ceasing.

SA BAHNEY: Okay. And that's all we need ...

KING: I'd appreciate a ride.

SA BAHNEY: Okay.

(Government's exhibit B at 121).

Thus the fact that Mrs. King knew that she was not under

arrest and the fact that she terminated the interviews at her

election dispels any notion that the place of the interrogation

was so intimidating as to constitute a custodial environment.

Moreover, it is clear that the law enforcement authorities had no

subjective intent to place Mrs. King in custody. Still further,

Mrs. King is a mature woman, with a college degree, and there is

no reason to assume that Mrs. King believed that she was

automatically in custody simply because she was being interviewed.

Also, it appears that Mrs. King knew that she was the subject of

an investigation and it appears that she knew generally about what

the investigation was all about. While the questioning was at

times blunt, the mode and manner of questioning in this case was

properly restrained in all respects.

The only two factors which suggest that the statements might

not be voluntary are the fact that Mrs. King did not have a lawyer

present with her and the fact that at one point in the questioning

she indicated that she might need a lawyer. As to the first

factor, it is obvious that Mrs. King was aware that she had a right

to a lawyer since she evidently had previously retained Mr. Morrow.
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Moreover, the evidence indicates that Mr. Morrow had told Mrs. King

not to consult with the FBI, and she did so nevertheless. Thus,

there seems to be no real question that Mrs. King understood that

she had a right to have counsel present with her.

As to the statement Mrs. King made about "needing a lawyer"

it is apparent from the context of the statement that Mrs. King was

not invoking her right to consult with counsel. From the context

of the statement—a discussion about probate and inheritance

matters~-Mrs . King's statement about a lawyer is properly

understood to mean she lacked the ability to answer the question

because she did not have legal expertise, not that she wanted the

questioning to end so that she could consult with counsel.

In summary, when applying the totality of the circumstances

approach to the facts of this case I am persuaded that Mrs. King's

statements to the agents were voluntary.

IT IS RECOMMENDED to Judge Cambridge that Mrs. King's motion

to suppress (filing 179) be denied.

DATED this 20th day of April, 1990.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT|
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA f

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

CR 89-0-6S-

MEMORANDUM
AND ORDER

3 ”"0

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR, AND )

ALICE PLOCHE KING, )

)

Defendants . )

IT IS ORDERED that:

1. The motions for a bill of particulars

FILED I

DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA
j —

- M

MAR 2 2 1990

Norbert H. Ebel, Clerk

iw - Deputy

are denied except as provided herein, to wit: to the extent not now

stated in the superseding indictment, the government shall provide

the defendants and file with the clerk a bill of particulars by May

7, 1990, if the government has knowledge of the particulars, or

through the exercise of reasonable diligence can obtain such

knowledge, stating with as much specificity as is reasonably

possible, the following: (a) the government shall name all known

conspirators; (b) the government shall specify the date each

defendant joined the conspiracy, the act which the government

contends evidences joinder in the conspiracy, the location where

that act took place, and the name of any conspirator who was

present on the date that act took place; (c) for each overt act

alleged in Count 1 (paragraphs E 1 through and including E 18

(including Counts 2 through and including 40 if these counts are

also incorporated by reference in Count 1 as overt acts) ) the date

the overt act occurred, the name of the conspirator who actually

did the act or directed that it take place, the location where the

overt act took place, and the names of any conspir^^i^H^hou-wa^^

6-



present on the date that act took place;

2. The motions (filings 151 and 153) seeking the issuance of

subpoenas duces tecum as to Tom Harvey and Mary Jane Harvey are

granted as provided herein: (a) the clerk of the court shall issue

the sxibpoenas as requested except that the party subject to the

subpoena need not produce any plea agreements or presentence

reports and (b) the place of production shall be as jointly agreed

by and between counsel for Mr. King and the Government, and (c) the

date of production shall be as jointly agreed by and between

counsel for Mr. King and the Government, but no later than 21

calendar days prior to trial and no earlier than May 1, 1990;

3. The motions (filings 152, 154 and 155) seeking the issuance

of subpoenas duces tecum as to Eric Anderson, Cindy Harvey and

Billy Harvey are denied, without prejudice, because it appears that

at this stage of the proceedings the motions are intended as a

general fishing expedition and the descriptions of the documents

sought are overbroad;

4. As suggested by the American Bar Association's Criminal

Justice Mental Health Standards, Standard 7-4.12, motions and

discovery responses which may fairly be conducted without the

personal participation of Mr. King shall be submitted forthwith,

and accordingly: (a) the motions for extension of time (filings 180

and 200) are granted in part and denied in part in conformity with

this order; (b) within 10 days counsel for Mr. King shall file a

notice listing all motions, notices required by the Federal Rules

of Criminal .Procedure, such as a Rule 12.2 notice, or discovery

2



responses which cannot be filed because they require in the opinion

of counsel the personal participation of Mr. King; (c) otherwise,

within 10 days counsel for Mr. King shall file all motions or

discovery responses which can be filed because they do not require

in the opinion of counsel the personal participation of Mr. King;^

5. If Mrs. King has not already done so, she should file

within 10 days any pretrial motions she intends to file.

DATED this 22nd day of March, 1990.

^Proceedings that might validly be permitted without the
participation of Mr. King include motions to suppress or dismiss
which do not require the testimony of Mr. King to resolve factual
issues, but are essentially predicated on legal grounds alone.
Other motions which might validly proceed are discovery related
motions in which the testimony of Mr. King is not necessary.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs

.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR., and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendants,

)

CR. 8f-0-63

F i Ip. E D
DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

IAT — W

MAY 1 4 1990

Norbert H. Ebel, Clerk

BILL OF PARTICULARS

Pursuant to the Court's Order of March 22, 1990 (Filing No.

209)

,

the United States files the following Bill of Particulars:

I.

"(a) the government shall nsime all known conspirators;"

RESPONSE

1. Lawrence E. King, Jr.

2. Alice Ploche King

3. Mary Jane Harvey

4. Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr.

5. Earl Thomas Harvey, Sr.

6 . Cynthia Harvey

/l^

II.

"(b) the government shall specify the date each defendant joined
the conspiracy, the act which the government contends evidences
joinder in the conspiracy, the location where that act took place,
and the name of any conspirator who was present on the date that
act took place;"

RESPONSE

1. LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. - joined the conspiracy in Omaha,



fabricated account ledgers at the Franklin Community Federal Credit

Union.

2. ALICE PLOCHE KING - joined the conspiracy in Omaha,

Nebraska on or about June 14, 1984 when she provided statements to

IRS personnel during a tax audit at the Federal Office Building in

the presence of Lawrence E. King, Jr.

III.

"(c) for each overt act alleged in Count I (paragraphs E 1 through
and including E 18 (including Counts 2 through and including 40 if
these counts are also incorporated by reference in Count 1 as overt
acts)

)

the date the overt act occurred, the name of the conspirator
who actually did the act or directed that it take place, the
location where the overt act took place, and the names of any
conspirator who was present on the date that act took place;"

RESPONSE

OTHER
CONSPIRATORS

OVERT ACT DATE CONSPIRATOR* LOCATION PRESENT

1-EOl 01/15/83 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

1-E02 09/24/84 LEK, TH, MJH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

1-E03 05/13/85 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

1-E04 11/02/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

1-E05 11/06/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

1-E06 08/24/87 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

1-E06 11/30/87 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

*LEK - Lawrence E. King, iJr.
TH - Earl Thomas Harvey , Jr.
MJH - Mary Jane Harvey
ETH - Earl Thomas Harvey, Sr.
CH - Cynthia Harvey
APK - Alice Ploche King

2



OTHER
CONSPIRATORS

OVERT ACT DATE CONSPIRATOR* LOCATION PRESENT

1-E06 01/06/88 LEK, TH Omaha , Nebraska Unknown

1--E06 04/20/88 LEK, TH Omaha , Nebraska Unknown

1-E06 06/16/88 LEK, TH Omaha , Nebraska Unknown

1-E06 08/08/88 LEK, TH Omaha , Nebraska Unknown

1-E07 03/29/88 TH, LEK Omaha, Nebraska Unknown

1-E08 08/16/85 TH, LEK Omaha , Nebraska Unknown

1-E09 05/13/88 TH, LEK IRS/CID Office
Omaha , Nebraska

Unknown

1-ElO 08/05/88 LEK, TH,
MJH

FCFCU Main Office
Omaha , Nebraska

Unknown

1-Ell 08/16/88 TH, LEK IRS Directors
Conference Room
Omaha , Nebraska

Unknown

1-E12 08/16/88 LEK, TH,
MJH, ETH

Omaha , Nebraska Unknown

1-E13 08/16/88 LEK, TH, MJH Omaha , Nebraska/
IRS DD Conference
Room

Unknown

1-E14 09/06/88 TH, LEK Omaha , Nebraska Unknown

1-E15 09/23/88 TH, LEK FCFCU Main
Location - Omaha,
Nebraska

Unknown

1-E16 09/27/88 LEK, TH, MJH Omaha , Nebraska Unknown

1-E17 10/12/88 LEK, TH,
MJH, ETH

Lincoln, Nebraska Unknown

*LEK -

TH -

MJH -

ETH -

Lawrence E. King, Jr.
Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr.
Mary Jane Harvey
Earl Thomas Harvey, Sr.

CH - Cynthia Harvey
APK - Alice Ploche King
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OTHER
CONSPIRATORS

OVERT ACT DATE CONSPIRATOR* LOCATION PRESENT

2 05/16/83 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

3 05/13/85 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

4 08/22/85 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

5 01/22/86 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

6 07/23/86 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

7 07/20/87 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

8 08/16/85 TH, LEK Aberdeen , South
Dakota

Unknown

9 09/05/86 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

10 10/31/86 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

11 01/22/87 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

12 02/13/87 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

13 09/23/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

14 05/03/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

15 05/03/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

16 05/09/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

17 08/16/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

18 08/17/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

19 04/17/85 TH, LEK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

20 11/17/86 TH, LEK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

21 04/05/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

*LEK - Lawrence E. King, Jr.
TH - Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr.
MJH - Mary Jane Harvey
ETH - Earl Thomas Harvey, Sr.
CH - Cynthia Harvey
APK - Alice Ploche King



OVERT ACT DATE CONSPIRATOR* LOCATION

OTHER
CONSPIRATORS

PRESENT

22 04/06/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

23 06/15/88 TH, LEK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

24 08/05/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

25 09/30/88 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

26 10/06/86 TH, LEK, APK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

27 10/24/86 TH, LEK, APK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

28 12/01/86 TH, LEK, APK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

29 01/22/87 TH, LEK, APK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

30 03/05/87 TH, LEK, APK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

31 04/17/87 TH, LEK, APK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

32 05/20/87 TH, LEK, APK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

33 07/06/87 TH, LEK, APK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

34 07/05/88 TH, LEK, APK Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

35 01/01/84 LEK, APK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

36 ll/12/8’5 LEK, TH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

36 11/20/85 LEK, TH, MJH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

37 11/01/84 LEK, TH, MJH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

38 03/22/85 LEK, TH, MJH Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

39 06/09/88 LEK, APK, TH
MJH

Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

40 07/11/88 LEK, APK, TH
MJH

Omaha

,

Nebraska Unknown

*LEK
TH
MJH
ETH
CH
APK

- Lawrence E. King, Jr.
- Earl Thomas Harvey, Jr.
- Mary Jane Harvey
- Earl Thomas Harvey, Sr.
- Cynthia Harvey
- Alice Ploche King
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Respectfully submitted,

United States of America,
Plaintiff,

RONALD D.
Unite

By; THOMAS D. THALKEN
First Assistant U.S. Attorney

And: JOEN GRANT
Assistant U.S. Attorney
P.O. Box 1228-DTS
Omahas, Nebraska 68101
(402) 221-4774

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that a true and correct

copy of the foregoing was served on the following by placing same

in the U.S. Mails, postage prepaid, this day of May, 1990:

Jerold Fennell
Attorney at Law
Suite 225, Regency Court
120 Regency Parkway Drive
Omaha, Nebraska 68114

Steven E . Achelpohl
Attorney at Law
100 Historic Library Plaza
1823 Harney Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68102
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OP NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA/

Plaintiff

/

vs.

ALICE PLOCHE KING/

Defendant

.

) Case Number: CR89-0-63

)

)

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF

A MOTION FOR A BILL OF
PARTICULARS

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Alice P. King/ Defendant/ faces a 12 count indictment in a

complef criminal ca^e. Count i of the indictment is
J

conspiracy

charqe/ alleged to have spanned over a 12 year time frame,

1/ 1976 to May 19/ 1989 (date of indictment).

other counts of wire fraud/ allegedly spanning from October 6,

1986 to July 19/ 1988.

STATEMENT OF CASE

In order for Defendant to avoid unfair surprise at trial/

the Government roust provide more information/

inci the conspiracy charge/ that Defendant may know i
.

alibi fo? ?he GovLnment's allegations. Defendant cannot be expec-

ted to know her whereabouts on any given day for a period of 12

years. Defendant also I"““^^t‘?/„^^“ 3°ry'’Sefeldanrknow

lllirirwha? tl™riL%overnn,e;t alleges the conspiracy began

l^l wiSL Defendant joined. Defendant,

tion as to where the wire transfers occurred and who was present/

in order to marshall a defense.

STANDARDS OF REVIEW

I. SMITH AND GARRETT DEMAND DEFENDANT'S ABILITY TO PREPARE

A* DEFENSE AND BE FREE FROM UNFAIR SURPRISE.

The primary purposes of a bill of particulars are to in-

form the defendant of the nature of the charges against

to prevent or minimize the element of surprise at trial. United

States V Garrett/ 797 F.2d 756 (8th Cir. 1986). And in United

States V. smith”! 6 F.R.D. 372 (W.D. Mo. 1954), P*^f
'^ecessorJo

Garrett, the c6urt held the Government must furnish^a hxll ot

. particulars in a drug conspiracy case by pleading

of offense, when and exact place where defendant ^ad sold

drSgs, names of persons to whom defendant sold dru^s^andjje

ther such persons were in the employ of the

MAY 1 7



Its [bill of particulars] proper office
is to furnish to the defendant further
information respecting the charge stated
in the indictment when necessary to the
preparation ’ of his defense.

Id / at 374.

In this vein of disclosure/ it has been recognized that/ in
order for the defendant to know against what he must defend/ it
will often be necessary to require the Government to disclose the
time and place of the alleged offense. United States v. Thomas /

299 F. Supp 494 (D.C. Mo. 1968) and the names of the persons pres-
ent when the offense took place. Will v. United States/ 88 S. Ct.
269/ 275 (1967).

Moreover/ in conspiracy cases/ it is often difficult to tell
when the defendant is claimed to have joined the conspiracy and it
is often difficult to determine what the defendant is alleged to
have done to further the conspiracy; hence/ courts often require
additional facts to be added to adequately define the offense.
United States v. Garrett / 797 F.2d at 665. This is the case at
hand. Count I of the indictment carries with it a punishment dicta-
ted by the full breadth of the conspiracy allegation and could/
therefore/ result in a sentence based on a loss of $39/000/000
dollars from Franklin Community Federal Credit Union. It is vital
Defendant is apprised as to when she joined and how she furthered/
the conspiracy/ in order to prepare a defense.

Defendant must have information about meeting (s) or conver-
sations with co-conspirators (indicted or unindicted) regarding the
alleged cover-up of theft/ in order that Defendant is not unfairly
surprised at trial.

[If] the Government is aware 6f such meetings/
it should be required to disclose them/ if
the Government will rely upon such "meetings".
Otherwise/ the defendants ... lack the abil-
ity to prepare for trial. Under the Govern-
ment's theory/ each of the defendants would
be required to be prepared to rebut claims
of participation . . . for each day of the
year for over 9 years. The possibility of
surprise at trial is simply overwhelming
under the circumstances.

United States v. Misle Bus & Equip. Co. / CR 89-0-12 (D. Neb.
April 20/ 1989) (Memorandum & Order of Magistrate Richard G.
Kopf)/ aff 'd / (June 20/ 1989) (Order of Judge William G. Cam-
bridge). Defendant cannot be expected to prepare .a defense to
the lengthy and complex conspiracy at hand/ without the informa-
tion requested.



II. THE 1966 AMENDMENT TO FED. R. GRIM. P. 7(f) ENCOURAGES
GRANTING OF A BILL OF PARTICULARS.

Fed. R. Crim. P. 7(f) was amended in 1966 by striking the lim-
itation that a bill of particulars could be ordered only "’for cause.
The amendment was expressly designed "to encourage a more liberal
attitude by the courts towards bills of of particulars." Fed. R.
Crim. P. 7 comment to 1966 amendment. Stated simply/ Rule 7 en-
courages pleading sufficient facts so that the defendant knows
what the Government contends about: when the crime was committed/
who committed the crime/ what the crime was/ and where the crime
was committed. United States v. Yasinski / CR 89-0-57 (D. Neb.
August 4/ 1989) (Memorandum & Order of Magistrate Richard G. Kopf).

The Government has alleged Defendant provided false and mis-
leading statements and testimony in order to cover up involvement
in the conspiracy. The who/ what/ when and where questions have
not been adequately answered by the Government as to this charge.
Defendant thus meets the burden of the Fed. R. Crim. P. 7(f) and
the Government must be required to grant the requested informa-
tion. United States v. Martin / CR 89-0-67 and CR 89-0-68 (D.
Neb. August 2"J 1989 ) ( Memorandum and Order of Magistrate Richard
G. Kopf). The Martin Court held in a drug conspiracy case/ a bill
of particulars/ requiring: the exact dates and locations of the
alleged overt acts/ whether plead or not; exact dates and loca-
tions of receipt or distribution of a controlled substance done
in furtherance of the conspiracy; and the dates when the defend-
ants joined the conspiracy. See also / United States v. Franks /

CR 89-0-91 (D. Neb. July 31/ 198^1 TMemorandum and Order of Magi-
strate Richard G. Kopf); United States v. Cano / CR 88—103
(D. Neb. March 16/ 1989) (Memorandum and Order of Magistrate Ri-
chard G. Kopf.

Likewise/ as to the charges of wire transfers/ the Govern-
ment has not answered who committed the crime or where the crime
was committed and the failure to sufficiently define the alleged
crime in the indictment must be cured in the bill of particulars.

Based on the foregoing facts and authorities/ the motion
for a bill of particulars must be granted.

ALICE P^^ING/ Plaintiff /)

^erold V. Pennell #11266
^’'SStrite 270 Regency Court

120 Regency Parkway
Omaha/ NE 68114
(402) 393-1286
Attorney for Plaintiff



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.
hereby certifies that he has personally » served

Slar^on of a Motion for a Bill of Partlc-
Pla^s -^chelpohl of 100 Historic Libraryaza, 1823 Harney Street/ Omaha, Nebraska 68102 and Assistant U.S.

on the^^(?r" °"^^dav*
Building, Omaha, Nebraska 68102° .£m <3ay of

, 1990.
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The following investigation was conducted at Lincoln,
Nebraska, by Investigative Assistant]

j
be
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On May 16, 1990, contact with the Secretary of State,
Corporation Division, State Capitol, for any information
concerning a S&P PRODUCTIONS or an S&P IMAGES, was negative.
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James B. Schumacher. RC.
Steven E.Achelpohl
Gregg H. Coffman
Marilyn N. Abbott
John W. Steele
Stephanie Weber Milone

Schumacher & Achelpohl
Attorneys at Law

A partnership
including professional corporations

100 Historic Library Plaza

1823 Harney Street

Omaha, Nebraska 68102.1908

May 23, 1990

TELEPHONE:
( 402 ) 346-9000
TELECOPIER:

( 402 ) 346-6112

b6
b7(

Warden
Federal Medical Center
P.O. Box 4600
Rochester, Minnesota 55903-4600

RE:
I I

Regulation No.: 12834-047
Docket No.: 89-0-63

Dear Warden

Enclosed please find a memorandum with attachments,
connection with the above-referenced individual.

in

sincerely.

For the firm

SEA:bjo
Enclosure
cc: Honorable Richard G. Kopf, United States Magistrate
cc: First Assistant United States Attorney
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MEMORANDUM

INTRODUCTION

This Memorandum is in response to your letter of April 10,

1990, and the letter from District Judge William Cambridge of April

20, 1990, which are attached hereto. Throughout the competency

proceedings involving Mr. King, the Court has encouraged counsel to

conduct the proceedings consistent with the spirit of the American

Bar Association's Criminal Justice Mental Health Standards (ABA

Standards) . Specifically, the Court has observed that, to the

extent possible, the process ishould be conducted in a non-

adversarial manner.

This case has been given microscopic attention by the public

media since the Franklin Credit Union closed on November 4, 1988.

There has been a daily barrage of inflammatory media coverage of

Mr. King, the failure of the Franklin Credit Union, and so-called

related investigations for nearly one and one-half years. The

Government, as might be expected, has a vested interest in ensuring

that the trial of Mr. King goes forward, and that a conviction

results. We regard the Government's Memorandum, supplied to you on

May 15, 1990, to be a thinly-veiled argument in support of Mr.

King's competence to proceed to trial, and a departure from the

Court's stated purpose of conducting these competency proceedings

in a non-adversarial manner.

We are enclosing a copy of the superseding Indictment which

has been filed against Mr. King.
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BACKGROUND

The undersigned were appointed under the Criminal Justice Act

to represent Mr. King on May 19, 1989, in connection with an

Indictment which had been filed against Mr. King and his wife on

that date.

After approximately three to four months of investigation of

the matter,^ court-appointed counsel intensified their interviews

with Mr. King. These interviews became very focused in

approximately August-November, 1989. As a consequence of these

interviews, and other matters which had been discovered by counsel,

request was made of the Court for authority under the Criminal

Justice Act to retain the Menninger Clinic, and Dr. Herbert Modlin,

to perform psychological tests and a psychiatric evaluation of Mr.

King.

Mr. King visited the Menninger Clinic on December 26 and 27,

1989. Psychological tests were performed on Mr. King, resulting in

a report which was prepared by Glenn S. Lipson, a psychologist,

which has been supplied to you by the Court and is attached hereto.

A psychiatric report was prepared by Dr. Modlin, which remains

sealed by the Court and within the attorney-client privilege.^

^In the beginning, court-appointed counsel were principally
concerned with digesting the large volume of documentary evidence
which is involved in this case. The government is holding two
rooms full of documents, which defense counsel reviewed shortly
following the Indictment in this case.

^For this reason. Dr. Modlin 's report has not been transmitted
to either the Springfield Medical Center, where Mr. King was first
evaluated, or to the Rochester Medical Center. Furthermore, Mr.
King requested that the report not be disseminated to either
institution. Accordingly, in balancing our duties to provide the
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Court—appointed counsel continued their interviews with Mr

.

King and investigation into January of 1990. As a result of these

interviews, and other events, counsel became increasingly concerned

about Mr. King's mental health. More information was requested

from Dr. Modlin by court-appointed counsel with respect to Mr.

King's current psychological condition. Dr. Modlin wrote a second

report, also privileged and under seal, which was addressed to the

issue of Mr. King's competence to stand trial.

On February 7, 1990, this second report was presented to the

Honorable Richard G. Kopf, United States Magistrate, who is both

supervising Mr. King's pre-trial proceedings, and overseeing the

terms of the court-appointment of defense counsel. The purpose for

presentment of the letter to Judge Kopf was to support a request

for further psychiatric evaluation and treatment of Mr. King, and

to advise the Court consistent with counsel ' s ethical duties about

circumstances which had come to the attention of counsel bearing on

Mr. King's competence to stand trial. See ABA Standard 7-4. 2(c).

This letter prompted the Court to order an evaluation under 18

U.S.C. §4241, et. seq., in respect to Mr. King's competence to

stand trial. With defense counsel's consent. Judge Kopf summarized

the conclusions of Dr. Modlin in a letter to the Springfield

Medical Center, a copy of which was also supplied by the Court and

is attached. This letter accurately summarizes the conclusions of

Dr. Modlin with respect to Mr. King's competence to stand trial.

Evaluator with as complete information as possible, and yet respect
the privileges of our client, we have elected not to disclose the
Modlin report.



Following a thirty day evaluation at the Springfield Medical

Center, Dr. Dorsey W. Dysart, the Chief of Psychiatry, concluded

that Mr. King was suffering from a probable Delusional (paranoid)

disorder, grandiose type. Dr. Dysart observed that ”[o]ne must

also consider the possibility of a bipolar disorder." Dr. Dysart 's

report has been previously forwarded to you. Following receipt of

Dr. Dysart 's report, and at the government's request, the parties

were afforded the opportunity to question Dr. Dysart in a telephone

interview. A transcript of this interview has also been forwarded

to you.

Before the competency hearing, court-appointed counsel

requested the Court to appoint independent counsel for Mr. King, to

assert Mr. King's express desire in connection with the competency

proceedings, specifically that Mr. King was competent to stand

trial. ^ It was the belief of court-appointed counsel, at this

time, that Mr. King was not competent to stand trial, and that his

best interests required that counsel take this position at the

competency hearing. Independent counsel was appointed by the

Court, Mr. Stoler, and he continues as counsel for Mr. King in

asserting Mr. King's express interests in the competency

proceedings

.

At the competency hearing, Mr. King did not actively contest

the opinion of Dr. Dysart, but did not join in it either. As a

result of the competency hearing, Mr. King was found incompetent to

^Counsel made this request because of a possible conflict of
interest between what they perceived to be Mr. King's best
interest, and his express interest.



stand trial and was sent to the Rochester Medical Center for

treatment

.

COMPETENCY ISSUES; MR. KING'S ENVIRONMENT AND COUNSEL'S PERCEPTIONS

OF HIS PERSONALITY

In assessing the competence of Mr. King, we believe that one

must consider other factors in conjunction with his mental illness

including, the complexity of the proceedings, the emotionally

charged nature of the proceedings, the length of trial, and the

subject matters which the trial will concern. The "functionality

approach" of the ABA Standards requires consideration of these

kinds of factors in relation to the nature of King's illness. From

a practical perspective, Mr. King's mental health cannot be judged

in a vacuum. If found to be competent, he will return to Omaha and

face the circumstances which he left on February 7, 1990.

We proceed to discuss these circumstances.

First of all, the proceedings against Mr. King are

extraordinarily complex. The Indictment charges a conspiracy which

lasted some twelve years, allegedly involved the embezzlement of

over $12,000,000, allegedly resulting in a loss to the Franklin

Credit Union of approximately $39,000,000, and allegedly involved

the supporting of several homosexual relationships, at least in

part, as the motivation for the claimed embezzlements. The

government employed a team of accountants, which examined

approximately 76,000 transactions. The government has publicly

stated that it interviewed over 400 persons in connection with its

investigation of this case. Thus, Mr. King's active participation
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in a trial of this magnitude, because of its complexity, is

essential.

There has been a daily stream of massive and highly

inflammatory publicity concerning this case, in both the print and

electronic media. There has been a Nebraska state legislative

investigation and congressional hearings regarding the failure of

the Franklin Credit Union. The public reaction to this case has

been described by observers as a "firestorm”, and the statement has

been made that Omaha may gossip itself to death over this case. As

a result of the closing of the credit union, the Omaha community

lost its only low income credit union. In addition to the

Indictment in this case, there are currently pending two separate

grand jury investigations, one state and the other federal,^ which

concern allegations that child abuse occurred involving Mr. King

and other prominent Omahans over a very long period of time.®

These two investigations have been publicly associated with the

failure of the Franklin Credit Union. We enclose a series of

newspaper articles which describe the emotionally charged nature of

'^In the federal investigation, the government claims that
substantial information has been collected regarding alleged
activities of Mr. King relating to sex abuse and other matters not
germane to the current Indictment, but which appear from our
perspective to bear on his mental health. Defense counsel is not
privy to this information, despite previous requests for the
information. The ABA Standards suggest that the Evaluator should
have access to any record or information that he or she regards as
necessary for a thorough evaluation of the matter referred. See
ABA Standard 7-3.5. We would call upon the government to disclose
this information to you, for use in the evaluation in this case.

®The allegations are that the former editor of the only daily
newspaper in Omaha, the World-Herald, as well as other prominent
Omaha businessmen, were involved in these matters.
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these proceedings.

The government estimates that the trial on the current

Indictment could last six months. The government's case will

involve evidence of lavish spending by Mr. King on travel, luxury

items, parties (political and personal) , clothing, limousines, on

his homosexual friends, all allegedly funded through massive

embezzlement from the Franklin Credit Union.

As a result of the criminal charges and events surrounding

this case, Mr. King has been alienated from his entire world.

Prior to the failure of the Franklin Credit Union, Mr. King was a

prominent business leader, a high ranking member of the Black

Republican Party, member of numerous church organizations, and

considered a community leader in Omaha. All of his property was

seized and placed under the control of the court shortly after the

credit union was closed in November of 1988. He has now been

identified in the minds of his friends, associates, and the public

in general, as guilty of the allegations which the government has

brought against him, involved in a child abuse ring, and also

mentally ill.

As to our perceptions of Mr. King's mental condition, we make

the following observations:^

^e are constrained in what we relate by a number of
considerations, including the attorney-client privilege, the work
product privilege, and Mr. King's rights under the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure to not be forced to disclose defense strategy to
the Government. On the other hand, we have a duty to relate to an
Evaluator relevant information bearing on Mr. King's mental
competence to stand trial, keeping in mind that defense counsel may
be best situated to observe the Defendant's competence to stand
trial. The appropriate guideline, we believe, is ABA Standard 7-



Mr. King has serious problems with the attorney/client

relationship. Not only are we getting little information from him

relevant to the defense of his case, but we believe he is unable to

input the information received from us. From the beginning of our

relationship with Mr. King, he has supplied us little, if any,

information useful to his defense despite many lengthy interviews

with him. The typical interview has: 1. started with defense

counsel explaining what topics we wish to cover during the

interview; 2. some initial but superficial recognition of this by

Mr. King; 3. Mr. King taking over the interview and departing into

topics which are largely irrelevant to the subject matter; and 4.

his ensuing conversation typically taking on characteristics of

what the mental health professionals describe as grandiosity. We

have observed this in most every interview we have conducted with

Mr . King

.

Mr. King's selective memory loss, including blackout spells

which he has related to us and his psychiatrists, is troublesome.

This directly affects the quality and quantity of information which

he is able to provide with regard to the allegations of the

Indictment and the information we have collected from various

witnesses.

At times, in very structured situations of short duration, Mr.

King is seemingly in control of himself and the situation. In

4.8, which permits defense counsel to relate to the court personal
observations of and conversations with the defendant to the extent
that counsel does not disclose confidential communications or
violate the attorney-client privilege. See also ABA Standard 7-
3.5.



unstructured interviews, he is very much prone to take over the

interview, and spontaneously discuss what comes to his mind,

usually concerning a matter which has nothing to do with the case

or the purpose for the discussion. At trial, if he is called to

testify, we fear that he is going to have difficulty answering

questions in a responsive way, particularly when those questions

involve inquiries into unstructured areas. When he is asked a

question "why" a certain event occurred, for example, we question

his ability, based on what we have observed, to give a logical and

accurate response. The longer Mr. King is under pressure, he may

start rambling; the more he rambles, the more grandiose and out of

touch with the subject matter he might become. When this occurs,

we fear he could unwittingly incriminate himself, as well as relate

inaccurate and unreliable information to the jury.

The principal difficulty, from our perspective, is in

assisting Mr. King in making basic decisions respecting the trial

of his case such as whether he should testify in his own behalf.

Obviously, Mr. King has the right to decide whether or not to

testify; however, we wish to protect his right to make this choice

unaffected, to the extent possible, by mental illness.

The problem is aggravated by difficulties in the

attorney/client relationship. He is very distrustful of his

lawyers. The merits of the case are, from his perspective,

irrelevant in defining the responsibility of counsel. The merits

of the case are, apparently from his perspective, also irrelevant

to what he perceives to be the inevitable outcome.



Because we are in a very real sense out of touch with Mr.

King, and he with us, we are concerned that it may be very

difficult for us to tell whether he is relating reality or a

distorted perception of reality should he testify. We may thus not

know if and when to intervene on his behalf, particularly because

of the limited information he has been able to give us.

We believe in a lengthy trial that we might see broad

fluctuations in this man’s personality. These erratic extremes

may make it difficult to predict how he's going to react under the

circumstances. The more intense trial preparation and the trial

itself become, the greater the stress which will be placed on Mr.

King's personality. When we have observed Mr. King under stress,

his reaction has varied from nonresponsiveness to depression and

despondency, to anger and distrustfulness. It appears that many of

our attempts to review specific government evidence with Mr. King

have resulted in his perceiving such discussions as disloyalty on

our part. On the other hand, if Mr. King perceives that we

"believe" in him, and have a positive attitude with respect to his

case, that is all that is necessary from his perspective, without

regard to the merits of the information we are discussing or the

damaging impact such information might have on his case. This is

a feature of Mr. King's personality which we have observed

continually in our interviews, and which is also apparent from the

documentary evidence which we have reviewed in this case.



THE GOVERNMENT'S INVESTIGATION

The government began investigating Mr. King and his wife in

1984. The investigation concerned the personal income taxes of Mr.

King and his wife for the years 1982 and 1983. The investigation

involved a net worth audit; that is, the government was

investigating the difference between expenditures which they were

identifying from Mr. King's records, e.g., bank accounts, and the

income which he was reporting on his tax returns. By the summer of

1985, the investigation had been referred to the Criminal Division

of the Internal Revenue Service. Mr. King knew, by August 1985,

the nature and kind of investigation which the government was

conducting, and that it had become a criminal investigation. By

1987, a federal grand jury was investigating the matter and Mr.

King was aware of this as well.

Strangely, the government's reconstruction accounting of the

Franklin Credit Union has shown that the alleged embezzlement

greatly increased during the time that Mr. King knew he was being

investigated for criminal violations of the internal revenue laws.

Indeed, as the government's investigation intensified, according to

the government's own reconstruction, the amount of illicit spending

increased, both personally as to Mr. King and with respect to his

businesses.^ Mr. King employed, according to the government's

evidence, the use of checking accounts, credit cards, wire

transfers and other devices, which appear to be somewhat

^Two of the businesses were purchased late in the alleged
conspiracy. Cafe Carnivale was purchased in late 1987 and the
Showcase Lounge was purchased in early 1988.



inconsistent with a plan to conceal any conspiracy to embezzle on

the scale charged by the government. We enclose a copy of the

latest summary, prepared by the government's accountants, showing

the yearly progression of what the government claims are the

massive embezzlements which occurred from the Franklin Credit

Union

.

The government's evidence will be that much of the money which

the government claims to have been embezzled was directed to the

purchase of things which, to characterize it charitably, were

bizarre. For example, the government claims that Mr. King

purchased a $23,000 chandelier on one of his trips. On another, he

purchased a $17,000 ostrich coat and matching pants. The

government's accounting shows that hundreds of thousands of dollars

every year were spent on flowers. The government alleges that Mr.

King traveled everywhere by chartered aircraft. Hundreds of

thousands of dollars were allegedly spent on public relations for

Mr. King's image. The allegation is made that when Mr. King

traveled to Los Angeles or New York, he would stay at hotels like

the Beverly Wilshire, and the Helmsley Palace, together with the

rest of his entourage. The government alleges that Mr. King spent

over $500,000 on one limousine service alone during the 5 year

reconstruction period which was analyzed by government accountants.

The government alleges that large sums were expended by Mr. King on

his homosexual friends, in the form of apartment rentals,

furniture, stereo equipment, travel, jewelry and other lavish

items. Mr. King, the government alleges, rented a residence on



Embassy Row in Washington, D.C, at a cost of $5,000 per month, and

funded the upkeep of the apartment from credit union funds. The

government alleges that Mr. King contracted to bring to Omaha the

entire Los Angeles cast of La Cage Aux Folles, for a production of

the play, at a cost of over $10,000. Mr. King, it is alleged,

rented the John Houseman theater in New York City, in order for a

dance troupe to practice, at a cost of $15,000. Mr. King, it is

alleged, hosted and financed a party at the 1984 Republican

National Convention at a cost of $40,000. And the government

further alleges that Mr. King financed the production of a

videotape, for the 1988 National Republican Convention, at an

additional cost of $40,000. The government's records also show

that over $100,000 was spent for a party which he hosted at the

1988 Republican National Convention as well as travel and lodging

for a large number (more that 20) of his staff, friends and family

to attend the convention. Many of the credit union staff were very

involved in the detailed planning for these activities. The

government also attributes a large amount of money to the many

parties Mr. King held in Omaha. Again, virtually all of these

expenditures occurred, says the government, while Mr. King knew he

was under criminal investigation by the Internal Revenue Service,

FBI and, eventually, a federal grand jury.®

In November of 1988, all of Mr. King's assets were seized by

the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) . The NCUA found

®We enclose for your reference the 1987 year-end summary of
the American Express Gold and Platinum cards in the name of
Lawrence E. King, Jr.



very little, if any, money in savings, stocks, bonds or other

financial investments.

When the credit union was closed, the NCUA seized all of the

books and records of the credit union. Many of the records were

personnel files. Some of the documents contained in these files,

particularly memos from Mr. King to various persons, might give

some insight into his personality. We enclose a sample of these

memos for your review.

In approximately 1988, Mr. King caused a resume to be

prepared. We also enclose the resume for your review.

CONCLUSION '

If we can provide any further information to you, please

contact the undersigned.

Steven E . Achelpo^
Marilyn N. Abbott
Schumacher & Ach^i^pohl
1823 Harney St. , \Suite 100
Omaha, Nebraska 68102-1908
(402) 346-9000
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
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vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOUCHE KING,

CR 89-0-63

FILED
^DISTRICT OF NEBRASKAAT_ M

MAY 2 3 1990

Norbert H. Ebel, Clerk

By Deputy

MAGISTRATE'S FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Defendant (s) . )

Presented to me are the motions for change of venue (filings

175 and 178) submitted by Mr. and Mrs. King, and Mrs. King's motion

for severance (filing 242)

.

Although these motions are not case

dispositive, in the exercise of my discretion I will issue findings

and recommendations to Judge Cambridge on all three motions. I

recommend that such motions be denied, without prejudice to

reassertion at a later time.

I.

Although Larry and Alice King have been charged with a variety

of crimes, since they have not been tried or convicted they are

presently innocent as a matter of fact and presumed to be so as a

matter of law. From these principles, to which all fair-minded

people subscribe, counsel for the defendants move for a change of

venue prior to* any effort to pick a jury. Counsel contend the

publicity surrounding this case has been so massive and so

inflammatory as to establish a presumption that the defendants

cannot receive a fair trial from a jury which has been subjected

to such publicity. While agreeing that the publicity surrounding

ISEARCHED -^INDEXED,

this case has been massive, and in some cases inf ls§iM(i^ieAS5rf!iEDl>

disagree that the publicity has been sufficiently inf lamm^^^^gS^gg

FBI — OMAHA
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as to raise a presumption that venue ought to be changed prior an

effort to select a jury.

The Eighth Circuit has repeatedly declared a preference that

motions for transfer await voir dire. United States v. Bliss, 735

F.2d 294, 297 (8th Cir. 1984) ; United States v. Brown, 5409 F.2d

364, 377 (8th Cir. 1976) . The court has said that;

A pretrial venue change is called for only in those
situations where the pretrial publicity in a community
is so extensive and inflammatory as to raise a
presxamption that an impartial jury could not be seated
there. See Poludniak, 657 F.2d at 955; United States v.
McNally, 485 F.2d 398, 402 (8th Cir. 1973), cert, denied,
415 U.S. 978, 94 S. Ct. 1566, 39 L.Ed.2d 874 (1974). As
the Supreme Court recognized in Beck v. Washington, 369
U.S. 541, 557, 82 S. Ct. 955, 964, 8 L.Ed.2d 98 (1961),
the inquiry is whether the "pretrial publicity was so
intensive and extensive or the examination of the entire
panel revealed such prejudice that a court could not
believe the answers of the jurors [regarding their
impartiality] and would be compelled to find bias or
preforTtied opinion as a matter of law."

Bliss, 735 F.2d at 298.

It would likely only serve to generate more publicity to

describe in detail the publicity surrounding this case. Competent

counsel for the parties have provided in the record an extensive

state-wide sampling of the publicity. Suffice it to say that the

publicity has been extensive,^ and, regrettably, in some instances.

^In the counties that comprise the Omaha and Lincoln jury
wheels the publicity has been extensive. However, in the counties
which comprise the North Platte jury wheel the publicity has been
minimal, except for the state-wide circulation of the Omaha World
Herald. (Exhibits 2, 4, 13 and 14 (received 4-16-90)).



inflammatory.^ But, on balance, the publicity has not been such as

to raise the presumption that this case should be transferred even

before the Court and counsel try to pick an impartial jury. The

motions for change venue should be denied, without prejudice to

reassertion during or after voir dire.

II.

Mrs. King moves for severance (filing 242) . Essentially, Mrs.

King argues that she will be prejudiced by the delay inherent in

the finding of incompetency of Mr. King.

Thus, Mrs. King moves for severance pursuant to Fed. R. Crim.

P. 14. I do not understand Mrs. King to claim there has been a

technical misjoinder under Fed. ]^. Crim. P. 8. I recommend that

the motion for severance be denied, without prejudice to later

reassertion.

This case is anticipated to be long, and complex, at least

from a document point of view. The estimates of the length of

trial range from a minimum of two months to something approaching

the neighborhood of six months.

A report is due with regard to Mr. King's competency in early

August of 1990. It is reasonably likely, therefore, that a

determination of Mr. King's competency will be made sometime within

^The conduct of former Senator John DeCamp (e.g.. Exhibit
19(2) (received 4-16-90)) and Congressman Peter Hoagland (e.g.,
Exhibit 2 (received 5-9-90)), both of whom are lawyers, has been
particularly regrettable. Members of the Bar of this Court would
be well advised to conform their public remarks to this Court's
Rules, Local Rule of Practice 39A, and the ethical rules. Code of
Professional Responsibility As Adopted by the Nebraska Supreme
Court, D.R. 7-107, governing lawyers admitted to practice in
Nebraska

.
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a reasonable period after the report has been received in August

of 1990. 18 U.S.C. § 4241(d)(1).

Mrs. King has asked for continuances to June 4, 1990 (see

filings 24, 31, 76, and 150). My tentative computations of the

Speedy Trial Act deadlines indicates that continuances for which

there have been specific Speedy Trial Act exclusions have caused

only three "Speedy Trial Act" days to have been used as of June 4,

1990, thereby leaving sixty-seven "Speedy Trial Act" days for use.

Thus, even if the motion for severance was granted effective on

June 5, 1990, the date on which the Speedy Trial Act "clock" might

otherwise begin to run again if Mr. King had not been found

incompetent, it is unlikely that^ the matter would be called for

trial until August, 1990, in any event.

Assuming that joinder is proper under Rule 8, there is a

strong interest in judicial efficiency and economy served by a

joint trial of properly joined counts and defendants, particularly

in a case of this complexity. Thus, on a motion for severance

under Rule 14, "the defendant has the difficult burden of

demonstrating that joinder which complied with Rule 8 was

nevertheless so prejudicial as to outweigh the strong interests in

judicial efficiency and economy served by joint trial." 8 J.

Moore, Moore's Federal Practice, f 14.02[1] at 14-3 (2d ed. 1990).

In this circuit, the trial court will not be held to have abused

its discretion in refusing severance under Rule 14 if the moving

defendant fails to establish "clear prejudice" arising out of the

joint trial. United States v. Ferguson, 776 F.2d 217, 224 (8th



• •

Cir. 1985); United States v. Dennis, 625 F.2d 782, 802 (8th Cir.

1980); United States v. Losing, 560 F.2d 906, 911 (8th Cir.)/ cert,

denied, 434 U.S. 969 (1977). Since the only prejudice which Mrs.

King alleges is the delay in trial, and since this time is likely

to be relatively short, I conclude that the motion for severance

should not be granted because there has been no *•clear prejudice”

established by Mrs. King.

IT IS RECOMMENDED to Judge Cambridge that:

1. the motions for change of venue (filing 175 and 178) be

denied, without prejudice to reassertion during or after voir dire;

2. the motion for severance (filing 242) be denied, without

prejudice to later reassertion.
^

DATED this 23rd day of May, 1990.
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States district Court
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

'iO

SUBPOENA TO TESTIFY
BEFORE GRAND JURY

1 SUBPOENA FOR:

PERSON DOCUMENTS OR OBJECT(S)

b3
b6
b7C

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear and testify before the Grand Jury of the United States District

Court at the place, date, and time specified below.

PLACE

Zorinsky Federal Building - Room 8000
215 North 17tb Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68101

YOU ARE ALSO COMMANDED to bring with you the following document(s) or object(s):*

See attachment
I

ROOM

Grand Jury
DATE AND TIME

June 12, 1990
9:00 a.m.

Please see additional Information on reverse

This subpoena shall remain in effect until you are granted leave to depart by the court or by an officer acting on

behalf of the court.



RETURN OF SERVICE^

RECEIVED /
BY SERVER ^LJfO
SERVED

/C/«^

STATEMENT OF SERVICE FEES

DECLARATION OF SERVER®

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the foregoing

ADDJTIONAL INFORMATION



4
FD-515{Rev.9-20-89)

Accomplishment Report
(Effective 10/1//89)

(Submitt within 30 days from date of accomplishment)

TO; Director, FBI

V 4

FROM:
SUBJECT:

SAC, OMAHA

ET AL
FAG _ HUD_IRS
BF&E, WF, MF
00 ; Omaha

Bureau File Number

147A-571
Field Office Fie Number

Squad or RA Number

Date. 5 /22/90

invaatlflitlve Aaalatance or Tochniqoe Uaod

Were any of the invaBoativa aaajitanca or tachniquaa Hated below used in connection with accomplish-

ment being claimed? No Q Yea • If Yea. rate each used aa folowa:

1 • Used, but did not help Helped, substantially

2 » Helped, but onty mlnlmaly 4 • Abaokitefy essential _____

S X If a joint operation with;

other agency)

n X If case involves

corrupbOR of a public

officii {Federal, State or

Local).

1. Acctg Tech
Assistance

2. Aircraft

Assistance

3. Computer
Assistance

4. Consensual
Monitoring

6. ELSUR •

FISC

6. ELSUR •

Title 111

7. Eng. Sect.

16 pty)!t>araDht__BalinflL22. Telephone

Tape Exams Coverage Toll Rees

9. Hypnosis
Assistance

16. Polygraph
Aaaistance

23. UCO
Group I

1 0. Ident Div

Assistance

1 7. Search Wi
Executed

24. UCO
Group tl

1 1 . Informant
Information

1 8. Show Mon
Utege

25. UC
Other

12. Lab Div

Exams
1 Q. SuTvea, Sc

(SCXa) Aar

26. NCAVC/
VI-CAP

13. Lab Div

Field Suppor
20. SWAT Tet

Acbon
27. Visual Invej

Analysis (VI

14. Pen
Registers

21. Tech. Agt,

Tech Equi

Rating: b6
b7C
b7E

>. AiToata, Locaiet, Summonses or Subpoenas Served (No. of SubJ.)

FBI Arrests >

FBI Locates •

Local Arrests -

FBI Subj. Resisted

.

flumbt

^ >^ictal Process

t«*jocta)

Subject Priori^ f

A B C Subpoenas
Served

CrlminaJ

Summons

Local Crim.

Summons .

D. Recoveries. Reatltutlona, or Potential Economic Lots Prevented (PELP)

Property
Type
Code*

Recoveries Restitutions

PELP
Type
Code*

Potential Economic
Loss Prevented

ReteaseofHostaoes orChildren Located: (Number of Hostagesor Children

Located)

Hostages Held By Terrorists ; All aher Hostage Situations

Missing or Kidnaped Ct^dren Located

E. Civil Matters

RICO -Civil

Convictions

No. of Subj.

Civil Suits

Amount of Suit

Settlement or Award

Government Defendant Government Plaintiff

$ $

$ $

Enter AFA Payment Here

F. Seizures/Forfeitures
G. AdminlstrativeSanctlons

Property
Type

Seizures

Forfeitures Subject 1

Judidal Administrative

O Suspension

Debarment

Subject Description Code* •

Time Frame

Years Months

D Permanent

Subject 2 Subject Description Code* •

Suspension

Debarment

Time Frame

Years Months

Permanent

H. Hnal Judicial ProcMs: Judicial District

District State

4/30/90
Conviction or Pretrial Div. Date

4/30/90 No. of

Subiects .

Sentence Date Acquitted Dismissed

Subject 1 Subject Description Code*-

^frelony
Misde-
meanor

O Parole
Revocation

D Probation
Revocation

Plea
D Trial

O Pretrial

Diversion

Convictiori

Title

26
Section

7206 1
Counts

Combined Sentence

In-Jail

Yrs. Mos.
Suspended

Yrs. Mos.

Probation

Yrs. Mos.

Total
Fines $

Add consecutive sentences together.

Enter longest single concurrent sentence.

Do not add concurrent sentences together.

Sentence 10 yrs. 8 yrs. susp. « 2 yrs. In-Jail.

Subject 2

Felony
Misde-
meanor

D Parole
Revocation

D Probation
Revocation

D Plea

D Trial

Pretrial

Diversion

Conviction Combined Sentence

Title Section Counts

tn-Jail

Yrs. Mos.

Suspended
Yrs. Mos.

Probation

Yrs. Mos.

Total
Fines $

Add consecutive sentences together.

Enter longest single concurrent sentence.

Do not add concurrent sentences together.

Sentence 10 yrs. - 8 yrs sosp. - 2 yrs. In-Jail.

'7a<6/
Attach additional forms if reporting final judicial process on more than two subjects, and submit a final diposition form (R-e4) for each subjectT y Y?-^7 ^

I r.vnt7vi?rk i

nwiuiikt: (For eveiy subjoa reported in Sections A, B. E, 6. or H ebove. provide name. DOB. race*, sex, and it available FOB and SSAN. TW
every subject reponea in becuons ^ ts, c, or n «uuv«. —

JSiiKlALIZbU C/CL—--

lEOTERED PLEA OF GUILTY AND WAS SEMTESCED BY OSDJ WIl.yAM G.-^BRIDGE
J , *.,.1 m oc ncr- PILING False Tax return..

[
V?as

SKAKCHKD. i^mKEiiXT
,ED

ENTERED PLEA UE uuxij’xx — ----

rs J 1 rp nqr 7206» FILING False Tax return..
|

was

?o ? of, AG plus the special asses4
.

enOn^courr^
ssn nlus $75 . f |

is described as a white male born||

• rmid Office omaA {9-147A-571) (1 - 66-3089)
See codes go revere skla,

MAMTkIs r4)



FD-302 (REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 -

Date of transcription 5/23/90

I
telephone numbeq

| was
telephonicaily intervi ewan hy .spam a i Aqgnf. (Sa)|

|

Ireqardina'^FRANKLIN COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
(FCFCU).

I I
yhs previously interviewed regarding FCFCU and was

now being interviewed regarding the purchase of a full length fox
fur coat in 19^^. | [

provided the following information;

I
[advised that in the spring of 1987, she received a

jfuU 1 finctjp. fox or mink coat from]
is also an employee at fufuu ana tnrougn conversation >

with
I

[learned he cpuld purchase a fox or mink
(

coat tor approximately $2,500.
[

advised] [purchased the )
coat she believes with cash in tne amount of 52,500 from an /‘

unknown furrier outside the Omaha Metropolitan area.

I [
advised this coat was paid for in cash by

[ [

tor the full amount. advised the fox or minx coat
does not have any labels or any identifying information regarding
where the coat was purchased from.

[ [
advised she could not provide any further

information regarding this purchase and any additional information
would have to be obtained from who still resides with
her.

Investigation on 5/10/90 at Omaha , Nebraska File # I'BCXLD SSi
J /T1 Fii m ~

'Y/--

by SA

I

Date dictated 5 /jlO/9QM n <nqn

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI anjd is loan^tP^ — OtvlAHA

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
j|

I i



FD-302 (REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 -/

Date of transcription 5/23/90

t.elephone numberr 1 was
telephonlcallv interviewed/ by special Agent (SA)

I Ihad pneviously been lntervlew§g~~r^ardlna'
FRANKLIN COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION (FCFCU). | | was now
being interviewed regarding the purchase of a full length fox or
mink coat from I ~l on behalf of|

|

provided the following information:

b6
b7C

1
advised that in February 1987, approximately

1 a $2,500 fullaround Vaienrine’ s Day, he purchased from I l a
length fox or mink rnaf . I lariw-iaoH through
conversations with

| |
learned he could

purchase a full length mink or fox coat for approximately $2,500.
Upon learning of how reasonable a mink coat could be purchased
through

| [
continually requested

| |
to

purchase the coat. At her insistence .I Inurcnaseo the coat/
Ipurchased the cakt

|advised that
s being in the

however . he did
Iprovided him

for approximately $2,500 from
from a furrier believed to be in New York,
upon receiving the coat, he became aware of
coat identifying the furrier or the type of fur
not (question

I [
regard inn j-hig matter.

a bill for $2,500 of which] |paid back to
at the same time in February in 1987.

him approximately

advised he formerly owned the ALBERT PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE which burned down in November 1986. All monies
received from the liquor store were paid back to the Small
Business Administration to pay off the outstanding debt. [
advised that through his job at FCFCU, he was able to save
approximately $1,500. Upon saving the money, he frecjuented the
horse races and dog races and parlayed his savings of $1,500 into
enough money to pay

[
|the $2,500 in cash.

| |

advised he did not retain any receipts (pr any information
regarding the purchase of the coat from

[ 1 could not
provide any information on whether I Iprovided him detailed
information regarding the purchase other than the coat costing
$2,500.

Investigation on

SA

5/10/90 at Omaha, Nebraska

!<SERIAUZE3l

by :cm Date dictated

Hib..sUy-

5/[lD/90
JuN U4

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
FBI — QtviAhA



FD-302a (Rev. 11-15-83)

OM 147A-571

Continuation of FD-302 of
, On 5/10/90 Page 2

1 I
[advised the coat would

I house lor further inspection and
regarding this matter.

be held atl
|

is willing to cooperate

b6
b7C



FD-302 (REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 -

Date of transcription 5/23/9 0

I

.

' Bellevue. Nebraska ,

telephone numner I -l—.,—

_

i
interviewed by Special Agents (SA)

I
PederaiL Bureau of Investigation ( FBI )

,

and
^ Internal Revenue Service { IRS)

.

I ^as being
interviewed regarding his/relationship with I

\

former
employee of FRANKLIN COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION (i '

CJj'CU ) . I

provided the following /nformation:

Investigation on

by SA|

5/15/90 at Omaha, Nebraska File #

SERIALIZED

Date dictated
I V "w i~« V'

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is lotaBbd-* OMAHA
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

\



FD-302 (REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 -

Date of transcription 6/20/ 90

/

voluntarily appeared at the Omaha Division
of the Federal B^ureau or Investigation (FBI) to be interviewed
regarding FRANKLIN COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION (FCFCU).

'

provided the following information:

I [
advised he appeared without his attorney to be

interviewed by Special Agent (SA)
| [

regarding
his employment at FCFCU.-

b6
b7C
b7D

Investigation on 6/11/90 Omaha/ Nebraska File# OM 14VA 571 ^



FD-302a (Rev. 11-15-83)

Jf

OM 147A-571

Continuation of FD-302 of On 6/11/90 Page 1

I n advised he cannot provide any further information
regarding” [and knows of no agreement between FCFCU and|
or CSO anol [

regarding the establishment of share certificates
with FUBB customers

.

b6
b7C
b7D

advised he is willing l^o cooperate in this
ion, and is currently working
Nebraska.

in



SfDv-aOJ^REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

\

\X
,1 '

- 1 -

Date of transcription 6/20/ 9 0

1 Omaha. Nebraska., was
] whointerviewed by Specials Agent (SA)[

identified himself as
Investigation (FBI).
FRANKLIN COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT-UMIDN (FCFCU) and CONSUMER

Sneri fjil Agent of the Federal Bureau of
was being interviewed regarding

b6
b7C
b7D

SERVICES ORGANIZATION (CSO)
information:

provided the following

by SA[
advised that she had previously been interviewed

] but was willing to be interviewed
regarding further investigation in the above matter.

\

Investigation on

saI

6/13/90 at Omaha, Nebraska File # OM 147A-571 -73/

by Date dictated 6 ff

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI an

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

.
,

viyi'l 2 6 19
IS loaned

L



IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOUCHE KING,

Defendants.

U. S. Uioli.ivT

DISTRICT OF ixERASX

90JU:i 13 Pli 3: 07

3i'J ii. E

CLERK
I .U t t U i

CR 89-0-63.

MEMORANDUM OPINION
and ORDER

This matter is before the Court on the magistrate's findings

and recommendations (Filing No. 316) ,.
and the objections to such

findings and recommendations filed by Lawrence E. King, Jr. and

Alice Plouche King (Filing Nos. 325 and 326). The magistrate has

recommended that defendants' motions for change of venue (Filing

Nos. 175 and 178) and defendant Alice King's motion for severance

(Filing No. 242) be denied without prejudice to reassertion at a

later point in time.

The Court has reviewed de novo those portions of the findings

and recommendations to which objection has been made pursuant to

28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(C) and Local Rule 49(B). Despite the

defendants' objections, the Court finds that the findings and

recommendations should be adopted.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

1. That the magistrate's findings and recommendations are

adopted

;

2 . That the defendants ' motions for change of venuej^^

Nos. 175 and 178) are denied without prejudice to reds'seT?:^^-^-^-^'^^

during or after voir dire; and 2 8 1990



3. That defendant Alice King's motion for severance (Filing No

242) is denied without prejudice to later reassertion.

Dated this day of <2-^ , 1990.

BY THE COURT:



Memorandum

To

From

SAC, o:

(eu

, OMAHA

P
(147A-OM-571

SAC, DENVER (94-81 SUB A)

Date 6/22/90

Subject:

I
|, PRESIDENT;

FRANKLIN COMMERCIAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA;
ET AL;
FAG - HUD;
IRS TAXES; MF; WF; BF&E;
00 : DENVER

b6
b7C

It is
administered to
6/4/90.

noted that a Dolvaraph examination was
at Omaha, Nebraska, on

The results of this examination have been forwarded to
the Polygraph Unit, FBIHQ, for review. Upon completion of this
review, the results will be forwarded to your office.

The Bureau cover letter and the Polygraph Examination
Report (PD-498) should be filed as serials in your substantive
case file. The remaining documents should be filed as lA
exhibits. “ ^

(^- Omaha
2 - Denver

(1 - 94-81 SUB A)
(147A-OM-571)

DAG/lat
(4)

/V7^- 57/-. 7J5
SEAEtCHED

.

.INDEXED._) J. n

SERIAI.IZRDfc^iJlED—tsX.

JUN /
'•

1.
••

1



kivj E'ffactive r'
Aii'gus'E^^^^ ;i'i9 8 9 ; --aknew feder’ai.Si'ilw'-; the-

^pinancial^f:Jk-:ln^ Refoicm; •;.Recbver5^'',^a

^Enforcemettt^;|5::;^t';';;,^i^^ ' (PIRkEA). ,,.E)r^iit:i^i'^s'''''the|

,
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.^ -tP ; k^air^
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sentenced
.. to .five Ybars^^kiimprisonnient . :.dhd ;.kfih.ed

•;$250, 000i: k‘>
•'

...
;;• •..'••.•.k ;•; / •;

•
. k;....;^.....k--y

^ ^0 ::- .

• -PUrthermore / .:
: theknew x laW:> :

^^^^ at;
:

.1'#. fS v :

SeCtibn : ; i510-(b;)-(;2;);#-rtakes;;;:it ka;-;m

offiCer :;
•

: or ' k^plbyeek^takkdite^ . . or vihidfrectlv
:

notify^ a custbinerkpB'"bhe; j financial; ;i^

recbrds;k:k^^^-- l'spV^i^^lx^ii^litHek::ksi^pberia':^;^^
convictibh>f::k'taie;;:|;pifice:r:^|dr^;employ^

•;
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,;
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M 0^223

States district Olourt
FOR TIIS DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

SUBPOENA TO TESTIFY
BEFORE GRAND JURY

pOENA FOR:

PERSON &DOCUMENTS OR OBJECT(S)

b3
b6
hlC

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear and testify before the Grand Jury of the United States District

Court at the place, date, and time specified below.

PUCE ROOM

Zioriasky Federal Building - Rooa 8006
215 Korth 17th Street Grand Jury

Oaaha, llehraslca 08101 DATE AND TIME

July 10 1900
9.*00 a.m.

YOU ARE ALSO COMMANDED to bring with you the following document(s) or object(s):*

Sea attaebaeat

Please^e^^^a^0tional information on reverse

^ t

This subpoena shall remain in effect until you are granted leave to depart by the court or by an officer acting on

behalf of the court.

CLERKS DATE

1

June 29, 1990
(B^ DEPUTY CLERK

'
’A .

This subpoena is issued upon application
\SSISTANT U.S. ATTORNEY

of the United States of America First Aoslstant O.S, Attorney
P.G. Bos i228~BTS
Oaaha, llehrasita 68101
(402) 221-4774

*lf not applicable, enter “none.” to be used in lieu of aouo form oBD-227

JAN. 86



RETURN OF SERVICE^

RECEIVED
BY SERVER

DATE PLACE

SERVED
DATE PLACE

SERVED ON (NAME)

TRAVEL SERVICES TOTAL

DECLARATION OF SERVER(2)

declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the foregoing

anrLStatament of Service Faas is true and correct.

Executed on

Address of Server

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

(1) As to who may serve a subpoena and the manner of its service see Rule 17(d), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, or Rule 45(c), Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure.

(2) “Fees and mileage need not be tendered to the witness upon service of a subpoena issued on behalf of the United States or an officer or agency thereof
(Rule 45(c), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; Rule 17(d), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure) or on behalf of certain indigent parties and criminal

defendants who are unable to pay such costs (2,8 USC 1825, Rule 17(b) Federal Rules of Criminal Proce|ijjre)”



FD-302 (REV. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 -

Date of transcription 6/28/90

y Special Agent ( SA

)

identified nimseit. »<= a snaniai Ag^t of rhe^^eral
ureau or Investigation (FBI).

|
[as advised that he was

being interviewed regarding his employment with FRANKLIN COMMUNITY
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION (FCFCU) and CONSUMER SERVICES ORGANIZATION
(CSO).

[
provided the following information:

advised he began his employment in early 1987
and was empiovedwith either FCFCU or CSO for approximately a two
year period. 1

Investigation on

by SA|

6/14/90 Omaha, Nebraska

Date dictated

_File # OM 147A-571.--

i sEAsc::iD .JhLj;®sxED-±2L—

!

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBland is<ll>kyed ^ 1990

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
|

r =^riAHA



James R. Schumacher, RC.
Steven E. Achelpohl
Gregg H. Coffman
Marilyn N. Abbott
John W. Steele
Stephanie Weber Milone

Schumacher & Achelpohl
Attorneys at Law

A PARTNERSHIP
INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS

100 Historic Library Plaza
1823 Harney Street

Omaha, Nebraska esioz-igos

July 5, 1990

TELEPHONE:
(402 ) 346-9000
TELECOPIER:
(402 ) 346-6112

Mr.
United States Assistant Attorney
P.O. Box 1228 DTS
Omaha, NE 68101

3UL 0 5.
<?0

b6
b7C

- -T

C.

RE: US V

Dear Mr.

CR89-0-63

On July 2nd, we received vour letter enclosing the inventory of
records prepared by

| Hfor the documents located in the West
Omaha Depository. Your letter also identified the number series that
apparently has been used based upon the source of documents.

Very shortly after our appointment as attorneys in this case, we
received a copy of an inventory for the documents located in the West
Omaha

^

Depository . The inventory which you have now forwarded to us .

contains many additional items which were not identified in any way
in the earlier inventory. Specifically, the inventory which you
forwarded to our office for the first time notes that the following
documents exists

:

1 . Boxes 548 thru 572 which you indicated in your letter are
items obtained from the. Credit Union Building after the

u.r order to perform hisLosure by
reconstructio'n

2. Boxes 1,000 thru 1,025 which you indicate are items
subpoenaed by the NCUA in the civil suit.

3. Boxes 1,121 thru 1,138 which you indicate are the work
files of the NCUA/Financial Advisory Group.

Let us outline first our specific concerns about each of these
types of documents which were previously not identified and then deal
with our general concerns. ,

BOX 548 THRU 572 /If'

When we embarked on this case, you took us on a tour
|Omaha Depository and represented to us at that time that'

j SEASCZD BJBSXSD !

j

cSEUAtitEeKiiSeLsi

all of the

JUL X 6

'

>

1990

y'



Mr.

I

July 5, 1990
2

Schumacher & Achelpohl

credit union records had been transferred to that location. However,
it appears now that there are various records that were left at the
credit union building and only now are we being provided with some
type of listing and identification that these documents exists. Note
two under the inventory has various dates ranging from November 10,
1989 to December 1, 1989. We would like to know if these are the
dates which these documents were transferred from the credit union
building to the West Omaha Depository and, if so, why we were not
informed. Needless to say, we wish access to these documents because
the boxes contain such items, as noted on the indp-x, as information

various activities
Erickson-Sederstrom
87.

of Mr.l land his businesses_J1

travel schedules, and a i

letters of
biary for 1986-

BOXES 1,000 THRU 1,025

has provided a
hnse boxes were only the

At the outset, we acknowledge that Mr.
few of these boxes to our accountants bnt i-.

documents with regard to Mr. and Mrs. \ pey-sonai accounts at
various banks and information with regard tc [business accounts.
We believe those are denoted as boxes 1,000 thru 1,003. The balance
of the boxes relate to bank accounts and credit card accounts of
various employees of the credit union and co-conspirators.
Specifically, we are concerned that you have never identified the fact
that Mr. I has reviewed and has in his possession copies of
numerous bank accounts and credit card eccmmt.g fn-rl

J Apparently
rnese documents are mainly contained in box i,QQ6. our accountants
were given access by Kr. H to the SLAP account records (one
item in Box 1006) but no others

.

Regardless of the source of the documents, we assume that these
documents have been reviewed by Mr. and that fact alone leads
us to the conclusion that the information should have been identified
to the defense and made available in the past. Needless to say, we
wish to have immediate access to all the boxes in the 1,000 series.
It is our position that Mr. I I has either been given or
requested documents to be subpoenaed civilly under a civil subpoena
issued by the NCUA, these documents are nevertheless items which he
has used in^ connection with the reconstruction and they should be made
available^ immediately to the defense. We are very concerned that
again administrative procedures are being used to gather information
which is relevant to the criminal proceeding and then the government
denies access by erecting a "Chinese wall".

BOXES 1,100 THRU 1,138

On The previous inventory listed boxes 1,100 thru 1,120. The new
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list contains additional boxes of 1,121 thru 1,138. Your letter
denotes that this series of boxes are the work files of the

In conclus ion, please consider this letter a demand by the
attorneys for Mr, |that we be granted immediate access to all of
the documents conrained on the inventory, except those denoted in
boxes 1,118 thru 1,138 (work files). If you will not arrange for us
to receive access to these documents, we wish to have you respond in
writing as to the reason.

In the event that we are denied access to the records, we will
move the Court for an order allowing such access.

We wish to underescore that the failure to identify these
documents will prejudice the orderly progression of this case. We
will await your response for seven (7) days and in the absence of a
response during that time period, we will proceed with a motion for
disclosure of the materials.

Very truly yours.

b6
b7C
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AgeniJ
The followi ng i nvp.R-hi ga-h i nn was conducted by Special

at Omaha, Nebraska:

On June
'RATION

28, 1990, NATIONAL CREDIT UNION
ADMINIST
reflect
$6,700.^ The application reflected a mortgage loan of
approximately $4 0,000 and no judgment. Upon rev iew of the credit

advised a review or oppd credit union records
making application for a personal loan of

1, ^ j nr -

report regarding|_ it was determined
,

,

home mortgage is
$164,000, with property value of $89,000 and a judgment of
$3,900, from AVCO FINANCIAL SERVICES, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
ADLER is of the opinion this is a fraudulent application.

b6
b7C



INTERVIEW OF

_OnMay 12 , 1990, at approximately 5:15 p.m.,
I, Omaha, Nebraska, 68104, hpipphnnr niimln

*'in’^^TVTewFS'‘‘‘Sy~§p£2IiXIJnv¥stTga^r
was . conducted at ^residence. ^

The interview

advised that this interview was being conducted pursuant to
a telephone call that

|

~| had made to the Special
Prosecutor's office concerning information that he might have
involving the Franklin Credit Union (FCU) situation.

st^uld be noted that during the interview with
also present, and made comments, but those comments only

supported information that
| |

himself gave.

After being advised .by Investigator
l [ that the Douglas County

Grand Jury was looking into allegations' "of inappropriate sexual
condu ct concerning individuals associated with the FCU situation,

voluntarily gave the following information;





IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEBRASKA

JUL 1 0 F,‘| 2: 07

’ clerk

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

LAWRENCE E. KING, JR. and
ALICE PLOCHE KING,

Defendant (s)

CR 89-0-63

MAGISTRATE'S FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
REGARDING MOTION TO
DISMISS INDICTMENT
(FILING 253)

Presented to me is the motion to dismiss indictment (filing

253) submitted by the defendant Lawrence E. King, Jr. (King) . I

will recommend that the motion be denied.

King raises seven arguments which may be summarized as

follows;

1. Counts 1 through 40 of the indictment fail to state

sufficient facts to constitute offenses against the United

States

;

2. Counts 1 through 40 are vague and uncertain and fail

to contain a plain, concise and definite written statement of

the essential facts constituting the offenses sought to be

charged

;

3 . Count 1 fails to allege a conspiracy in accordance

with 18 U.S.C. § 371, in that the allegations are overbroad,

count 1 of the indictment alleges multiple conspiracies and

is therefore duplicitous, and count 1 attempts to allejje . a

twelve-year conspiracy, but fails to allege an

prior to May 15, 1983; JUL 1 6 1990



4. Count 2 is barred by the applicable statute of

limitations;

5. Counts 2 through 40 are multiplicitous;

6. Count 35 is duplicitous;

7. Count 36 is duplicitous.

I.

On May 15, 1989 (filing 2) the grand jury handed up a sealed

indictment against Lawrence E. King, Jr. only, alleging a violation

of 26 U.S.C. § 7206(1), occurring on or about the 16th day of May

1983. Essentially the indictment alleged that King willfully

subscribed a false Form 990 (Return of Organization Exempt from

Income Tax for calendar year 1982 for Consumer Services

Organization, Inc.).

On May 19, 1989, the grand jury handed up a superseding

indictment (filing 5) which was twenty-six pages long, and brought

charges against King and his wife, Alice Ploche King. This

superseding indictment (filing 5) charged King with conspiracy,

embezzlement, wire fraud, mail fraud, bank fraud, false tax

returns, and false entries in credit union books in violation of

18 U.S.C. §§ 371, 657, 1006, 1341, 1343, 1344, and 2, and 26 U.S.C.

§ 7206(1). Mrs. King was charged also in count 1 (18 U.S.C. §

371), counts 26 through 34 (18 U.S.C. § 1343) and counts 39 through

40 (18 U.S.C. § 1344)

.

On May 4, 1990 (filing 295) , the grand jury handed up a second

superseding indictment. This second superseding indictment did not

materially change the first superseding indictment. In particular.
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in count 2 of the second superseding indictment (filing 295) , the

government continued to maintain, as it had in the first

superseding indictment (filing 5) and as it had in the original

indictment (filing 2), that King, on the 16th day of May, 1983 in

the District of Nebraska, falsely made and subscribed a Form 990.

Pursuant to my order of March 22, 1990 (filing 209), the

government filed its bill of particulars on May 14, 1990 (filing

309) . In the bill of particulars the government stated, to the

extent of the government's knowledge, the following:

a. the names of all known conspirators;

b. the date each defendant joined the conspiracy, the

act which the government contended evidenced joinder in this

conspiracy, the location where that act took place, and the

name of any conspirator who was present on the date that act

took place;

c. for each overt act alleged in count I (paragraphs El

through and including E18 and including counts 2 through and

including 40 as those counts were also incorporated by

reference to count I as overt acts) ,
the date the overt act

occurred, the name of the conspirator who actually did the act

or directed that it take place, the location where the overt

act took place, and the names of any conspirator who was

present on the date that act took place.

3



I shall address each of Mr. King's arguments in turn.^

As to the first argument raised by Mr. King, that counts 1

through 40 of the indictments failed to state facts sufficient to

constitute offenses against the United States, I disagree. The

indictments are brought in the language of the relevant statutes

and appropriate factual allegations are made to trigger the

relevant statutes. It would serve no useful purpose to discuss in

detail counts 1 through 40 of the indictments as they speak for

themselves

.

The second argument advanced by the defendant King is that

counts 1 through 40 are vague and uncertain and fail to contain a

plain, concise, and definite written statement of the essential

facts constituting the offenses sought to be charged. Once again,

this appears to be a pro forma motion.

Counts 1 through 40 of the indictments are not vague nor are

they uncertain, particularly when read in light of the government's

bill of particulars.

The third argument advanced by Mr. King is based upon

essentially two subparts.

First, King argues that count 1, the conspiracy allegation,

in reality alleges multiple conspiracies and is therefore

note that counsel for Mr. King did not submit a brief in
support of the motion to dismiss. Counsel indicated to me that
they did not desire to brief the issue as they believed the motion
did not require briefing. I gave counsel for Mr. King leave to
file the motion without the necessity of submitting a brief.



duplicitous.^ As to the issue of multiple conspiracies, although

it is necessary to raise this issue at this time, it is

nevertheless difficult to resolve the question simply on the

pleadings alone. This is so because normally one must look to the

evidence at trial to determine whether the alleged participants

shared a "'common aim or purpose'" and whether "'mutual dependence

and assistance' existed.” United States v. De Luna, 763 F.2d 897,

918 (8th Cir.) (citing United States v. Jackson, 696 F.2d 578, 582

(8th Cir. 1982), cert, denied, 460 U.S. 1073 (1983)), cert, denied,

474 U.S. 980 (1985). In United States v. Mims, 812 F.2d 1068 (8th

cir. 1987) , the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth

Circuit set forth the definition of a conspiracy and the type of

evidence which must exist to show a connection between a particular

defendant and the conspiracy involved:

It is established in this circuit that "[t]o convict
a defendant of criminal conspiracy, the government is
obligated to prove that 'the individual entered an
agreement with at least one other person, that the
agreement had as its objective a violation of the law,
and that one of those in agreement committed an act in
furtherance of the objective."' United States v.
Michaels, 726 F.2d 1307, 1310-11 (8th Cir.) (quoting
United States v. Evans, 697 F.2d 240, 244-45 (8th Cir.),
cert, denied, 460 U.S. 1086, 103 S. Ct. 1779, 76 L.Ed.2d
350 (1983)), cert, denied, 469 U.S. 820, 105 S. Ct. 92,
83 L.Ed.2d 38 (1984). ''[I]t is not necessary to prove
that the defendant knew all of the conspirators or was
aware of all the details, but it must be shown that the
person 'knowingly contributed . . . efforts in
furtherance of it."' United States v. Jones, 545 F.2d
1112, 1115 (8th Cir. 1976), (citation omitted), cert,
denied, 429 U.S. 1075, 97 S. Ct. 814, 50 L.Ed.2d 793
(1977) . Once a conspiracy is established, even slight
evidence connecting the defendant to the conspiracy may

^I understand the claim of "overbreath" relates to this
duplicity argument.
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be sufficient proof of his involvement. Michaels/ supra,
726 F.2d at 1311 (citing United States v. Overshon, 494

F.2d 894, 896 (8th Cir. ) ,
cert. denied, 419 U.S. 853, 95

S. Ct. 96, 42 L.Ed.2d 85 (1974)).

Mims, 812 F.2d at 1074-75.

The Committee on Model Criminal Jury Instructions for the

Eighth Circuit has described the law this way regarding single

versus multiple conspiracies;

If there is evidence that supports multiple
conspiracies , then whether a conspiracy is^ one scheme or
several is primarily a jury question. United States v.

Wilson, 497 F.2d 602 (8th Cir.), cert, denied, 419 U.S.

1069 (1974).

with respect to single versus multiple conspiracies,
the Eighth Circuit has set forth the following
guidelines:

"The general test is whether there was 'one overall
agreement ' to perform various functions to achieve
the objectives of the conspiracy. A conspirator
need not know all of the other conspirators or be
aware of all the details of the conspiracy, so long
as the evidence is sufficient to show knowing
contribution to the furtherance of the conspiracy .

"

United States v. Massa, 740 F.2d 629, 636 (8th Cir.

1984), cert, denied, 471 U.S. 1115 (1985); United States
V. Specter, 793 F.2d 932, 935-36 (8th Cir. 1986), cert,
denied, 479 U.S. 1031 (1987). Moreover, " [t]he existence
of a single agreement can be inferred if the evidence
revealed that the alleged participants shared 'a common
aim or purpose' and 'mutual dependence and assistance
existed.'" United States v. DeLuna, 763 F.2d 897, 918
(8th Cir.), cert, denied, 474 U.S. 980 (1985) (quoting
United States v. Jackson, 696 F.2d 578, 582-83 (8th Cir.

1982), cert, denied, 460 U.S. 1073 (1983)).

The involvement of a number of separate transactions
does not establish the existence of separate
conspiracies. Specter/ supra, 793 F.2d at 935. Likewise
the existence of multiple groups of individuals does not
preclude one overall conspiracy. United States v. Peyro,
786 F.2d 826, 829 (8th Cir. 1986). However a mere
overlap of personnel or knowledge of another's illegal
conduct is not by itself proof of a single conspiracy.
Id.
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Whether an indictment charges one or more than one
conspiracy is determined under a "totality of the
circumstances test" under which the following factors are
considered:

(1) time;

(2) persons acting as coconspirators;

(3) the statutory offenses charged in the
indictments

;

(4) the overt acts charged by the government or any
other description of the offenses charged which
indicate the nature and the scope of the
activity which the government sought to punish
in each case; and

(5) places where the events alleged as part of the
conspiracy took place.

"The essence of the determination is whether there is one
agreement to commit two crimes ,

or more than one
agreement, each with a separate object." United States
V. Thomas, 759 F.2d 659, 662 (8th Cir. 1985), cert,
denied, 486 U.S. 1006 (1988) [addressing a double
jeopardy claim]

.

Manual of Model Criminal Jury Instructions for the District Courts

of the Eighth Circuit, at 139-40 (West 1990) (Committee Comments)

.

Applying the law to the second superseding indictment, as

supplemented by the bill of particulars, I find that at this stage

of this case the government has alleged only one conspiracy.

The second prong of King's third argument is that count 1

attempts to allege a twelve-year conspiracy, but fails to allege

any overt acts prior to May 15, 1983. I am not sure exactly what

is intended by this argument.

To the extent that King argues there is no evidence sufficient

to convict him of the allegations of count 1, this issue is not

capable of determination without the trial of the general issue,

7



and, thus, is not properly raised prior to trial. Fed. R. Crim.

P. 12(b). To the extent that King attacks the second superseding

indictment as being returned without sufficient evidence, a

district court may not review the sufficiency of the evidence

presented to the grand jury, and, in general, may not dismiss an

indictment that is, even in the court's view, based on incompetent

evidence. See Costello v. United States, 350 U.S. 359, 363 (1956) .

Moreover, while it is true that the first overt act alleged

in the superseding indictment was alleged to have taken place on

May 15, 1983 (filing 295, paragraph El) , the second superseding

indictment also alleges that it was a part of the conspiracy that

in 1976 Mr. Harvey, a coconspirator, and Mr. King, entered into an

arrangement which essentially caused King's personal bills to be

paid out of funds on deposit at the subject credit union, resulting

in shortages of approximately $400,000 by the end of 1976 (filing

295, paragraph Dl) . And in the government's bill of particulars

it is specifically alleged that in July of 1976 Lawrence E. King,

Jr. joined the conspiracy in Omaha, Nebraska when he and Mr. Harvey

allegedly fabricated account ledgers at the subject credit union

(filing 309, paragraph III). I do not find any precedent which

would require the government to allege a specific overt act for

each year of the existence of a conspiracy as apparently argued by

Mr. King. As a consequence, I see no reason why the indictment is

deficient simply because the conspiracy began in July of 1976, but

the first overt act upon which the government chooses to rely

occurred a number of years later.

8



The fourth argument alleged by Mr. King is that count 2 of the

second superseding indictment is barred by the applicable statute

of limitations. It will be recalled that the original indictment

in this case was handed up on May 15, 1989, and this indictment,

later superseded twice, alleged that on the 16th day of May, 1983

Mr. King unlawfully made and subscribed a false Form 990. Thus,

even though the second superseding indictment was not handed up

until May 4, 1990 (filing 295), Mr. King was originally charged

with the same offense as later alleged in count 2 of the

superseding indictments in the original indictment filed on May 15,

1989 (filing 2). The charging statute, 26 U.S.C. § 7201(1),

explicitly deals with fraud and false statements, and, therefore,

the six-year statute of limitations contained in 26 U.S.C. §

6531(1) is applicable. See united States v. White, 671 F.2d 1126,

1133-34 (8th Cir. 1982). Thus, the original indictment was handed

up in time since the act took place on May 16, 1983, and the

indictment was filed on May 15, 1989 (filings 2 and 295)

.

The fifth argument advanced by Mr. King is that counts 2

through 40 are multiplicitous. Multiplicity is the charging of a

single offense in multiple counts. 8 J. Moore, Moore's Federal

Practice H 8.03[2] and f 8.07[1] (2d ed. 1990) (comparing duplicity

and multiplicity) . In this connection, I note that counts 2 and

3 charge a violation of 26 U.S.C. § 7206(1) (false return under

penalty of perjury) , count 2 involving returns for calendar year

1982, while count 3 involves returns for calendar year 1983.

Counts 4 through 7 charge a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1006 (false

9



book entry)
, each count alleging a separate date, spanning a two-

year period of time. Counts 8 through 18 charge violations of 18

U.S.C. §§ 1341 (mail fraud) and 2, with each count involving a

different check. Counts 19 through 25 charge violations of 18

U.S.C. §§ 1343 (wire fraud) and 2, with each count involving a

different date, a different wire transfer, and a different source

for the funds transferred. Counts 26 through 34 charge violations

of 18 U.S.C. § 1343 (wire fraud) and 2. Each count involves a

different wire transmission on a different date with different

amounts. Moreover, each count involves different transactions than

those alleged in counts 19 through 25. Count 35 charges a

violation of 18 U.S.C. § 657 (embezzlement, credit union). Counts

36 through 40 charge violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1344 (scheme to

defraud) . Each of these counts (35-40) involves different time

periods and different acts and different amounts.

Generally speaking '"the test to be applied to determine

whether there are two offenses or only one, is whether each

provision requires proof of a fact which the other does not.'"

Blockburger v. United States, 284 U.S. 299, 304 (1932) (quoted in

8 J. Moore, supra, 5 8.07[2]). Moreover, the Blockburger test is

not controlling where there is clear indication of contrary

legislative intent to permit cumulative punishments for the same

conduct. See Missouri v. Hunter, 459 U.S. 359, 368-69 (1983). In

this case I need not determine whether or not there was a specific

legislative intent for multiple punishments, since I find, applying

the Bloclcburger test, that each count requires proof of a fact

10



which the other counts do not. Accordingly, the claim of

multiplicity must fail.

Finally, King asserts in arguments six and seven that count

35 and count 36 of the superseding indictment are duplicitous.

Duplicity consists of charging in the same count in an indictment

two or more separate offenses. 8 J. Moore, supra, f 8. 03 [2]. In

count 35, Mr. King is charged with embezzling from a credit union

in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 657 about $12,000,000 (filing 295).

The amount of money alleged in the indictment is set forth in one

sum, but was said to have occurred between January 1, 1984 to on

or about the 4th day of November 1988. In count 36, Mr. King is

charged with knowingly executing and attempting to execute a scheme

or artifice to defraud a commercial bank in violation of 18 U.S.C.

§ 1344 by using checks to obtain a "float loan," and the count

alleges that on six separate occasions King caused to be deposited

checks to create the "float," all in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1344.

It seems clear that in both counts the government is

contending that one offense, as to each count, occurred when on

various dates King either embezzled money (count 35)

,

or "floated"

checks (count 36)

.

But, King evidently argues that the indictment

is duplicitous since the activity took place on more than one date

in each count. I do not understand the government to be asking for

multiple punishments regarding count 35 or 36; that is, I

understand the government to seek only one punishment for a

violation of count 35, and only one punishment for a violation of

count 36, except to the extent that count 35 or 36 also constitute
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overt acts as a part of the conspiracy alleged in count 1. It does

not appear to me that multiple offenses have been joined in either

count 35 or count 36.

I believe the proper analysis here is as set forth in United

States v. Morse, 785 F.2d 771, 774 (9th Cir.), cert, denied, 476

U.S. 1186 (1986) and 479 U.S. 861 (1986) (citing United States v.

UCO Oil Co., 546 F.2d 833, 835 (9th Cir. 1976), cert, denied, 430

U.S. 966 (1977)). In that case, the court noted that the

difficulty with a duplicitous indictment is that the duplicity

precludes assurance of jury unanimity, and may also prejudice a

subsequent double jeopardy defense. Thus, in reviewing a duplicity

argument, the court determined that it must examine the indictment

to determine whether it may fairly be read to charge but one crime

in each count. In Morse, the defendant was convicted of a mail

fraud scheme comprised of four tax shelter investment programs

promoted from late 1978 through 1981. The convicted defendants

claimed on appeal that the indictment was duplicitous and the

district court erred in failing to dismiss on that ground. The

court said that it could not hold as a matter of law that a

description in the indictment of four investment programs

necessarily embraced more than one fraudulent scheme. Id.

Applying the rationale of Morse to this case, the embezzlement

of funds over a period time or the fraudulent scheme of depositing

checks over time to create a '•float” are but single offenses.

IT IS RECOMMENDED to Judge Cambridge that filing 253 be

denied.
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